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I :  IS  REALITY REAL?!

A hiccup...; a trickle of amniotic fluid crosses the lifeless lips... that wake up 

suddenly; a first breath rushes in the new-born's lungs, the first of a very long 

series. A tremendous venture in airborne life begins after an aquatic start, nine

months before. Countless cells collaborate in a wonderful choreography to 

perpetuate life. Two hundred thousand years of adaptive history of our species 

allows the baby to immediately express a whole series of vital behaviours: he 

expresses himself, asks for help, searches for the nipple, learns to recognize 

the smell of his mother's areola, the voice of his relatives...

But our instincts are rather restricted compared to other species. Juveniles of 

some species do not even need parents at birth. These are species that evolve 

slowly because they live in relatively stable environments. Our species is very 

young and still relies on rapid change to adapt to a variety of environments. 

This has been successful because we have colonised the entire planet and 

represent by far the largest primate species. In return we have to learn almost

everything: the world, gravity, the danger of flames, gravity management...  

An instinctive driving force for learning about our environment and ourselves 

continually seeks to make sense of our perceptions. This instinctive sense-

seeking engine is fundamental to the adaptive survival of nervous-system 

animal species. Effects are associated with causes and their recognition allows 

us to predict what may happen as a result of perceptions, and to prepare for 

them in order to survive and live in the best possible conditions. Each object, 

each situation will be indexed according to its importance for the survival and 

quality of life of the individual. This engine gradually puts in place an image, a 

mental representation of the world that acquires meaning. No wonder why 

we're so reluctant to change our world picture; it's a question of life and death!

But what is this image worth? This representation that seems so true to us; 

are we not perfectly aware of reality as it really is? 
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No species perceives Reality as it is, but an illusion forged while it 

adapted to its specific environment (#1); a construction enriched, then 

refined by the history of each individual. As far as our species is concerned, 

philosophers have long understood this; the illusion of a universe made up of 

independent material objects which, for Plato, are only shadows at the bottom 

of a cave and, for the Vedanta, are in reality only dynamic forms of 

interacting energies in one only field of creation (#15).

Already in childhood, our instinctive search engine for meaning takes 

advantage of our faculties of logical reasoning to construct what has become 

our "common sense". It is no longer just a question of associating perceptions 

to derive causal relationships automatically, but also of analysing these 

relationships in depth and consciously, so that we can appropriate this image in

a much richer and more personal way.

This image of the world is further enriched by our cultural interactions. Our 

species is so dependent on learning that to become human, to express our full 

potential, we must necessarily communicate with other humans! We thus 

benefit from millennia of cultural discoveries that complement our personal 

image of the world. And this representation asserts itself with such richness, 

such a force that it quickly becomes very destabilising not to consider it as the 

true reality.

I.1: QUEST FOR MEANING

Culturally, this quest expressed itself through religion or mythology, then 

philosophy which, in turn, gave rise to science. Experimental Science questions

Nature and looks for links between causes and effects to deduce (or induce) a 

model for the world, a model useful as a guidance in our life to benefit from 

intellectual satisfaction, serenity, comfort, pleasure and helpful in our quest for

bliss. Since four centuries Science changes our world view, our understanding 
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of the universe and ourselves in it, sometime to the detriment of religions, 

mythologies and even philosophies.

Descartes and his friends were looking for reliable 

answers when they questioned the world we live in. A 

series of three founding dreams one night of 1609 led 

Descartes to understand that his goal could be reached

by applying the mathematical way of thinking to the 

understanding of the MATERIAL Realm, and of this one 

only! His dreams show that there is a fundamental 

agreement between Mathematics and the Laws of 

Nature. His mission is clear and the "Discours sur la 

Méthode" shall establish a most powerful tool in the quest of humankind 

towards an understanding of the world! Amazingly, the origin of objective 

science is to be found in the most subjective world: dreams and visions! 

Since its origin in the 17th century, Science widened our perspective from the 

Middle Age's world which was centred on humans only. It shepherd us through

many copernican revolutions that had a huge effect on the understanding of 

ourselves; it made us more and more insignificant, in a larger and larger 

universe. And since the birth of the New Physics in 1900, the universe became

weird and incomprehensible. Common sense, acquired in our childhood 

through our five biological senses and our rational mind, isn't anymore able to 

make us understand the universe. Only Mathematics can help us because it 

depends on logic only and is beyond the limitations of our biology. We can't 

imagine a four dimensional universe… but we can calculate its behaviour! 

Science gave us tools to change our world image and sometime even to find 

meaning in it! But it remains as weird as before!

I.2: THE METHOD OF SCIENCE: A TOOL FOR PHILOSOPHY.

The creators of the Method were dualist; they considered two realities: the 

world of objects with an extent in space, material, and that of objects without 
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an extent in space, that of ideas, emotions... of the soul. The Method was 

created to acquire reliable knowledge about the material world and it alone. In

fact, in order for a knowledge to be reliable it must be objective and 

reproducible by everyone who would give himself the material and intellectual 

means; the subject who acquires it must not interfere with it: it is not a kind 

of magic that would require a personal and non-transferable gift, but a science

capable of transmitting knowledge. The subject who observes and experiments

must rely on quantifiable measures to avoid possible interference with feelings

or preconceptions. Anything subjective and qualitative is to be excluded from 

the Method or, when it comes to interpreting results, to classifying them in this

way and clearly separating them from the latter. 

Results must come from the application of the Method and should be the same

for everybody. However, interpretation of results and their application for 

understanding and modelling the universe is Philosophy and therefore can 

involve different appreciations. The philosophers of the Enlightenment have 

found in the Method a powerful tool at the service of progress towards a 

philosophical and technical paradise where knowledge would be freed from the

yoke of social classes and applied by all to satisfy all kinds of material and 

intellectual needs.

I.3: DUALISM TURNS OFF; MONISM TRIUMPHANT.

The explosion of applied knowledge dramatically improved the life of 

populations that grew exponentially. The Method became respected and 

acquired such an importance that its limits were progressively forgotten. It 

does not concern itself with the spiritual world... it ends up disappearing in the 

representations of philosophers who have become scientists; the world 

becomes monistic; only one reality now exists: that of the world of material 

objects. Only the latter are real: they have their own existence. The world of 

ideas becomes a simple emergence from that of matter; it does not have its 

own existence since it depends on matter. 
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Scientists are convinced that the emergence of the mind will find a detailed, 

understandable and reproducible explanation one day! Where Descartes saw a

mysterious operational relationship between the two worlds, in the epiphysis 

of the brain, which was supposed to be the intermediary between the soul and

the body, scientists are convinced that only matter really exists and that the 

epiphysis is only a purely material organ like the rest of the universe. 

At the end of the 19th century, a radical interpretation of Science gave rise to 

Positivism that has an interest in objects only. It condemns every subjectivity, 

every interpretation that wouldn't come from quantification only. And this 

destroyed any possible quest for meaning, of course. We are very far from the 

creators of Science who looked for an understanding of the world. 

Unfortunately this excessive valuation of objectivity contributed to the 

dehumanised world image that Science suggests today since a well 

programmed robot should be able to repeat the experiments and collect the 

same results! Again, the majority of scientists forgot that this feature was only 

a powerful tool on the way to understanding and not reality! The insignificance 

of the experimentalist progressively became the insignificance of humans… and

the world with them! It wasn't at all the conviction of the creators of Science! 

The paradigm today is very different from theirs! The dualistic world in which 

matter and spirituality were the basis of two fundamentally different realms 

became a monist and reductionist world in which only matter is real and 

composed of different parts that can be unrelated to each other. The soul no 

more exists and ideas are only an emergence from brain's activity.

I.4: THE DISRUPTION OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY.

The 20th century initiates a spectacular disruption! Time is no more absolute 

but depends on gravity and speed! Space is no more the magnificent stage 

discovered by Newton and on which an immutable mechanics organises the 

universe. The Microcosm hasn't the properties we think matter should have! 
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Common sense is no more a good counsellor when we analyse the universe 

that Science discovers!

« The theory of quantum electrodynamics describes Nature as absurd from the point of 

view of common sense. And it agrees fully with experiment. So I hope you accept Nature 

as She is - absurd. » Richard Feynmann. «QED: The Strange Theory of Light and 

Matter ». 1985.

 Positivism has condemned any subjectivity, any interpretation that is not 

based on quantitative measures. And in so doing, it has destroyed any sense-

seeking desire for scientific discoveries. Human beings are no longer the centre

of the world since Copernicus, Kepler and Galileo, of course. But he also lost 

his soul!

« The more the universe seems comprehensible, the more it also seems pointless. » 

Steven Weinberg. « The First Three Minutes. » 1977.

« Man at last knows that he is alone in the unfeeling immensity of the universe, out of 

which he emerged only by chance. Neither his destiny nor his duty have been written 

down. » Jacques Monod. « Chance and Necessity. » 1972.

By eliminating the subject, the Method finally removes all its meaning and 

value. The human becomes an insignificant mechanism, lost in a universe 

without soul and void of any relation with it. We are very far from the 

objectives of the Method's creators; they were precisely seeking to understand 

the world, and thus to give it meaning. They created the tool - the Scientific 

Method - to acquire reliable knowledge necessary for their philosophical quest. 

Unfortunately, the excessive valorisation of objectivity has dehumanised the 

image of the world that science offers us today.
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Skinner studies the learning behaviour of rats in the most automated way possible. The Method 
makes human beings dispensable and even proposes to replace them with machines insensitive to 
emotions that could interfere with the results of experiments! 

The philosophers who created the Method would be very astonished if they 

could come back today and find out that what they created slowly inhibited any

quest for meaning and that the Materialistic Paradigm became the most 

accepted one! But there are scientists that have not been tempted into the 

trap!

« As a man who has devoted his whole life to the most clear headed science, to the study

of matter, I can tell you as a result of my research about atoms this much: There is no 

matter as such. All matter originates and exists only by virtue of a force which brings 

the particle of an atom to vibration and holds this most minute solar system of the atom 

together. We must assume behind this force the existence of a conscious and intelligent 

mind. This mind is the matrix of all matter. »; Max Planck. « Das Wesen der Materie. » 

1944.

« The scientific world-picture vouchsafes a very complete understanding of all that 

happens — it makes it just a little too understandable. It allows you to imagine the total 

display as that of a mechanical clockwork which, for all that science knows, could go on
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just the same as it does, without there being consciousness, will, endeavour, pain and 

delight and responsibility connected with it — though they actually are. And the reason 

for this disconcerting situation is just this: that for the purpose of constructing the 

picture of the external world, we have used the greatly simplifying device of cutting our 

own personality out, removing it; hence it is gone, it has evaporated, it is ostensibly not 

needed.

In particular, and most importantly, this is the reason why the scientific worldview 

contains of itself no ethical values, no esthetical values, not a word about our own 

ultimate scope or destination, and no God, if you please. Whence came I and whither go

I? » Erwin Schrödinger. « Nature and the Greeks.» 1954.

I.5: BUT ANOMALIES ACCUMULATE!

« Everything we call real is made of things that cannot be regarded as real. »; Niels 

Bohr

« Whatever matter is, it isn't made of matter. » Hans Peter Dürr. « Reason and 

Wonder. » 2015.

Today we are far away from radical Positivism! While looking for the nature of 

reality, the ultimate constituent body of matter, the universe and ourselves…, 

Physics found the quantum vacuum that creates matter-energy! In pursuit of 

absolute objectivity, it found the fundamental importance of the 

observer… (#III.3). Experiments display disturbing abnormalities (#3) 

that seriously shatter our convictions... What we perceive as continuous is not;

what seems solid to us is essentially made up of emptiness; paradoxically, 

emptiness is full of energy; energy and matter are only two faces of the same 

reality; like time and space which together construct a dimension invisible to 

our senses and which relativises what we intuitively feel as absolute; objects 

can be found in several places at the same time. And, rather than being 

resolved by the progress of research, these anomalies accumulate, diversify, 

deepen and disrupt physicists even more!
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And here we are at the beginning of a major paradigm shift:(#2)  these 

frameworks - most often unconscious - in which our concepts are forged, our 

imaginations construct mental images that we absolutely need to understand 

the world. Here we are at a turning point in our history, reminiscent of the 

Renaissance, when uncritically inherited dogmas were subjected to analysis 

and subjugated to reasoned and personal conviction rather than blind 

obedience. Today, our deepest convictions prove to be wrong: there is a "veiled

real" of undulating and subtle nature, beyond appearances, which seems to be 

at the origin of the real perceived as matter. What seems to us separated in 

time and space is fundamentally linked through the veiled reality... Taking into 

account these realities that have become inescapable for decades already, 

invariably reproduced and confirmed for more than a century for some of 

them, forces us to rethink the real and our place in this new world.

The wave nature of the Microcosm can only be described with probabilities and 

superposition of states: only interactions seem to determine the properties of 

matter  out of an infinity of possible outcomes: only interactions create the 

Macrocosm we perceive. The deep anomalies that accumulate take credit away

from the model we inherited from Positivism: Materialistic and Realistic 

Monism. Experimental results are incompatible with it, even if it remains an 

underlying feature for most scientists. This paradigm postulates that matter is 

real because it expresses quantifiable properties that are of their own, that 

don't rely on the observer. "The Moon is in the sky even if nobody looks at it!" 

Yes... but this isn't true for the particles that make the Moon! Without 

interactions every one of these won't have defined properties; only possible 

ones included in a large number of possible ones! Only an interaction fixes 

their properties on defined values and make them "real" for us.

It is important to remember that the Method isn't able to define the NATURE 

of Matter (#4), only its PROPERTIES since properties alone are objectively 

quantifiable. The discussion on the nature of an object falls under subjective 

choices which must be done by Philosophy and not Science only! 
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Measurements of matter's objective properties don't give at all the 

results we expect from them a priori! Matter is dual (#5): at once a 

particle and a wave, which is impossible for an object we consider as real! It 

expresses its particle properties with precise and quantified attributes only 

when interacting with a measuring device or other object. When no observer 

measures it or no object interferes with it, matter seems to evolve in a reality 

that is foreign to us but from which we can calculate certain attributes by 

applying the mathematics of waves. In this esoteric reality it has no definite 

properties but expresses a superposition of states which gives it indefinite 

potentialities. A photon for example, will not be at a precise spot of the light 

beam but everywhere at once in a cloud of possibilities described by its wave 

function! It will only be defined on a specific position when interacting with 

another quantum object. Particulate matter behaves in a comparable way with 

regard to its properties which we consider to be real, i. e. which exist for 

themselves, without having to interact with anything else to be defined. 

We're left with a new paradigm to find; a conceptual framework compatible 

with the revolutionary discoveries made for more than a century and all 

pointing in the same direction... a participative universe! An ecological and 

more spiritual than material universe, so to speak!! Paradoxically this new 

paradigm should be more like the one in which the philosophers created 

Science in the 17th century, than the one in which their heirs live today!  In 

pursuit of Realism, Science discovers a universe where interactions seem more

real than the objects which interact; an ecological universe, more spiritual than

material in a way! 

« Small amounts of philosophy lead to atheism, but larger amounts bring us back to 

(spirituality). » Francis Bacon

Then! Is Reality real?

No! Reality isn't what we think it should be!
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Then what is it?!

It seems Reality is virtual... We live in a simulation! And, interestingly, we have

many evidence for this, and even a way to show that it is, by far, the most 

rational explanation for very disturbing experimental results! The biggest 

difficulty is to allow our pride to cope with this! Objectivity and open mind are 

needed to overcome instinctive rejection of a new paradigm that elegantly 

explains so many features of the universe and opens doors to an exploration of

consciousness with a revolutionary new perspective.

The following chapters examine what could be seen as a new dualism, very 

different from what Descartes helped to describe carefully in the 17th century 

and that participated to the success of Science. Descartes' dualism evolved in 

Material Monism but, interestingly, the science of Matter is discovering another 

dualism: the wave/particle duality of matter that points to a dual Reality; a 

world of particles with properties described in space and time, and a 

fundamental one that underlies it, but outside space and time. 

Simulism postulates that the wave nature of Reality is related to the software 

of the simulation, when its particle nature is what is "displayed": the results of 

calculations. Simulism is presented as an Attachment in Chapter 7. Chapter IV 

shows that it is possible to imagine an experiment to discover if we really live 

in a simulation. Interestingly, this experiment has already been done for other 

purposes but its very weird results become crystal clear when analysed as 

evidence for Simulism!
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II :  THE NEW DUALISM :

1: REALITY AND QUANTUM PHYSICS.

II.1:  WHY A NEW DUALISM?

Descartes' world was, at best, dualist (Material and Spirit); at worst, monistic 

idealistic (the Spirit is fundamental)! It wasn't a materialistic monistic world 

(the Matter is fundamental) such as it became after 4 centuries of prodigiously 

effective application of the scientific method which has largely contributed to 

his fame today!

Descartes never denigrated the spiritual like some scientists - dogmatic? are 

doing it today. He worked with other philosophers to develop the prodigious 

method that would enable them to accumulate reliable knowledge of the 

universe in a confused time when this knowledge relied more on the 

intellectual ratiocinations of philosophers and theologians than on objective 

and reproducible observation and experimentation. 

It is in the night of November 10,1619 that 3 founding dreams present to the 

young Descartes, the major objective of all his future life: the application of 

mathematical philosophy to the study of the material universe.

Strangely, the most subjective experience - dreams - is at the origin of the 

most objective methodology - Science! As expected, Descartes' dreams are 

clear only to himself; somebody else won't understand the message: there is a

fundamental relation between Nature's laws and the laws of Mathematics. 

Logical reasoning and critical analysis of every knowing will give us an 

understanding of our world, with the help of predictive models. Descartes 

suggests to gather objective observations then apply mathematical tools to 

build a model satisfying all the observations, a model that speaks to our 
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imagination and, therefore, helps us understand the world we discover around 

us. The model must be predictive and suggest new observations or 

experiments the results of which would confirm our new understanding of 

reality. If this is not the case, it leads us to look elsewhere for an indispensable

confirmation to achieve the objective of the scientific method: a personal and 

reasoned conviction to have understood something essential of the world in 

which we live! 

Not only did Descartes not denigrate spiritual reality, he did not consider it less

important - less real - than the material world. He did not seek to create a 

method of acquiring new spiritual knowledge, but only material knowledge. He 

left spiritual research to the care of philosophers and theologians. And 

Descartes wasn't really cartesian (#6) in the sense we give today to this 

word! He was very careful in his publications in order to help his young 

philosophy to thrive. He was less inhibited in his correspondence with Elisabeth

in which he accepts a sort of magical relation between mind and matter!

How did we turn from a Cartesian Dualism to nowadays' Materialistic Monism?

After 4 centuries of huge successes, after daily evidences of the extraordinary 

predictive power we achieved with our understanding of the material world1  

due to unending questionings brightened by the Scientific Method, we forget 

today the context in which it was created. Descartes built an artificial boundary

between Matter and Spirit but never denied Spirit as we do today.

But unexpectedly this barrier crushed down with the beginning of the 20th 

century. Lord Kelvin's "little clouds" remaining in the blue sky of our 

understanding of the material world, at the end of the 19th century, became 

devastating tornadoes! And now we must build a new look on the nature of 

Reality. We have to imagine a new paradigm in which we must add to the 

1 Science let us use the energy concentrated in matter, create new species, 

recover from some genetic disorders, conquer the Moon or Mars…
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properties of Matter, some features we considered until today as entirely 

immaterial (#24) in the world described by Physics! We discovered in our 

equations, mysterious links between objects studied here and now and their a-

local and a-temporal counter-parties, a "spooky" reality from which ours is 

defined.

II.2 PARTICLES HAVE THEIR OWN REALM!

Particles at the bottom of our material reality seem to acquire the properties 

we attribute to matter from an immaterial realm where only mathematical 

equations describe waves that propagate, superpose and interfere.  Objects 

that seem to us to be independent here, are not really independent there. An 

action on one of them has repercussions on the other through a reality that 

transcends space and time, a mysterious reality that seems to be unified in a 

fundamental way: a world in which information reigns rather than mass or 

energy. A world from which material reality seems to be built; a world of Ideas 

in some way, close to the Ideal world as Plato intuitively sensed it!

The simplest model that takes these discoveries into account, though the most 

radical, seems to be that of Simulism. He postulates that the universe is 

virtual: the result of calculations displayed on a sort of holographic screen of 

the functioning of a 3-dimensional cellular automaton (#8). Simulism implies

a fundamental dualism: that which differentiates the program from the result 

of the calculations it organises. He seems capable of explaining the 

anomalies that have shattered the materialistic and realistic model 

since the development of relativist physics and quantum mechanics 

(#7  ).

Everett's Multivers  e or Brandon Carter's Anthropic Principle, which are the 

most widespread alternatives today, are more complex to accept and both face

the problem of origins: how to make a Universe out of nothing! In the case of 

Simulism, just run the program! 
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Objectivity suggests Simulism as the simplest model: how can we think that 

postulating an infinite number of universes is a less complicated approach? But

an instinctive emotion leads us to refuse any idea of virtuality, convinced of our

concrete existence: material and psychological! But this conviction is the result

of electrical excitations in an extravagant assemblage of neurones, nourished 

by instinct for conservation and real existence, inherited from our biological 

evolution! The hammer that has just fallen on our feet is, objectively, only a 

mental representation! There is nothing to say that it really exists outside of 

our perceptions! Only the very broad consensus among all human beings on 

the outcome of their perceptions convinces us of the existence of a concrete 

material reality... but it remains perfectly compatible with a virtual reality so 

well programmed that it seems to us to be totally concrete! Moreover, our 

instinctive refusal to imagine being the product of a Programmer leads some of

the rare people interested in Simulism to postulate that we are programmed by

ourselves... from the future!

Einstein discovered that matter is a highly concentrated form of energy; CERN 

regularly manufactures matter from energy; nuclear power plants produce 

electricity from matter. Although it seems very strange to us, we ourselves are 

a very concentrated form of energy! But what could this mean in practice?! Is 

it possible to understand the nature of this energy?
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III :  THE NEW DUALISM :

2: WHAT IS THE NATURE OF ENERGY?

III.1: WHAT IS ENERGY?

The answer comes at once: Energy is life, movement, emotion… french-

cancan! But in reality, these are only expressions of energy that do not really 

tell us about its nature.

Energy is fundamental to an understanding of the universe and life, but even 

today, it remains a mystery! Is it quantifiable like the dimensions of an object? 

Or is it a quality like the colour of an object, or an emotion…?

Up to Galileo energy was an unquantifiable quality. In ancient Greek "energeia"

meant "activity","movement". And all activity was the work of the living; even 

the waves or leaves that rushed in the wind were animated by Eole: a god! 

And life is not a quantifiable property... even today! But Galileo found a way to 

quantify motion and create physics using mathematical language to describe 

the properties of the universe.

As physicists do not know how to define the nature of energy, it is impossible 

for them to quantify it directly! Galileo did not really quantify the energy but 

the work done when energy changes shape. Richard Feynman: One of the 

most creative physicists of the 20th century wrote:

«It is important to realise that today Physics has no idea about what the nature of 
energy could be.» Or: «The conservation of energy is an abstract idea, a mathematical 
principle that isn't concrete, not even the description of a mechanism. It only says that 
something is invariable when an event takes place. It's a strange fact to be able to 
calculate a quantity, to watch nature doing its tricks, that to recalculate this number and
to discover that it didn't change!» «What is Energy?» 1964.

In other words, energy is what remains constant in a constantly changing 
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universe; but it does not enlighten us on its nature!

If physicists - champions of rational analysis - are unable to shed light on the 

nature of energy, let's try to ask intuition specialists if they have an idea! Were

the artists, the creators inspired by this question?

A work comes immediately to mind when we talk about energy: the "Creation 

of Adam" by Michelangelo at the Sistine Chapel. Static, of course, like any 

other fresco, it nevertheless conveys an impressive sensation of energy! On 

the right everything is moving; even the beard of God participates in this 

impression of fast flight from right to left. The other half of the work is almost 

completely static: but we perceive a birth: life, through a mysterious, invisible 

but so present energy between the two indexes looking for each other!

Adam is created but still apathetic, languid. He has everything it takes to 

express energy: his powerful musculature gently awakens. But only a few 

muscles seem to be activated and his consciousness even seems foggy. One 

thing is certain: it is not the movement of the piece of paradise locked in a 

canvas, the rush of angels and of God that will shake Adam to communicate 

their energy of movement to him; one does not expect a frontal shock! But 

something nevertheless transmits the powerful energy of movement, and this 
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something is invisible, between the two indexes. 

God created the forms of the mineral and living world, but he has yet to 

transmit to Adam life: the ability to put these forms into motion, and then to 

awaken the consciousness of the human being. The concept was surely 

unknown to Michelangelo, but it seems that he perceived a transfer of 

information as a source of life... and perhaps of consciousness. The matter has

been created and then organised into complex structures, but it still has to be 

animated and made conscious: it has to learn how to express all the 

characteristics of life and consciousness! A kind of user manual, an operating 

system... i.e. information (#  9)!

The artist perceives energy as the source of movement, life and consciousness.

But is the force that puts an object on the move, the same as the one that 

brings life to an organism? Physicists discovered that Energy is one only but 

can express itself through many forms. Michelangelo seems to describe two 

types of energies: one that could be named: "Physical Energy" because 

physicists learned to quantify the work done with it like, for instance, the 

movement pictured on the right part of the fresco, and a second type: "vital 

energy" (#10), subtler and impossible to measure: an energy that gives life. 

It's the one that crosses invisibly between the two index. Could it be the 

"Subtle Energy" (Chi or Prana) conceived by Eastern philosophies? An energy 

unknown to our organs of perception but perceptible only to human intuition, 

as the "Chinese pulse" only detected by the Chinese therapists and that can't 

be measured with our mechanical or electronic devices? Could the "Physical 

Energy" be the same as the Eastern concept of "Coarse" or "Manifested" 

energy that our organs can perceive and our devices react to?

III.2:  EAST AND WEST.

It is interesting to compare the reflections of Eastern and Western philosophers

on energy. These two approaches have diverged for millennia before beginning 
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to converge since their mutual discovery, especially from the 18th century 

onwards. Today it is possible to weave very strange links between the 

discoveries of modern physics and the teachings of mysticism (#11)!

In the West the world was described as our senses discover it; the universe is 

made up of concrete objects located in time and space: they seem to exist 

even if we distort our perception: the Moon is always in the sky even if nobody

looks at it! It has a reality on its own! 

To try to describe these objects, we have favoured quantification because it is 

directly perceptible to our senses.  It is easy for us to measure the size, shape,

location in space... of perceived objects. The scientific method is the 

culmination of this work, which has shown its effectiveness since its four 

centuries of existence. The measurements it carries out are objective: 

independent of any assumptions made by the person who measures; the 

results are easily communicated and reproducible. But the 20th century began 

to describe a universe that was much more complex than the rather naive 

image of 19th century scientists: the entire universe seemed to be reducible to

a collection of objects that could be quantified objectively and independently; 

physicists were convinced that they were very close to the final formulas: 

those that would determine the behaviour of matter entirely. But they were 

wrong...!

In the East, rather than measuring what is perceived, philosophers have asked 

themselves how the world is perceived; what is consciousness that perceives; 

how does it construct an image of the world from sensory perceptions? Their 

approach was very quickly introverted rather than extroverted. They favoured 

the subjective and qualitative, exactly the opposite of the western approach! In

the West the world is clearly what our senses perceive. In the East it is only a 

mental image; the fruit of an interaction between perceptions and the 

consciousness that analyses them; it is the interaction that is most important, 

not the perceived object. Rather than reduce the world to a collection of 
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separately quantifiable objects, they perceived it as an interactive whole that 

could not be reduced to independent parts without distorting its essential 

nature. In the West, one or more gods have created the world and the objects 

it contains, sequentially, by successive additions: for example, first the 

heavens and the earth, then the light, then the days and nights, the water and

the dryness... In the East, not really gods! But forces: energies sometimes at 

the origin of anthropocentric metaphors as in India or Tibet. First unique, the 

founding energy is divided into 2 (China) or 3 (India), then into 5 or more... 

and, although each form of energy specialises, its deep nature is preserved... 

and remains mysterious!

These energies are gradually manifested; from subtle, they become more 

"coarse" and end up giving birth to all the objects we perceive, after having 

combined in multiple forms. It is striking to learn that Eastern philosophies 

discovered thousands of years ago what physics understood only in 1905: 

matter is only a form of energy!

The concept of forming the myriad of objects perceived by our senses, through

the multiple combinations of primordial elements, seems universal and is found

both in the East and in the primitive civilisations of the West. The 5 elements 

of the Greeks do not really describe matter but qualities, properties. It is the 

combination of these qualities in different proportions that create the perceived

objects, their materiality and specificities. An object formed from a 

preponderant proportion of the element "earth" will withdraw the impulse to 

return to it, towards the earth; it will be heavy and dense. The 5 elements are 

much more forms of energy than concrete matter. Perceived objects are the 

product of combinations of idealised primordial elements, and not really 

perceptible in their pure form. This is best seen in the Orient, especially the 5 

processes in China (#12).

Rather than imagine a material, solid, concrete and enduring world, Eastern 

philosophers have been sensitive to the subjective nature of the image our 
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senses give us of the world around us. This holistic vision of the universe has 

made them aware of the illusion of a permanent reality of the objects that are 

part of it: everything is in motion: in perpetual change! Only the law of change

is permanent!

But physicists discover a new world since the 20th century; (#I)  An 

incomprehensible universe through the paradigm inherited from their 

predecessors - physicalism - where everything can be explained in the end by 

the physical properties of the matter that forms the objects. Relativistic physics

discovers a universe whose space and time are no longer objective and 

permanent, independent of the observer, but related to the observation that is 

made of it! Quantum mechanics goes even further by burying objectivity as it 

was imagined until the beginning of the 20th century. Henceforth, the 

observer directly influences the physical properties of the object he 

measures (#24) and the results are only probabilities, never certain 

predictions!

Disconcerted, many physicists have sought to understand their results through 

other paradigms and the models of thought developed in the Orient have been 

useful to them. 

«We must turn to epistemological problems which Buddha and Lao-Tseu has already 
been confronted to, and try to harmonise our situation as actors and spectators in the 
great drama of existence.» Niels Bohr. «Atomic Physics and Human Knowledge.»1961.

 «Japan's important contributions to Theoretical Physics since the last war, shows 
maybe a kinship between Eastern traditional philosophies and Quantum Theory's 

philosophical substance.» Werner Heisenberg. «Physics and Philosophy.» 1961.

Comparing the Eastern and Western concepts of energy could shed light on its 

nature and perhaps give us some answers to interesting questions such as:

- Did the East and the West perceive and describe the same energy? 
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- Can we explore an oriental concept with the methods of western 

science? 

- Can we use the scientific method to study the "subtle energies" that

are Chi or Prana...? 

- Can devices that measure the work done by the forms of energy 

described by physicists (the energy perceptible by our 

senses:"coarse" - electricity, magnetism, heat...) measure the 

"subtle" energies described by oriental philosophers?

- Are scientific devices built to measure the work done by energy 

forms described by physicists, able to measure the Subtle Energy 

forms described by Eastern philosophers?

III.3: ACUPUNCTURE AND SCIENCE.

James Reston could hardly imagine that his misfortune would have a positive 

influence on his reputation as a journalist, which in the summer of 1971 

accompanied Henri Kissinger to Beijing as a political columnist for his 

newspaper, the New York Times. Nixon wanted to change his policy towards 

China and Kissinger was in charge of preparing an official visit for his 

president. But now Reston is suddenly forced to undergo surgery for an 

appendicitis, on the spot, in a Beijing hospital. Everything is going well but he 

suffers from very severe postoperative pain, insensitive to medication. 

Some of his neighbors are treated by acupuncture: he asks that we try it on 

him. He is very surprised by this ancestral therapy. Curious, he documents the 

method and its model of action: the manipulation of a subtle energy unknown 

in the West: Chi. He even attends operations without chemical anesthesia with 

acupuncture alone as pain reliever. Back in the U. S. A. he published an article 

in the NYT of July 26,1971 in which he described his investigations and 

declared that, although he could not understand how this therapy could work, 

there was no doubt about its effectiveness!
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Acupuncture was already known but not 

very popular. Reston's article made it 

much more tried as an alternative therapy.

Scientists like the biochemist Richard 

Hammerschlag, influential surgeons like 

Sherwin Nuland or physicians like J. M. 

Helms contributed to its good reputation 

and its admission in U.S. academics 

(1997) then internationally (WMO in 

1998). The U.S. Health Department 

opened a National Center for 

Complementary and Alternative Medicine 

that studies how scientific methods could 

help to assess alternative therapeutics. The centre classifies them in three 

groups:

- Therapeutics involving physical energies: Cymatics (sounds), light-

therapy…;

- Therapeutics involving subtle energies: acupuncture, reiki…;

- Therapeutics involving the relation between mind and body: yoga, 

meditation…

Acupuncture is assessed, although its mode of action is not compatible with 
western's medical paradigm. Investigations done with scientific rigour show 

conclusively that the placebo effect is not a sufficient explanation (#13) 

for its success. Acupuncture triggers organic reactions but its mechanism 

remains mysterious and the concept of "subtle energy flow" is the one that 

best describes it.
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III.4:  SUBTLE ENERGY AND WESTERN SCIENCE.

The Western concept closest to a subtle energy is that of "Vital Force" (#10) 

a mysterious form of energy that would be indispensable to transmit life to the 

organized matter. She was already postulated to explain the impressive order 

of any structure resulting from life and the formation of living organisms from 

inert matter. The experiences of H. Driesch in the late 19th century confirm his

conviction: there must be some kind of vital energy field that instructs every 

living structure in the plane it has to follow since its embryonic development. 

All naturalists are convinced that physics alone, as understood at the time, will 

not be enough to explain life. Pastor shows that life can only come from life, 

not from inert matter. The french philosopher Henri Bergson described a 

«life force: an energy that creates continuously more and more complex forms.» 

He refuses to subject life to the determinism of physicists and gives the mind 

its own existence: 
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 «spirit exists by its own; it is not the child of brain's activity.» «Creative Evolution.» 
1907.

 He is cartesian: the universe is dualistic and is made out of matter and spirit.

Teilhard de Chardin was both an anthropologist and a jesuit. He synthesised 

Science and Philosophy in a grandiose cosmography (#14). He was 

monistic: the universe is only spirit and matter is only a form that it adopts in 

a transitory way! At the beginning there was only energy and an Omega point:

a figure of God. It pushes this energy to acquire a history, to transform itself 

over time, to sublimate itself:

«God makes so that things are made, but does not make them himself.»

 The primordial energy becomes matter and then organises itself into living 

individuals, acquires consciousness in the human being and continues to 

evolve in order, at the end of time, to recognise its true spiritual nature and 

condense into a single universal consciousness. Teilhard was clearly influenced 

by oriental philosophies!

III.5:  "COARSE" ENERGY AND WESTERN SCIENCE.

Since Galileo undertook to mathematise the world, physicists have sought to 

clarify more and more the attributes of energy. Newton first clarifies the 

concept of Force (it's how to apply energy to make him do a job) and describes

Gravitation, but without understanding its nature! He did not see how, in the 

universe of independent material objects imagined by Western philosophers, a 

force of attraction could communicate without a material link between two 

masses. Descartes, confronted with the same problem, had proposed that the 

magnetic force was linked to very small particles, invisible because of their 

small size, and circulating from one pole of the magnet to the other. An object 

sensitive to magnetic force could thus cling to these small particles and be 

attracted by a direct material bond to the magnet.
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This illustrates how Descartes thought a magnet could pull iron dust without a visible link between 
them. He postulated very tiny invisible particles of matter were coming out of the magnet, link to 
the iron dust particles and pull them back to the magnet.

Eastern philosophers have not been confronted with this problem. In their 

organic universe where everything is in interrelation, where each object is only

a localised form that scattered energy takes everywhere, it is not necessary to 

imagine material links to explain the movement of a compass needle in the 

energy field; they were not surprised to discover the magnetic compass as 

early as the 4th century BC! It was also used in China to align temples, houses

and cemeteries harmoniously in the field of universal energy, well before 

guiding sailors at sea. 
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Han dynasty: compass 
on a Feng Shui dial. 
Source:

In the 19th century, Faraday and then Maxwell invented the concept of 

"energy field", assuming that it describes an ultra-structure of the universe, as

yet unknown but which should make it possible to transmit energy through 

space: it is the ether of the physicists of the 19th century. Much like 

Descartes, Faraday was convinced that the ether was made up of microscopic 

gears that conveyed forces from one place in space to another. 

Without iron dust the modification of space's properties through the magnet would be invisible, un-
manifested.
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We don't know for sure. We do know since 1905 that matter and energy are 

two forms of one only entity: mass-energy. Quantum Physics describes mass-

energy as able to be at once in the form of particles and in a state impossible 

to imagine but that obeys to the mathematical laws for waves. It's as particles 

that mass-energy crosses empty space or a photon extracts an electron from a

photovoltaic cell. And its wave-state explains how a single quantum of energy 

can go through 2 slits at once and build an interference pattern of interacting 

waves. 

III.6:  ENERGY AND EASTERN PHILOSOPHY.

As in the West, the East conceives only a kind of energy, the Chi in China or 

the Prana in India... but it is declined in many aspects after having been 

created by another reality than ours, never unspeakable, indescribable: the 

Tao in China, Brahman in India... It is the energy that, first of all, subtle, is the

framework that unifies the whole universe and gradually manifests it. It gives 

life, animates the spirit and even spiritual consciousness. It is transformed, 

perpetually in motion. In so doing it generates forces, matter, becoming 

"coarse energy" manifested in the sensitive world in the form of matter-

energy.  There is no difference in nature between matter and spirit, between 

matter and energy, only differences in forms, subtlety, density. The Yin and 

Yang forms are perpetually transformed into each other; this is possible since it

is ultimately an energy of the same nature.
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Symbol of a constantly changing primordial energy: Chi, its Yin and Yang sides are themselves in 
perpetual and complementary transformation, each of them containing the seed of the other.

In turn, the fundamental transformations of the Yin and Yang create new forms

of secondary energies: the 5 Processes (#12) in China; the 5 Vayus in India, 

comparable to the 5 Elements in antic Greece. We are here at a time when the 

subtle, primordial energy condenses to materialise. It is not yet a question of 

concrete matter as we perceive it with our senses, but rather of attributes that 

communicate their properties in the form of impulses. It is interesting to note 

that this conception of the origin of matter and objects that populate the 

universe is common to Western and Eastern primitive philosophies. It survived 

with us until the end of the Middle Ages.
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The 5 Chinese processes
illustrate the properties of
their counterparts: the 5
elements of ancient Greece.
We can see better that it is
not a question of concrete
matter, but of impulses, of
properties. They are in
perpetual interaction to
create the manifest world:
perceptible. Some
interactions create
something new: black
arrows. Others are rather
destructive: white arrows.

Compared to China, the Indies create a cosmogony that is easier to read 

because it is very anthropomorphic, imaginative and more capable of 

transmitting abstract concepts based on our experience. The Taoist concept of 

permanent transformation in China is illustrated in India by the continuous 

dancing of the forces that create the universe. Everything is movement: from 

Shiva Nataraja - the dance lord, the first created by the other reality: 

Brahman - to Prakriti and Purusha: the Hindu equivalents of Yin and Taoist 

Yang. It is important to point out that the multiplicity of forces - or gods - is 

only an image to transmit a part of the reality that is One and Indivisible. 

Brahman, the creator located in another reality, is one with all his creations 

that are only avatars.
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One should imagine the creator: Brahman, in another 
realm, outside the central dial on which his avatar Shiva 
Nataraja: the lord of the dance is pictured. The dance 
initiates space and time. Then Purusha, the hindu 
equivalent of Yang and Prakriti - Yin, can begin, the 
former to imagine our realm, the latter, to give birth to it. 
Purusha creates but do not Manifest his creations, when 
Prakriti transforms the information-energy in Manifested 
reality that our organs can perceive.
Source:

Brahman begins by creating the reality that is ours and then Shiva Nataraja 

who initiates the creation in this universe; his dance develops space and feeds 

the course of time, essential prerequisite for the existence of any object. A 

material object needs space and time to exist; even a thought needs at least 

time to exist. The avatar Purusha imagines the universe: he informs it. Finally, 

Prakriti, another avatar, organises the concrete manifestation of all the objects 

that populate the universe. She gives birth to the world after being fertilised, 

informed by Purusha. Prakriti first manifests his energy in the form of 

attributes - the Tattvas - and impulses - the Gunas. Each object can then be 

materialised: manifested is the more general term used by oriental 

philosophers because it also applies to non-material objects such as thought, 

sensation, emotion... 
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In the circle "NATURE" one should imagine Purusha and Prakriti at work to create then Manifest 
the universe with all its objects: material, mental and even spiritual. With the properties of Tattvas 
energies and the impulses from Gunas, Prakriti gives rise to the world we perceive. Nothing is 
permanent in it; everything is recycled and returns in the Unmanifested reality to be re-created in 
the circle "NATURE".

So, in the East as in the West, the whole universe is only energy! This 

discovery dates back several millennia in the Orient when we had to wait for 

Einstein in 1905 to realise it! This is an extremely interesting convergence 

between the two worlds: the East, introverted, who wonders how the 

consciousness does to perceive, the West, extroverted, who perceives without 

wondering how, who discovers material objects, energy... to end up convincing

itself that our perceptions deceive us: what we believe to be localised, 

concrete, material... is only forms of energy!

A quantum particle is ultimately only a very localised vibration of the 

corresponding energy field! A photon will be a very small disturbance located 

in the photonic field that fills the entire space; a neutron, a small disturbance 
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localised in the neutron field... knowing that all these energy fields which 

express themselves in the form of photons, neutrons... are finally only 

different expressions of a single kind of primordial energy which condensed 

under different aspects during the history of the universe.

«The existence and the disappearance of particles are only movements of the field.» Walter 
Thirring.

Source:

Physics 
describes a world which, although it seems to us to be made up of separate objects, concrete and 
material, is nothing more than a soup of vibrations, of energies in multiple interactive forms in 
permanent transformations. An image much closer to that perceived by mystical consciences than 
by our sense organs!

The modern Western vision of the universe is thus quite similar to that of the 

oriental mystics: the universe, which seems to us to be made up of separate 

objects, is basically only a very rich soup of vibrations that interact and give us

the illusion of materiality, of independent objects! But how can this be 

possible?

III.7:  WHAT IS THE NATURE OF AN ENERGY FIELD?

The question becomes fundamental since the whole universe would only be 

that: an extraordinary declination of forms of energy in perpetual 

transformation; some of these forms are interpreted by our senses as concrete
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matter: an illusion!

An energy field is a description of regions of space that express particular 

properties. Field lines connect the spatial areas that express the same values 

of these particular properties. Finally, these properties only express themselves

on objects that are sensitive to them! This description of space and object 

properties is computerised, basically; therefore compatible with Simulism, of 

course.

One can illustrate, visualise a magnetic energy field by using a ferrofluid: a 

kind of liquid magnet composed of nanoparticles of magnetite suspended in an 

oily liquid.

Please have a look on this video:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=kmKMIBvdm9M

A ferrofluid which is a liquid magnet, can show how space is transformed when a magnet sits 
somewhere in it. The transformation of the properties of space stay invisible, Unmanifested, until 
when it is crossed by an object sensitive to magnetic field.

The video shows that the presence of a magnet somewhere in space gives it 

the ability to attract objects made of magnetically sensitive materials. If an 

animal passes through the magnetic field of an MRI scanner, it will feel nothing

at all. But if it wears an iron collar, it will risk being strangled, hanged by its 

collar to the superconducting magnet of the machine! The space that 

surrounds the MRI is therefore peculiar, it seems "educated" as to the 

properties that it can express, if, and only if, an object sensitive to magnetism 

crosses it! The animal without collar does not cause any work of the magnet 

field since the magnetic force will not express itself. The magnetic field can be 

described as "Unmanifested". The collar-bearing animal will trigger labour as it 

is transported to the MRI. In this case, the magnetic field was manifested in 

the area of the space crossed by the dog collar.
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How do the magnet and the iron interact through space without any material 

link? Physicists imagine that virtual particles, characteristic of all possible 

energy fields, materialise and continuously dematerialise everywhere in space. 

This is the paradoxical concept of a "quantum vacuum" full of virtual reality. 

Here, virtual photons will be exchanged between the magnet and the sensitive 

object and will be able to use movement energy in the form of magnetic force. 

We have the unpleasant impression that this is only a more advanced 

elaboration of Descartes' postulate which could not accept that a force would 

be transmitted through space without any material link!

Source: (Chandra.Harvard.edu)

The "Quantum Void", which is full of potential energy capable of transforming itself into matter 
perceptible in our reality, is represented here by the blue soup in perpetual boiling. The bubbles 
that form from the unmanifested reality, can be stabilised in our reality that is figured above the 
blue soup. To do this, the blue virtual energy bubble would have to be able to absorb a real amount 
of energy, present in our reality, which is perfectly equal to the one it borrowed to appear very 
stealthily in our reality. When this is the case, the absorbed energy gives birth to a particle 
materialised in our reality: the energy has been transformed into matter. 

It is necessary to imagine that a more fundamental reality than ours constantly

creates a very rich zoo of virtual particles that appear surreptitiously 

everywhere in our reality and that these are manifested in the form of real 

particles, capable of transmitting forces, only if they manage to absorb the 
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energy that comes from our reality. 

A picture made at the CERN. Two particles
were accelerated near light speed then
collided and their mass-energy has been
transformed in a zoo of new particles.

Let's take the example of what happens in a particle accelerator. Two clouds of 

particles are accelerated in parallel but in the opposite direction until they 

reach a speed close to that of light. Suddenly the two currents are directed 

towards each other so that frontal shocks release considerable energy. If 

virtual particles from quantum vacuum find, in our reality, an amount of 

energy equal to that which they borrowed to appear, then they can absorb it 

and materialise, i. e. continue to exist in the course of time that passes 

through our reality. The final result will be the appearance of a new particle 

whose mass-energy is equal to the mass-energy released by the frontal impact

of the accelerated particles. We'll have turned energy into matter! The opposite

happens when a radio-active element transforms part of its mass energy into 

energy in the form of heat, electro-magnetic radiation... Matter and energy are

two interchangeable facets of the same reality.

Isn't this dance of the elements well illustrated by Shiva Nataraja, Purusha and

Prakriti of the Hindu cosmogony? Brahman2, from another reality, creates a 

2 In Hindu philosophy, all divine entities are only particular aspects, avatars of one reality: Brahman. The avatars 
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space and time that makes it perceptible. It is Shiva Nataraja: the lord of 

dance, who initiates the continuous movement, the flow of time in space. 

Purusha creates the properties of the objects that remain virtual: not 

manifested, not shaped: they have no form but Purusha is at the origin of the 

information necessary for them to acquire form when the conditions are met. 

He is at the origin of the laws of nature in a way. Prakriti manages the 

materialisation of virtual objects. By manipulating its energy she concretises 

the mass energy in our reality by applying to it the properties defined by 

Purusha. An astonishing convergence! Purusha would enrich space-time with 

INFORMATION, subtle, abstract, until Prakriti and could manifest them so that 

we could perceive them in a concrete way, in the form of mass energy or work.

In Aristotelian philosophy, Brahman would be the final cause: the one that 

gives meaning; Purusha, the formal cause: the one that instructs the 

properties of objects; Prakriti, the efficient cause: the one that realizes the 

object. In our scientific cosmogony, Brahman is ignored; Purusha represents 

the laws of nature and Prakriti is the universe that obeys the laws. With the 

metaphor of Simulism, Brahman would be the programmer, Purusha the 

software and Prakriti the machine that runs the program; the result of the 

calculations constructs the perceived universe and its behaviour. These 

comparisons lead to an inconvenient result: scientific cosmogony looks very 

rudimentary because it is not interested in the origin, only in transformations!  

It doesn't look for the nature of the primordial energy (#15) ; it excels 

in rationalising an evolutionary history of energy... after it has been created... 

God knows how!

The comparative analysis of the eastern and scientific cosmogonies reveals 

another very important difference. In the oriental universe, creation is 

continuous: natural objects have a period of existence in manifest form and 

are then recycled entirely after denaturation, de-manifestation to pass through

Purusha and Prakriti express aspects surprisingly comparable to those of the wave/corpuscle duality of 
contemporary science! 
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the works of Purusha and Prakriti again. In the West we restrict ourselves to 

the recycling of manifested matteri through energy transformations. We focus 

our observation on materialised, perceptible objects. We are only interested in 

the "coarse" energy that manifests the world: the mass-energy that we have 

learned to quantify. We are insensitive to the "subtle" energy that is 

Unmanifested and therefore not quantifiable but that instructs, informs the 

underlying world; prepares its manifestation in some way.

It was the state of physics until quantum mechanics appeared. For more than a

century, physicists have been able to find mathematical ways to extract a 

certain amount of information from this other reality, more fundamental than 

ours. The wave function of particles informs us about the evolution of their 

properties over time, but it allows us to know only probabilities of expression 

of these properties in our reality, no certainty. Reality remains veiled in some 

way: one can discern but not examine in all light what is happening behind the

veil! 

«There must exist, beyond mere appearances … a 'veiled reality' that science does not 

describe but only glimpses uncertainly.» Bernard D'Espagnat. «Traité de Physique et de 

Philosophie.» 2002.

Physics succeeded to describe partly the Unmanifested universe that is

already informed and gives rise to our realm. (#II) A world formed solely 

of energy, of vibrations that interfere in unimaginable forms, endowed with 

properties that our experience does not allow us to conceive, but which 

mathematics allows us to foresee: quantum entanglement, for example, which 

binds two quantum objects as if they were one, although we perceive two, 

separated in space-time. A remarkable feat of the scientific method which is 

not appreciated at its true value! 

«Quantum entanglement supports the idea that the world is deeper than the visible, and 
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reveals a domain of existence which cannot be described with the notions of space and 
time.» «The non-local correlations cannot be explained by any history in space-time, 
they come ffrom outside space-time.» Antoine Suarez.

Science has found how to look through the veil and gather informations that, 

even if they can't be totally objective since there is no circumscribed object in 

the Unmanifested realm, are nevertheless objective in a mathematical sense. 

Indeed, physicists can confine the properties of Unmanifested objects (not 

created!) within the limits of probability that they have learned to calculate! 

They cannot predict what the exact properties of an object will be when it 

appears in our reality (when it is created, objectified) but they still master the 

mathematical tools that show them the potential of creation. The universe is 

mathematical (#16) and we succeeded to find some of the equations that 

control the very process of creation of the Manifested realm from the 

Unmanifested one! Isn't this a superb feat?!

           
Science took off since Descartes defined precisely the framework inside of 

which it could thrive: the universe of objects extended in space-time and that 

we can measure.

Science took off after Descartes had clearly defined the framework within 

which it could progress: that of the quantifiable universe of objects with an 

extent in space. The Dualist Descartes has left to philosophers the study of the

world of ideas, of the mind... objects that we cannot observe objectively in the 

material universe. But now modern physics is discovering a more fundamental 

and non-material reality, outside our space-time! A world that Eastern 

philosophers have always known and described as a non-manifested reality, 

but which manifests itself when conditions permit. A world that INFORMS the 

one who expresses forms when it manifests itself.

III.8:  PHYSICAL ENERGY AND SUBTLE ENERGY.

Physicists De Broglie and Bohm created a coherent Quantum Mechanics out of 
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this duality: a fundamental but ineffable quantum field, guides the trajectory of

the material particles perceived in our reality, by means of"waves of form" 

which inform them on the state of the whole universe. The wave of form does 

not do any work: it informs (non-manifested subtle energy) the particles that 

do a job (physical energy manifested) and transform energy for it. The wave of

form is part of another reality in which information is present everywhere at 

once, instantaneously: space-time does not limit it because it does not exist in 

the form we know it but under a kind of hologram. In this "veiled reality", no 

work is necessary: the transfer of information is free! It is the possible future 

use of this information that needs a work and which will therefore be 

perceptible in our reality.

The quantum field imagined by De Broglie and Bohm is imperceptible, as is the

magnetic field or any other energy field, as long as it is not traversed by a 

mass-energy that is sensitive to it. Sheldrake's Morphogenetic Field (MF) has 

the same feature in a neo-vitalist perspective. Sheldrake's MF won't do any 

work to guide the living organisms along their acquisition of forms and 

behaviours. There will be a job done: a perceptible and measurable energy 

transformation in our reality when, for example, a fertilised cell develops, 

becomes an embryo and then a foetus... we know well how the cells acquire 

the energy they need by feeding, then store it in chemical form until they 

transform it to make new molecules, move... by providing work that we can 

quantify. However, all this work would be carried out on the basis of 

information received free of charge from the morphogenetic field for living 

organisms; or from the quantum field for the behaviour of inert matter.

In conclusion: thinking about the nature of energy reveals how much it is 

linked to information. Moreover, physics has already formalised it for a long 

time when it quantifies a work. Energy is still conserved, but it changes form to

do a job; and this change in form is accompanied by a loss of quality, a 

degradation of the information that physicists quantify when they calculate the 

entropy of the system. But oriental philosophies, quantum field or 
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morphogenetic field models, the implications of quantum entanglements, 

wave-particle duality... suggest that there is a subtle form of energy, which 

just communicates information, free of charge, without doing any work. It is 

the one that informs the space traversed by an energy field.

Eastern philosophies describe this subtle energy when they imagine the non-

manifested reality, but about to intervene in ours. It is the subtle energy that 

the consciousness of the Chinese therapist perceives when he assesses the 

pulse of his patient. Could it be this subtle energy that, through the 

unconscious of the seeker, animates the muscles that make the rod dive? No 

physical device reacts directly to Chi, Prana, morphogenetic field... unless it is 

informed by the human tool! Only a nervous system would be able to feel it.

Could it finally be this subtle energy that guides the artist when he creates? 

Could we discover here the source of intuition?

III.9:  MICHELANGELO'S INTUITION.

The impressive energy of movement perceptible on the right-hand side of the 

fresco is transmitted in a subtle way to the human being; Adam seems to 

awaken to consciousness through a transfer of energy not perceptible. You 

don't see anything passing from one index finger to another, not a glow, not a 

spark! Would Michelangelo have intuitively felt that a subtle energy influences 

the human being a bit like the energy measured by physicists influences their 

measuring devices? The latter would be at the origin of a physical work, the 

former would be at the origin of our consciousness... and our intuition which 

passes through it, of course. Looking at Michelangelo's fresco with this 

questioning leads us to discover something surprising: God and his angels are 

locked up in a structure that strangely reminds us of a human brain: our body 

specialised in information management!
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Source:

No clouds to symbolise the sky, the creator's kingdom. But a strange volume 

delimited by a canvas folded on itself to form a double enclosure. Its shape 

and structure resemble that of the double envelope of the brain by the dura 

mater and the pia mater. The frontal lobe, the scissors of the temporal lobe on 

the left and the occipital lobe on the right are clearly recognisable.

Eve is in the middle of a strange intertwine of angels who seem to be installed 

in a very uncomfortable way but which symbolises remarkably well the 

cerebral circumvolutions! Some angels push out the tissue somewhat like 

circumvolutions draw visible shapes in the cerebral envelopes. 

The three angels under God have particularly uncomfortable positions. The 

middle one folds his right leg and symbolises the optic chiasma (knee) followed
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by the optic nerve (leg) which moves towards the occiput. The recumbent 

angel, seen from the back, represents the swelling of the Pons (back), just 

above the Spinal bulb (buttock) then the departure of the Spinal Cord (leg). A 

green drapery takes its meaning in the fresco only by the symbol it represents:

that of the vertebral artery which enters the cranial cavity from below, after 

having made a tight double fold, at the exit of the cervical vertebrae!

Why would Michelangelo's intuition represent God juxtaposed before a human 

brain?

Perhaps he wanted to go further than the representation of the creation of the 

world of matter and then of life, with the invisible spark that animates Adam. 

The artist could celebrate the gift of intelligence or consciousness that takes 

humans out of the animal kingdom. Adam is already formed, alive, but does 

not yet seem to be conscious of himself; it is this gift that will be transmitted 

to him through the finger of God.

Maybe the artist felt he should show the presence of God in the depths of our 

consciousness. God that we could reach by meditating through an inner vision 

focused on the third eye - the eye of wisdom - where God's arm crosses the 

brain to reach the finger of Adam. The creator is not part of the cerebral 

cortex, the one who makes us aware of ourselves and perceives the world 

through our senses: he is in front of the deep brain, that of emotions: the 

limbic system; perhaps the one that binds us to intuition. The artist could thus 

have revealed to us that God gave us intuition, which enabled him to attain the

power of creation, especially in art. This intuition, this subtle energy which 

provides the dowser with information coming from beyond his senses and 

which will be transmitted to his awareness through movements directed by his 

unconscious which will animate the pendulum or the wand of the seeker...

One can still imagine a deeper, more radical revelation... The artist could have 

understood that God is creating us in his image: not physically of course, but 

through our intellect and consciousness: he has the body of an old sage but he
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finds himself incongruously in a human brain! It is therefore not his body that 

is important as such, but the place where he is represented and which is the 

source of human intellect and consciousness. So we could be the avatars of 

God! In this case he would live our experiences through our conscience... a bit 

like a video game player but in a much more committed way since it would not

be indirectly, through a joystick that he would participate in the adventures, 

but rather through our conscience, so immersed in his role that he would have 

forgotten the origin of it... until the end of the game that would allow him to 

remember who he really is: a player, in a virtual universe programmed by 

himself...

Stanislav Grof  seems to have found a sort of Consciousness field beyond space-time he defines as 
"transpersonal". It could be the source of intuition, a communication bridge between the 2 realities:
the Unmanifested one, spiritual for Descartes, and the Manifested reality, the material world we 
perceive.

NOTE: The question of how Michelangelo might or might not have had access 

to sufficiently detailed dissection observations is of interest to art historians 

rather than philosophers. His biographer mentions that the young artist could 

have observed dissections in secret. Even so, it remains difficult to see how he 

would remind himself so well a human brain when he painted the fresco in his 
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forties. If it is indeed a representation of a brain, it would be more precise than

that of his contemporary Leonardo da Vinci, who seems to have been able to 

observe only organs already decomposed! It took another three decades after 

the completion of the Sixtine frescoes for Vésale and Le Titien to publish the 

first usable anatomical plates!

A student in medicine (Frank Meshberger) who was working for an examination

on human anatomy saw the relation between the fresco and a human brain 

and published his ideas in The American Journal of Medicine in 1990 (october 

10th).

It is remarkable that several Eastern philosophies describe the universe in a 

comparable way. Brahman and the Tao are ineffable realities far beyond our 

own. They create our reality through hierarchical steps. First the Taoist Yang or

Hindu Purusha, then the Yin or Prakriti, finally the multitude of objects... First 

the ineffable, then the Unmanifested that specifies the world; finally the 

Manifested. 

It is very surprising that the presentation of reality perceived by mystics is 

similar to the one discovered by modern physics (#11): a 

wave/corpuscle duality that is reminiscent of Unmanifested/Manifested duality!

Here we are far from the materialistic and realistic monism inherited from the 

19th century! 

If we take seriously the perspectives suggested by the new physics, we would 

have to rethink from top to bottom not only our image of the world and 

ourselves but also our philosophy of life and, in particular, the meaning we can 

give it. This profound potential upheaval would be less difficult to imagine if it 

were possible to discover evidence and not just arguments for the virtuality of 

the world and ourselves, of course.

Simulism is much better than realistic materialism when it comes to 
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explaining the profound anomalies described above (#7). But that is not

enough to take such a radical model seriously! The Method proposes to make 

predictions that would favour an interpretation of the experimental results, one

model, instead of another; observations or experiments whose predictable 

results are sufficiently different depending on whether we live in a real and 

concrete universe, or in a virtual universe? Is such an experiment possible?
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IV:  CAN WE FIN D A PROOF THAT WE LIV E
IN A VIRTUAL REALITY?

A scientific evidence, not a mathematical proof of course. Can we find 

convincing evidence, can we do observations or experiments that could show 

some properties of the universe in which we live that we attribute to virtual 

worlds rather than to a concrete reality?

The scientific method accumulates clues, develops models designed to give 

meaning to a family of observations, analyses them to derive predictions that it

then seeks to confirm or refute; it does not allow the construction of logical 

and irrefutable demonstrations, as in mathematics, but to arrive at reasoned 

convictions, a feeling of having a deep understanding of part of the reality of 

the universe, when a prediction confirms the soundness of a prediction.

Let us take the example of the Theory of Evolution: it gives meaning to a 

myriad of observations that would not have been possible without it. Darwin 

predicted in the mid-19th century the extraordinary discoveries of the end of 

the following century, notably on the evolution of whales! The theory of 

evolution is a scientific model that structures our view of the world, of 

ourselves and allows us to develop appropriate behaviours and applications 

adapted to the fundamental characteristics of the living world. In spite of all its

repercussions, it remains a scientific theory: a model constantly under critical 

analysis, which is enriched, developed and evolving...

Is it possible to apply the Method, to imagine observations or experiments that

would argue in favour of Simulism (living in a virtual reality) rather than 

Materialistic Realism: the dominant paradigm today? What would be the 

predictions from Simulism that we could try to verify or refute?
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It is not very difficult to program a robot to make it scream: "Ouch" if you 

touch it abruptly or "Ummm" if you caress it! Let us imagine a virtual being in 

a video game; suppose that we have made enough progress in computing to 

give it intelligence similar to ours, means of interacting with its virtual 

environment so that it can perceive it, make a digital image of it and react. 

How do we know if he'd feel the emotions that would be ours? 

Copy of a screen for determining the construction parameters of a SIM.
Would it be enough to give him intelligence, self-awareness and emotions for him to imagine 
himself to be real?

And first, could he have subjective sensations; the "qualia" of philosophers? 

We could easily program it to differentiate between red and yellow; but would 

it have the same "qualia": the same feeling we have when we perceive these 

colours? It is impossible to know this, of course, because they are subjective 

experiences. 
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We could create robots that behave objectively like us, seen from the outside.  

We could even continue  Alan Turing’s suggestion when he looked at how a 

blind experimenter might know whether it is a computer that mimics human 

intelligence or whether it is a being of flesh and blood that answers his 

questions. It seems that a robot could very easily behave like us in reaction to 

different colours... Especially if its reactions were already foreseen during its 

construction rather than in its programming alone. Much like our instincts, our 

emotions, which seem to be genetically determined rather than acquired by 

our culture and life experiences. 

We could imagine a robot mimicking our psychological states. It would have a 

series of modules to perceive, analyse, react and evaluate the consequences. 

For example, a perception of the state of the batteries, then the behaviour 

chosen in a database and its results: after the robot has moved to its charging 

station, would result in an increase in the activity of a module measuring the 

"satisfaction" of the robot and a parallel decrease in one or more modules 

memorising states that could be 

called "frustration", "The synthesis 

of the states of the psychological 

modules would be an image of what 

one could call the robot's" mood "... 

its feeling, a self-consciousness in a 

way! He would be programmed so 

that his reactions would be subject 

to his "mood" so that it would 

become very difficult to assert that 

he could not "feel" qualia. 

Could we imagine a test like Turing’s one, to 
find out if a robot could fool us, let us think it 
is human and feels emotions?
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It seems that such programming, if successful, could intrigue a naive human 

observer; a parallel to the Turing test. Here an observer could confuse the 

intelligence of a computer with that of a human; there, he could hesitate 

before excluding any emotionality in a robot!   

 

It seems difficult to find objective ways of distinguishing between such an 

intelligent, sensitive but virtual organism (a SIM) and a being of flesh and 

blood! We are led to think that if we were SIMS, we would not discover it if the

programming were well thought out and carried out! It is not because we have 

emotions that we are necessarily real and not virtual! We must look elsewhere!

Could we find an answer by analysing the nature of matter? Many indications

point to matter as virtual (#II), (#7); but hard evidence?

If matter really had a concrete reality, it is expected to retain at least some of 

its intrinsic properties, whatever the circumstances. There should remain 

something concrete despite the passage of time. A complex object wears out 

irremediably, but its ultimate components - atoms - do not wear out. Even if 

they are engaged in new chemical reactions, they retain some of their 

fundamental properties such as their mass, while the properties of a virtual 

matter are recalculated at each step of the clock of the host computer of the 

program that simulates reality. Even if the simulation program is very well 

designed to perfectly imitate a concrete reality, would it be possible to find a 

way of challenging the immutability of the fundamental properties of matter?

Would it be possible to find a situation where some fundamental properties 

that shouldn’t change in a materialistic realism do change in a simulated 

realism?

Let’s imagine a fossil. In materialistic realism, its molecules are of the same 

age as the fossil. But these molecules are made up of atoms, themselves much

older, since they were created in the furnace of a star, long before the birth of 

the solar system. 
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emotions that we are necessarily real and not virtual! We must look elsewhere!

Could we find an answer by analysing the nature of matter? Many indications

point to matter as virtual (#II), (#7); but hard evidence?

If matter really had a concrete reality, it is expected to retain at least some of 

its intrinsic properties, whatever the circumstances. There should remain 

something concrete despite the passage of time. A complex object wears out 

irremediably, but its ultimate components - atoms - do not wear out. Even if 

they are engaged in new chemical reactions, they retain some of their 

fundamental properties such as their mass, while the properties of a virtual 

matter are recalculated at each step of the clock of the host computer of the 

program that simulates reality. Even if the simulation program is very well 

designed to perfectly imitate a concrete reality, would it be possible to find a 

way of challenging the immutability of the fundamental properties of matter?

Would it be possible to find a situation where some fundamental properties 

that shouldn’t change in a materialistic realism do change in a simulated 

realism?

Let’s imagine a fossil. In materialistic realism, its molecules are of the same 

age as the fossil. But these molecules are made up of atoms, themselves much

older, since they were created in the furnace of a star, long before the birth of 

the solar system. 
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The hypothesis of Simulism implies that reality is virtual; it is not made up of 

concrete and permanent compounds but, as in a virtual game, objects are 

constantly recreated to be displayed each time the screen is refreshed; 100 

times per second for current monitors, for example. What we take for objects 

made up of atoms and molecules, concrete and real, would be virtual 

constructions calculated from purely mathematical subsets but which would 

simulate the properties that we attribute to atoms and molecules real and 

concrete. Our video games are displayed on 2D screens but in the Simulism 

model we would have to imagine an equivalent of the screen that could be a 

cellular automaton. (#8) It would "display" a kind of three-dimensional 

hologram in which we would be convinced to live in a real way. Just as the 

virtual SIMS of our video games evolve in a computer memory in the form of 

mathematical formulas translated by a game program in 2D display. 

We can now wonder if it would be possible to find a revealing difference 

between a fossil that has remained as it is, concrete, without destructive 

interactions with its environment for millions of years and a fossil 

"recalculated" constantly, with each refresh of the screen, and that simulates 

an old object but without really being one? How can we make a difference? 

Again, if the program is performing well it seems difficult to find a simple way 

to decide!

But there is a way! It takes advantage of two phenomena that have been well-

known for a century: the expansion of the universe  that has been keeping 

galaxies away from each other for 13.7 billion years, and the most mysterious 

discovery of the young quantum mechanics: the wave-particle duality! We 

could imagine an experiment drawing on this knowledge acquired through 

experimentation and observation, to predict results that would be completely 

understandable in the context of Simulism, but perfectly unacceptable in the 

context of Materialistic Realism!
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It’s amazing to find out that this experiment has already been imagined in 

1983 by the physicist John Wheeler, but for a different purpose: to illustrate 

the incredible strangeness of the Microcosm in which evolve elementary 

particles and especially photons! Today we could apply his thought experiment 

to find out if we live in a real world: a universe in which particles are 

immutable over time if we do not interact with their environment, like our 

fossil. Or if, despite a very long period of time spent without interaction, we 

can find evidence that the particle is recalculated and imitates an impossible 

interaction in a real world. A result that defies the well-established laws of 

physics but becomes perfectly understandable if we live in a constantly 

recalculated world, thus continuously recreated rather than created once and 

for all.

IV.1: THE EXPERIMENT

The expanding universe and the limited speed of light - photons - combine to 

allow us to go back in time. The farther away a galaxy is from us, the younger 

it is! The farther away it is, the longer it will take its light to reach Earth. When

the photons ejected by its stars finally trigger a nerve impulse in our eyes, 

they will have spent more time in space than the star that gave birth to them 

is distant. Our eyes see it as it was when the photons left, sometimes millions 

or even billions of years ago! We can thus perceive what could be called "fossil 

photons".

Astronomers' bestiary contains "quasars". These are "quasi-stars": a very 

bright but small, punctual source like a star. It is so powerful that we can see it

with our telescopes even at distances such that its light has taken billions of 

years to reach us. That is how we see it today as it was billions of years ago!

Let's take the example of particles manufactured in a quasar well studied by 

astronomers (QSO 0957+561AB)) then deflected by a galaxy 3 billion years 

ago, when they travelled to our telescopes. They are as they were when they 
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deflected into the gravitational field of a galaxy that lies exactly between the 

quasar that created them and our telescopes. The galaxy acts like a 

magnifying glass and redirects photons near its edges, which would otherwise 

have been lost in space without reaching us. This is how the galaxy's obstacle 

still lets a few photons pass through instead of blocking them all. The 

astronomer thus sees several images of the same quasar, depending on 

whether the photons have been deflected in one direction or another. But what 

happens if the photon arrives directly on the galaxy rather than touching one 

of its edges: is it invisible to us? Not always!

Space is  distorted by mass and 
light is deflected when it travels 
near an important mass.

Photons emitted by a far
away galaxy, at right, are
deflected by the mass of  a
galaxy cluster that is on their
way. They follow the white
track but appear to us as if
they were coming through the
orange arrows. The image of
the far away galaxy is
doubled when it reaches Earth.
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This is where wave-particle duality comes in. It states that every quantum 

object has two natures: it can be concentrated in an infinitesimal space - the 

particle - but also occupy an enormous volume of space in the form of a wave 

(#5). When it does not interact, the quantum object evolves over time in 

accordance with the wave function discovered by Schrödinger. But when it is 

detected, it is only found in a single spot, after a mysterious transformation 

during which it finds itself on one of the countless places where it could have 

been in the form of a wave. Physicists are unable to calculate the exact place 

where the particle will be measured; everything happens as if the wave 

function that describes its trajectory is actually a simple probability of presence

that can be calculated. 

The advantage of this wave-particle duality for the subject we are interested in

is that it is possible to experimentally force a particle to express itself in the 

form of a wave OR a particle according to the experimental set-up. So how do 

we exploit this power?

John Wheeler published in 1983 a thought experiment, impossible to carry out 

technically at that time, but he showed that it must have been possible to build

a kind of time machine today to influence the trajectory of a photon three 

billion years earlier! He wanted to illustrate the extreme strangeness of the 

quantum world: its magic and our role in this "participative universe"!

If a photon in its corpuscular form could be deflected by the galaxy that is on 

its way to Earth after passing left OR right, the same photon in its undulating 

form could have passed both to the left AND right of the obstacle, as a wave 

bypasses a rock that emerges! 

IV.2: THE RESULT.

Physicists can easily determine whether a photon has crossed an obstacle in its

corpuscular or undulatory form. Wheeler proposed to build an experiment in 
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which the physicist could choose, today, if he wants to observe isolated 

photons that reach us, after their journey of 3 billion years, in their particle or 

wave form. Quantum mechanics predicts that:

- If we mount the experimental material to see photons in their 

corpuscular form, then we will only see photons that have passed on 

one side OR the other of the galaxy that obstructs them. And this 

passage was made 3 billion years ago since it took this time for the 

photon to reach us: it is indeed a "fossil photon" in the sense that it is

supposed to be in the state that was his 3 billion years ago!

-But if we choose to mount our experiment so that the photon we are

observing today has passed through the obstacle in its wave form, 

then we will find a different and characteristic result of the wave form

of the particles. In this case the photon in its undulatory form will be 

passed both to the left AND right of the galaxy 3 billion years ago. 

Exactly as waves turn round a rock emerging from the surface of a 

pond.

In conclusion: the laws of quantum physics seem to allow us to decide TODAY 

in what form a photon crossed the obstacle 3 BILLION YEARS AGO!

From two possibilities we must choose one:

- Either what we decide to do today can influence an event that 

happened 3 billion years ago; clearly unacceptable for our 

Materialistic Realism and moreover forbidden by the Relativity Theory

since information should go back in time by going faster than light.

- Or we have no free will! And what we take for a choice is, in reality, 

determined by our environment so that we can make no other 

decision than the one that will give the results we find! And this while
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being convinced of our free will; clearly unacceptable for our life 

experience!

It is obvious that none of these explanations are acceptable to our common 

sense, yet these results are discovered again and again by 

experimental physicists! (#20)

But Simulism gives a very simple explanation: the photon is not a real fossil 

that has travelled through space for 3 billion years. it only looks like it, since 

it's virtual! It is calculated at the time of measurement according to the 

characteristics that the simulation program provides for the chosen 

experimental set-up and the laws of quantum mechanics! Time and space are 

no longer concrete entities, but parameters in the equations of the simulation 

program!  This software manages the parameters of photons, simple atoms or 

combined ones in molecules... and from space and time. The speed of light is a

speed limit, not because real photons cannot go faster, but because the 

program cannot calculate faster! 

The extreme weirdness of « Wheeler’s Delayed Choice Experiment » comes 

from the fact that an effect seems to have an influence on its cause, backward 

in time! The choice we do today seems to decide what the nature of a photon 

has been - wave or particle - 3 billions years ago. Actually this isn’t what 

happens because the true cause isn’t the one we think it is: the true cause 

isn’t the choice the physicist does when he prepares his experiment to 

measure a wave or a particle; the true cause is the interaction we initiate with 

the photon WHEN WE MEASURE IT, according to the actual experimental 

protocol we follow. The photon is not real in the sense that it actually passed 

through the suburbs of a galaxy 3 billion years ago. It acquires its 

characteristics when it is measured on Earth, in accordance with the laws of 

the simulation program. 

It isn’t a fossil photon, but a virtual image of a fossil photon. (#7) And 
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as in all virtual games, only the elements that are part of the screen surface 

are displayed at a given time: the others exist in the form of numerical 

matrices in a database, not in elaborate form, calculated according to the 

parameter matrices and the simulation program. This seems to us to be the 

effect of measurement: the collapse of the wave function postulated by the 

Copenhagen Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics. Particles behave as waves 

able to superpose, without defined values but potentially able to take an 

infinite number of values, with different probabilities, until the moment where 

the game needs to display the particle.  It is at this moment that they take a 

single value according to the programmed rules and the history of the particle.

What is the simplest explanation?

- That we are capable of influencing an event that has already taken 

place 3 billion years ago? 

- That we have no free will? That all our thoughts, all our actions are 

rigorously predetermined in the frame of the universe and the 

passage of time?

- Or we live in a simulated universe that has no reality as we think 

reality should be, but is calculated at every step of the computer’s 

clock? A virtual universe in which only the objects that are displayed 

by the game at any time are calculated from their wave-function to 

be displayed with their particle nature for just a fleeting instant where

they appear to us as photons. The objects that aren’t displayed 

remain in their equation form as numeric parameters in computer 

memories and appear wave-like to us.

The dual reality described by modern physics: wave/particle; the 

Unmanifested/Manifested duality discovered by mystics; a dual reality

predicted by Simulism: software/displayed results of calculations; 
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would these dualisms be analogous to some extent to the dualism 

defined by Descartes? In other words would Descartes be dualistic 

today according to the point of view of modern physics in particular, if

he could come back and learn about these discoveries?!
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V: THE NEW DUALISM . 

3:  WOULD DESCARTES BE A DUALIST
TODAY?

V.1: THE CARTESIAN DUALISM.

Today, the genius of Descartes' idea, which is at the origin of our scientific 

civilization, seems self-evident to us. But it is only a reflection of its success; 

four centuries of discoveries and innumerable applications, rich in new 

perspectives, obscure the revolutionary concept that led Descartes to separate 

the material from the immaterial: the world of objects that occupy a place in 

space, from those that remain invisible because they belong to pure thought. 

Before him the universe was alive; animals were likely to be judged for 

misconduct; a natural calamity could be attributed to a malevolent intent that 

could lead its presumed author to the woodshed: the paradigm of the moment 

allowed magic to act on the material world by thought alone. Impossible to 

study and acquire objective and reliable knowledge on a material world that 

could be influenced by the sole intention of someone, of course! 

But Descartes built an impermeable wall between matter and thought, while 

accepting as an aside a mysterious link that should remain secret! (#6) 

He created the Scientific Methodology in order to apply mathematical logic to 

the search for reliable answers to questions we could ask about the material 

world only; which doesn’t remove for him the importance of the immaterial 

realm which constitutes a specific attribute of our species. Animals became 

machines unable to think and our body also. But he postulates an immaterial 

soul that is a gift from the creator and which is our true nature. It is our soul 

which allows us to act by free choice, to reason, to have emotions... and which

directs the mechanics of our material organism.
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By using the scientific method with tremendous success, philosophers, who 

have become scientists, slowly and unconsciously changed their image of the 

world. At the end of the 19th century, Cartesian dualism was transformed into 

a materialistic monism: only matter has a reality and the world of thoughts is 

only an emergence of matter. By focusing only on measurable, quantifiable 

objects, scientists materialise the world of thoughts in some way. They are 

convinced that an adequate analysis of quantifiable brain activities can open 

the immaterial to the scientific method. We could one day penetrate someone 

else's thoughts and, why not, make thinking robots.

 But this view confuses correlations with causality! Just because a measurable 

electrical activity in a specific region of a brain is correlated to an emotion or 

thought does not necessarily mean that it is the cause! Nothing forbids it to be 

only a consequence of the emotion or the thought! We would find the same 

correlation if Henry Bergson was right and the brain would only be a sort of 

antenna able to pick up thoughts out of an immaterial realm, but able to 

trigger physical reactions in our material world.

 « A cloth is joint to the nail to which it is hooked; it falls if the nail is pulled up; it 

moves if the nail moves (...) it doesn’t follow that every feature of the nail corresponds to

a feature of the cloth, neither that the nail is the same as the cloth; and even less so that 

the nail and the cloth are one only thing. » Matter and Memory: 1896

What would Descartes think if he came back among us?! Would he accept 

materialistic monism?

The abandonment of Dualism would not be Descartes' only source of surprise. 

He would surely be very surprised at the evolution of the values of our 

civilisation.

What would Descartes think of this evolution if he could come back today?!
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only a consequence of the emotion or the thought! We would find the same 

correlation if Henry Bergson was right and the brain would only be a sort of 
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trigger physical reactions in our material world.

 « A cloth is joint to the nail to which it is hooked; it falls if the nail is pulled up; it 
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What would Descartes think if he came back among us?! Would he accept 

materialistic monism?

The abandonment of Dualism would not be Descartes' only source of surprise. 

He would surely be very surprised at the evolution of the values of our 

civilisation.

What would Descartes think of this evolution if he could come back today?!
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V.2: THE OVERWHELMING SUCCESS OF THE METHOD OF SCIENCE.

Although Descartes was largely responsible for the method, he might be 

surprised to discover how much it shapes Western civilisation today. He would 

recognise the merits of his choice and be enthusiastic about discovering today's 

world. Focusing on the material world and considering it as real, regardless of 

the subject that observes it, will have led to phenomenal discoveries that are 

today shaping an image of the world that is totally foreign to his own.

Astrophysics would present him with a whole series of Copernican revolutions 

following the one he had just experienced: the Earth had barely left the centre 

of the universe in favour of the Sun. He held this place until the early 20th 

century when, suddenly, he found himself lost on the edge of an arm of a 

gigantic Universe-Spiral, rapidly dethroned and relativized among hundreds of 

billions of other galaxies in a universe that is incommensurably large.

Descartes would be glad to understand how much his postulate was potentially

rich. Following mathematical logic to explore the nature of the world has 

revealed how much our common sense can deceive us on physical reality. 

Einstein's space and time are not the ones that our senses and our experience 

present to us! It is indeed the physical laws discovered by applying 

mathematical logic that shed light on the nature of reality, while our common 

sense gives us a false image of it! The world we perceive and understand 

instinctively is not the real world that scientists discover! This last one remains 

completely incomprehensible, even for the physicists who describe it! It is 

understandable to them only through logical reasoning and very abstract 

mathematical formulations, but absolutely not through common sense which 

becomes bad counselor.
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Since the dawn of the 20th century, there is an accumulation of very 

disturbing results (#3) that profoundly defy the world’s image we live in!

« Is it possible that Nature is as absurd as it seems in these atomic experimentations? » 

Werner Heisenberg: Physics and Philosophy: 1958.

Space and time are the fundamental and absolute bases of the perceived world

and are the primordial attributes of the scene where the universe evolves and 

we with it. This representation of the world and ourselves seems so rich, 

precise and concrete that we forget that it is subjective! It is created from 

scratch in our brains from information that has been peeled, analyzed and then

completely coded by our senses. Almost always this subjective representation 

is well adapted to our needs and allows us to live as well as possible in the real

world. It is rare that we become aware of a misinterpretation of reality. To do 

this, it is necessary to discover ways to mislead our automatic systems, for 

example during optical or auditory illusions...

The foundations on which our common sense relies to understand the world 

have lost their intangible reality: time and space have become relative! They 

are elastic; consequently they are not perceived in the same way by everyone!

One event can take place before another by an observer but also after the first 

one according to another observer who discovers it! What a profound anomaly!

Descartes’ method let us build a logic world but how weird... very far from 

what our common sense teaches us instinctively, beginning with our birth and 

even beyond since our representation of the world also depends on the culture 

in which everyone is influenced by the discoveries of his predecessors.

« The hope that new experiments will lead us back to objective events in time and space 

is about as well founded as the hope of discovering the end of the world in the 

unexplored regions of the Antarctic. Some physicists would prefer to come back to the 

idea of an objective real world whose smallest parts exist objectively in the same sense 

as stones or trees exist independently of whether we observe them. This however is 
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impossible. »  Werner Heisenberg Physics and Philosophy: 1958

V.3: THE IMPORTANCE OF THE WORLD IMAGE.

We are certain to live in the world, but in reality it is in an image of the world 

that we live. And this image is only a model; a map but not the territory! An 

inheritance received at birth and then constantly enriched by experience 

through the behind-the-scenes work of an instinctive motor that feeds common

sense. 

Natural selection promotes the survival of those best suited to derive a rapid 

and relevant benefit from the analysis of information received from the 

environment. It does not promote the most "true" but the most effective 

perception! Our senses reveal to us only an infinitesimal and deeply biased 

part of a hypothetical "reality" that only our Science and Philosophy allow us to

imagine, in part.

Let’s identify with our brain for a while. It is enclosed in a dark box, well 

protected from the world in which it has the responsibility to adapt us in the 

best possible way. But only myriads of short electrical impulses enter the brain,

coming from specialised cells reacting to light, pressure, specific molecules... 

The environment has to be reconstructed out of electrical impulses that will be 

decoded then associated through huge neural networks iresponsible for giving 

them meaning. The brain is a superb machine to give meaning through 

cascades of hierarchical associations that we are beginning to imitate through 

Artificial Intelligence. The brain’s vital goal is to understand our environment in

the fastest and best possible way; it must be able to react rapidly and 

appropriately. To do that, it works out perceptions to build a map of the world 

and compare it with what instincts and experience can offer in order to give it 

a meaning. The result is the common sense which is neither objective, nor 

universal, even if we feel instinctively that it is. Common sense is responsible 

for our survival, not for giving us an exhaustive and truthful image of an 
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hypothetical Reality outside us.

An event that would not be compatible with our image of the world is very 

disturbing, or even frightening!  The first reaction would be to reject it in the 

known, comfortable, reassuring world; to make sure that everything returns to

its place so that the world remains understandable and predictable, favourable 

to survival. 

Scientists are maybe the most prone to reject disturbing events because they 

are trained to be critical in their work. A critical mind is one of the 

fundamentals of the Scientific Methodology but it can become sterilizing if we 

ignore our instinct to reject everything that is not compatible with common 

sense. Sometimes rejection is so extreme that it becomes contrary to the 

scientific approach that places observation before theory!

«Doubting is fruitful, at the condition of doubting about ones doubt. » Didier Norton.

V.4: A COLLECTION OF ABNORMALITIES.

After trying very hard to find a solution without success, Max Planck publishes 

an equation adapted to what physicists find in their experiments but 

completely absurd! The equation suggests that energy quantities can only 

change according to whole natural numbers: 1, 2, 3...

The date is December 1900. Planck doesn’t really believe in the physical reality

of his proposition; he finds only one advantage: it allows him to find a 

mathematical equation that perfectly describes the experimental results. But 

they continue to defy common sense! Planck is convinced that later on we will 

find another explanation... compatible with the world perceived by our senses. 

But physicist continue to find results defying the common sense... until today; 

and nothing seems to give hope in finding a sensible explanation in the future!

We perceive a continuous world when physicists discover a quantised world, 
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pixellized in a way! In the world of atoms and molecules there are no slopes, 

only stairs! A particle that gains or loses energy suddenly passes from one step

to another without ever being in between; it disappears from one step to 

instantly find itself on another! Deep anomaly!

Matter, this concrete reality that builds the world and us together with it, is 

made up of 99.9999999999999999% void! The extreme repulsion of the 

electrons for each other and a mysterious prohibition to find two electrons with

identical attributes, give us the illusion of solid. Deep anomaly!

 

Common sense allows us to measure both the position and speed of a vehicle. 

It is impossible to know with precision these 2 parameters at the same time 

when it is about particles or atoms. Regardless of the means used, any 

progress in the accuracy of one measurement will automatically reduce the 

accuracy of the other's measurement! Deep anomaly!

Our common sense allows us to understand the movement of a rock thrown 

towards a body of water and then the waves that its diving will cause. First a 

well defined stone in a restricted space, then a wave potentially capable of 

covering a very large space. Nothing is more dissimilar than a particle and a 

wave! But particles, atoms, molecules... everything is both wave and particle, 

depending on the type of measurement chosen by the observer! Deep 

anomaly!

Common sense convinces us that the Moon is well in the sky, even if no one is 

looking at it. The characters of the world of atoms and molecules exist only if 

we observe them; only a measurement can attribute to them the 

characteristics that we consider obligatory to describe a real object: position, 

speed, direction, spin... Deep anomaly!

Common sense teaches us that an empty box contains no material objects, 

even no air if it has been pumped. Yet physicists discover that the vacuum is 

full of energy and virtual particles that are continuously created and 
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disappearing. Deep anomaly!

Time does not seem to have any relationship with space. We live in a space 

described by a length, width, depth and in which objects exist through time 

that flows from the past to the future. Yet time and space are inseparable and 

form a fourth dimension that we do not perceive as such. Deep anomaly!

V.5: ABNORMALITIES AND PARADIGMS.

In his seminal work of 1962, science historian Thomas Kuhn described how 

scientists implicitly agree on a framework within which their imagination will be

circumscribed and which will serve as a basis for understanding the results of 

their work. This agreement is implicit since it is the instinctively constructed 

image of the world. Einstein already, before Kuhn, had already understood that

in the real world theory is placed BEFORE experimentation: and not the 

reverse as scientific rationality would suggest!

Heisenberg recounted how surprised he was when Einstein told him exactly the

opposite of what he expected! They were walking after a lecture given by 

Heisenberg about his experiments on quantum physics; Einstein didn’t agree 

with their interpretation. It’s much later that Heisenberg understood with 

Einstein how inspiration, the choice of a type of experience, implicitly but 

forcefully depended on the conceptual framework in which the experimenter or

the theorist was situated. This frame has become the paradigm (#2) 

described by Kühn and it directs the way we understand the world in which we 

live. With other world images, other ideas would have inspired the 

theoreticians and the experimentalists. Other types of experiments would have

come to the researchers' minds, other parameters would have been tested to 

give, eventually, very different conclusions from those that prevail today! 

Paradigm changes are very slow, especially because it is difficult to change the 

fundamental reflexes that allow us to understand and live our environment: 

those that we have implicitly learned through our life experiences and personal
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culture. Abnormalities accumulate... We try to explain them with increasingly 

convoluted theories, a bit like those that the Ptolemaic period used to 

understand the movements of the planets through the starry sky: epicycles 

superimposed on others, themselves complicating cycles... 

The planets’ orbits when Earth is in the centre of the 
universe.

It takes a long time and the constant accumulation of disturbing anomalies to 

prepare the jump into the unknown: a new image of the world: a new 

paradigm. It's a bit like if a fish is forced to jump out of its jar: it can only 

survive if there is another suitable jar next to the old one. It takes time to 

prepare, enrich and consolidate a new paradigm before we can accept to 

drastically change the image of the world that our instinct leads us to forge. 

During this time the explanations become complex, convoluted... but resist 

until the ground has become conducive to the big jump.

 Source:

The Copernican response was much simpler than that of the Ptolemaics but 

was not discovered earlier because it required a paradigm shift. It was no 

longer the Earth that was at the centre of the world, but the Sun! And it was to
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simplify the calculations that Copernicus had the idea of changing the 

paradigm. 

The orbits of the planets when the Sun is in the 
centre of the universe.

Today, physicists are still puzzled, more than a century after the creation of 

Quantum Mechanics in 1900 and Bohr’s atom in the 1920s. They are trying to 

understand the shocking anomalies that have accumulated since then. They 

seek to tune the results of experiments with our consensual way of 

understanding reality: a material universe, composed of concrete particles and 

possessing specific properties. They try to understand their experimental 

results in a way that is compatible with the understanding of the nature of 

Reality given by our common sense: a material world made of discrete 

particles with specific properties. Specific properties that shouldn’t be modified 

by non-local events; objective properties that shouldn’t be prone to 

modifications resulting from observation only; particles that shouldn’t change 

their state without being touched, heated, illuminated... The problems arose in

particular when the results did not fit anymore with the separation between 

object and observer (#24) which was one of the fundamental pillars of the 

Cartesian method!
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V.6: WHAT THE QUANTUM DISRUPTION CHANGES.

Although the first profoundly disruptive discoveries of modern physics are more

than a century old, there remain physicists who desperately hope for the 

coming of a saviour who will dissolve the anomalies of the microcosm in the 

classicism of the macrocosm! Yet these anomalies have only deepened and 

multiplied, especially since the last half of the 20th century. Since then, 

physicists have decided not to hide their face but to explore the microcosm 

with such extraordinary properties, always with a critical mind but open to 

paradigm shift3.

While waiting for a saviour who will bring back the Microcosm in the reassuring

materiality of the Macrocosm, some physicists go so far as to invoke a 

Multiverse in which an infinity of universes would explain that, by chance only, 

we live in the only one in which all physical constants are particularly adapted 

to the apparition of life and intelligence. They seem to forget that, in order to 

eliminate the disturbing dualism between the quantum and the classical 

worlds, to dilute the weirdness of an universe born from nothing... they 

postulate an infinity of universes! All born from nothing too, of course!

But an objective, unbiased approach leads us to take charge of the anomalies 

and reconsider our paradigm, which fails to integrate them. What are the main 

ones we discovered in the first part of this research?

- The world isn’t continuous but made out of quanta of matter-

energy, and probably of quanta of Time and Space as well.

- There is no absolute simultaneity: two events that are simultaneous

for an observer can appear differently for another observer. Space 

and Time are differently elastic for different observers.

3 See for exemple: David Kaiser: « How the Hippies Saved Physics: Science, Counterculture, and the Quantum 
Revival »; Ed. Norton and Comp. (2011)
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- The properties of an object measured by an observer depend of his 

experimental choices: they have no independent reality; absolute 

objectivity is impossible.

- We can describe the evolution of the properties of an object through

space and time after having measured them. But the equation we use

has to do with wave functions which can interfere in a way we cannot 

understand in our world composed of solely material particles. These 

equations contain weird unreal mathematical objects like the square 

root of -1. In the end, these equations only lead to probabilities and 

not to certainties: only a physical measurement will make it possible 

to find the values sought.

«But if the ultimate physical reality corresponds to the wave function, then what sort of 

beast is a wave function? What's made of? What's Hilbert space made of? As far as we 

know, nothing: they seem to be purely mathematical objects! » Max Tegmark «Our 

Mathematical Universe»: 2014

- It is impossible to know all the parameters of an object accurately. 

As the accuracy of a measurement increases, the accuracy of an 

associated parameter decreases.

- Objects can behave as if they were entangled in a-local and a-

temporal relationship. There seems to exist a parallel reality 

conjugated to ours and through which objects could be linked without

being separated by space and time.

- Matter and energy are two different and interchangeable forms of 

the same reality. With its form as energy field, matter seems to be 

defined but not manifested. It’s only when there are interactions that 

matter-energy manifests itself with measurable properties.
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«This idea that there's a bunch of numbers at each point in space-time is quite deep, and

I think it's telling us something not merely about our description of reality, but about 

reality itself (…) a field is just this: something represented by numbers at each point in 

space-time. »  Max Tegmark «Our Mathematical Universe »: 2014

Galileo was the first to describe the universe through its language: 

Mathematics. Four centuries of discoveries lead to the description of the nature

of the universe: mathematical! It is no longer a question of describing it using 

mathematics but of going much further: to define fundamental reality as 

Platonic or Pythagorean: the fundamental reality is mathematical (#16)!

And yet we perceive a real physical world that offers us all kinds of real 

sensations, far from the abstraction of mathematical formulas; how can this 

be? This is undoubtedly the result of the new dualism: the association between

a purely mathematical fundamental reality, which calculates a reality that is 

ours!

V.7. A NEW DUALISM: SIMULISM.

Descartes' dualism was deeply shaken by the science he helped to create. 

Initially, it fused into a materialistic monism, to reappear in the inevitable 

duality that separates the quantum world from the classical world. But this new

duality is blurred; it does not really depend on whether we are addressing the 

microcosm or the macrocosm; there is no clear boundary between two 

realities. The measurement conditions are more important than the size of the 

measured object. Quantum dualism does not separate objects that have an 

extent in space and time from those that exist only in thought. The observer 

and his consciousness even seems to be involved in determining the attributes 

of quantum objects. The aim is to situate this new dualism in a completely 

different context from Descartes'.

The microcosm has no objective and defined attributes until it is observed. It 
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evolves in a very different reality than the one we perceive. Space and time 

are not the obstacles we know of. What we perceive as punctual objects in our 

reality seems to manifest itself from another reality in a form that we describe 

with mathematics using imaginary numbers and wave functions. In this other 

reality they evolve and interfere with each other as only waves could do in our 

physical reality. 

(Quantum phenomena) « support the view that non-material principles can steer the 

material world. »  Antoine Suarez.

Thus, the world of objects that have an extent in space and time is not the 

fundamental world, but is dependent on a world where time and space do not 

really have material reality but rather mathematical reality only. It is no longer 

possible to separate the world from matter and spirit, as Descartes did. Physics

today describes two worlds, but which are not really separated in the same 

way as Descartes' worlds, since one, the one we perceive, is the reflection of 

the other. The world that seems concrete to us - and which is, in a way - 

seems to come from another, purely mathematical world. The physicist David 

Bohm named the world we perceive:"explicit reality" which is an emanation of 

another:"implicit reality". Plato defined the "world of shadows" that we 

perceive, and the world of "Ideas" that is more fundamental. 

Some philosophies (Hinduism, Yoga...) describe this duality between a reality 

that is Manifested, that our senses reveal to us, but secondary to a 

fundamental reality that is Unmanifested, although it has enough attributes to 

be considered as real. An image of this duality could be found in Physics’ 

concept of matter-energy fields. Empty space can potentially act on a specific 

object that moves through it, as if Space is structured in a way that can 

express itself only in specific conditions:  A Unmanifested (Implicite) versus 

manifested (Explicite) dualism. The perceived world would be an illusion built 
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on a more fundamental but unmanifested reality. The Hindu philosophy of 

Samkhya is dualist and fully compatible with the viewpoint of quantum 

dualism!

Simulism could explain such a quantum dualism. Perceived Reality would be 

the result of calculations that are displayed only when there is an interaction 

with a physical (material) or organic (living) object. It’s the collapse of the 

wave function introduced by the « School of Copenhagen ». Perceived Reality 

is relational and isn’t based on objects with physical properties independent 

from the act of perception. What we perceive as independent objects defined 

by specific attributes would only be an expression limited in our time and 

space, of purely mathematical properties obeying the wave function discovered

by Physics.

... « we live in a RELATIONAL REALITY, in the sense that the properties of the world 

around us stem not from properties of its ultimate building blocks, but from the relations

between these building blocks. »  Max Tegmark « Our Mathematical Universe »: 2014

The world of Plato's Ideas, the implicit reality of Bohm... would be a 

mathematical simulation program whose display of the results of calculations 

would be the perceived world: the shadows of Plato or the explicit reality of 

Bohm. A paradigm that integrates this fundamental concept of perceived 

reality would satisfy the physicist Wolfgang Pauli, who sought to understand 

the sources of synchronicity with the psychiatrist Carl Gustav Jung. Pauli 

thought that: 

« The most satisfying would be that (…) Physics and Psychics could be considered as 

complementary aspects of one reality. » « Synchronicity: an a-causal connecting 

Principle.  » 1952.

Simulism no longer makes any real difference in nature between the world of 

ideas and that of matter: both are images of a more fundamental, virtual and 
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purely mathematical reality, the one that Pauli imagined.

« psyche and matter are governed by common, neutral, not in themselves ascertainable 

ordering principles. » « Atom and Archetype:   The Pauli/Jung Letters, 1932-1958. »

Finally, would Descartes be a dualist today? Yes, but...

He would perhaps define a world perceived by our senses and another, more 

fundamental world that would create our perceived reality. The first would 

bring together both objects and ideas from the mental workings of the organic 

brain. Thoughts might be separated into two groups, depending on whether 

they emerge directly from the local workings of a brain or from the more 

fundamental, a-local and a-temporal quantum reality. The former could be 

related to the "mind" and the latter to the "soul" since they are outside the 

limits of the material body. The organic brain would be able to create ideas 

(mental) and perceive intuition (soul). Its first role would be attributed to the 

mind and the subconscious, the second to the unconscious which remain 

mysterious. Its first job could be done within the particle-nature of Matter, the 

second one through its wave-like nature.

Cartesian Dualism which defines the realm of objects and the realm of 

thoughts would have evolved in two new realities. The first one would be a 

hybrid since it associates an aspect which has an extension in space-time: the 

objects, to another, immaterial but that comes from the first through the 

analysis of perceptions: the mental working of the organic brain. The other 

realm would be a-local and a-temporal: a purely mathematical reality. If true, 

the link between mind and soul would be the same as the "collapse of the 

wave function". With the soul taking advantage of the a-local and a-temporal 

realm when mind remains restricted to Space and Time.

The local reality combines matter-energy and its emerging capacities, which 

are related to emotions and thoughts. The underlying a-local and a-temporal 
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mathematical reality could be understood as a program that runs continuously 

in the background to define essentially relational properties of an indivisible 

reality because obeying only wave functions. The illusion of an objective world 

composed of independent objects would be the result of the collapse of wave 

functions on calculated values at a discrete place of space-time... Perhaps 

during an interaction with an Unconscious, a soul, which belongs to 

mathematical reality but which would also influence the mental work of the 

material brain?

Before speculating on the mind and the unconscious... perhaps it would be 

important to verify our own dual nature. A nature manifested in the material 

world that includes thoughts emerging from the work of the material brain on 

the one hand. And a Unmanifested, a-local and a-temporal nature, source of 

an intuition that transcends the limits of our biological senses.
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V I: THE SECOND QUESTION THAT NEEDS
AN ANSW ER: WHO AM I?

No life is possible without answers to the first question that needs to be 

answered; yet the question is so primordial, so fundamental, that no organism 

can even wonder about it! Evolution takes care of it and, through it, each 

species finds appropriate and most often remarkable answers to this crucial 

question: "How can I live?" (#25)

VI.1: SECOND QUESTION IN LOGICAL ORDER, BUT FIRST IN 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPORTANCE.

Surprisingly - but sadly - it isn't the subject we're trained to work on at school.

When we think about it, it becomes obvious that nothing could be more 

important than the answer we should thrive to find: this answer has great 

effects on life and behaviour. The question is: "What are we? »

Our philosophy and our behaviour will be very different depending on whether 

we perceive ourselves as material only, subject inexorably to decrepitude, or if 

we know we participate in an entity that transcends matter. Biology already 

places us in a much larger context than that of our physical individuality. Each 

living entity is nothing outside innumerable interactions (#9) that have 

given birth to it, for nearly 4 billion years, and that contribute at every moment

to its existence. But are we even more complex than this knot tied in a huge 

web? Is our consciousness linked only to the matter that composes us or is it 

capable of transcending it? Are we just a bunch of flesh and blood or do we 

also have a soul?!

VI.2: FROM DOGMA TO EXPERIMENT.

Religion - or the cosmogonies of different cultures - often impose a response 
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without inviting everyone to seek it personally. In the West it is taught that we 

are the creatures of God who gave us a body made of matter and a soul that is

not. But since the birth of science we have learned to question dogmas in an 

attempt to find rational explanations to our questions.For four centuries 

Science has shown the power of its tools to convince every one who gives 

oneself the necessary material and intellectual means, to become personally 

and rationally convinced of the pertinence of answers to questions arising from

the world and life; questions that are specifically relevant to us as human 

beings. We create our image of the world and ourselves not only from instincts

and life experiences as animals do, but also from our thoughts and cultures. In

the West, science invites us to appropriate a culture without passively 

absorbing its dogmas. Unfortunately a badly understood science can itself 

become dogmatic; the danger was important especially at the end of the 19th 

century but the revolution of modern physics has revitalised the Method and 

philosophical reflections induced by its results.

« […] the nineteenth century […] saw a certain divorce taking place between scientists 
and philosophers […] But such a separation could only be prejudicial both to 
philosophy and to science […] many scientists of the present day, victims of an 
ingenuous realism, almost without perceiving it, have adopted a certain metaphysics of 
a materialistic and mechanistic character and have regarded it as the very expression of
scientific truth. One of the great services that the recent evolution of physics has 
rendered contemporary thought, is that it has destroyed this simplified metaphysics, and 
with the same stroke has caused certain traditional philosophical problems to be 
considered in an entirely new light. Thereby the way has been prepared for a 

reconciliation between science and philosophy […] » Louis de Broglie. Quoted by 

Dolors.

VI.3: MATERIALISTIC REALISM.

Are we only made of matter? Four centuries of scientific success clearly lead 
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our Western culture to give a positive answer to this crucial question! But 

perhaps it is the result of a collateral damage of science rather than a reality! 

The great majority of researchers forget the bias taken by the creators of the 

scientific method: to create instruments specifically intended to answer with 

relevance to questions put to the MATERIAL world and to him alone; those 

belonging to the spiritual world being entrusted to philosophy and theology. 

With time and the immense successes of this new practical philosophy, 

philosophers, now scientists, gradually became convinced that only matter was

real. By dint of working only on it, by dint of accumulating surprising results of 

effectiveness, by dint of applying with immense success the knowledge that 

the study of matter provided, it is not surprising that those responsible for the 

transformation of the world for 4 centuries have convinced themselves that 

they could have an answer while questioning only matter! And we have all 

forgotten that this is a postulate that appeared long after the origin of science.

But this conviction is no longer compatible with the results of the Physics of the

last century: this one teaches us that the intimate nature of matter is not 

comprehensible by common sense: pillar of classical physics. It even leads us 

to imagine that consciousness could intervene in a mysterious way to influence

the results of experiments charged with revealing to us what matter is. The 

universe is no longer that immense and cold object, empty of meaning, that 

the positivists of the 19th century imagined. It becomes "participative" 

according to John Wheeler and "begins to look more like a great thought than 

a great machine" according to Sir James Jeans.

VI.4: BACK TO THE ORIGINS.

Why not take the path explored by several contemporary physicists and return 

to the philosophy that gave birth to Science? The one that allows anyone 

interested in an answer, to try to find it by himself, either by personal 

experience or replication of experiences proposed by other researchers. It is no

longer just a question of learning about the results obtained by others and 

analysing them, but of putting one's hand to the wheel', the royal path towards
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the acquisition of a reasoned personal conviction: a major objective of the 

creators of Science. It is not always necessary to involve a heavy technology: 

thought experiments are sometimes sufficient to obtain surprising results.

Too often today, this reasoned conviction is acquired essentially through the 

critical analysis of proposals made by others, but sometimes unfortunately as a

result of a lazy trust placed in personalities who may become dogmatic. In the 

case of complex questions, it becomes necessary to delegate one's own 

approach towards the acquisition of knowledge to more specialised persons 

capable of mastering a subject that has become too complex. It is not always 

possible to know whether these experts remain open enough to objectively 

analyse results that might call into question their convictions. That is why 

personal experience remains the best way as long as it remains possible.

So how could we look for an answer to the question: « What are we? » and 

the related ones: « Are we only flesh and bones? »; « How could I know 

what I am, if part of it is unconscious? »

VI.5: CAN WE DO WITHOUT MATTER?

How do we know if reality is made only of matter? Is consciousness merely an 

emergence of material properties? We could explore this question by using 

information that is immaterial: we would need, for example, to be able to 

communicate using mechanisms that do not require matter: neither particles 

nor energy. If we could reasonably be convinced that we could receive 

information that owes nothing to matter as we know it, then we could progress

towards a better understanding of our true nature. Would it be dual as 

Descartes thought?

Ideally, the information we seek to obtain through channels that do not involve

matter should in no way be linked to our memory, conscious or otherwise. The 

most appropriate choice would be information about the future that could not 
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be inferred at all from what we know about the past or present. 

It is perhaps important to specify here that the mathematical formulas used by

physicists are reversible with respect to time! In other words, what seems 

impossible to our common sense - whether time can go forward OR backwards 

- is not in the mathematical formulation. This is how receiving information 

from the future is not alien to the formulas, but to our common experience! 

The information presumably coming from the 

future should be clear, precise and gratuitous 

(with no application other than philosophical) 

to reasonably convince us that it is not a 

coincidence or buried memories or 

unconscious deductions.

Several protocols could be imagined for this 

quest. Intuition - the mysterious source of 

emotions without conventional sources of 

knowledge - is probably too difficult to work 

with for this experiment. But we could adapt the work of a British engineer in 

Aeronautics who published in 1927 "  An Experiment with Time  " where he 

describes his views on Time and his personal experiences that led him to work

on the nature of Time.

VI.6: EXPERIMENTING WITH TIME.

It was after having lived many strange dreams that J.W. Dunne - a renowned 

engineer in aeronautics - used his scientific mind to analyze them rigorously. 

His decision followed a clearly premonitory dream a few days before a disaster 

on a French Caribbean island: the eruption of Mount Pelée on 8 May 1902 

which killed 28,000 inhabitants of St Pierre in Martinique: the town at the foot 

of the volcano.
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Dunne dreamt that he was on a volcanic island threatening to explode; 

fumaroles were escaping from many faults. He was anxious as if he was 

walking on the lid of a huge pressure cooker. He tried to alert the French 

authorities governing the island, without success: the mayor being absent for 

lunch and the secretaries of the town hall asking him to return the next day! 

His dreamlike body wondered what to do to avoid the 4,000 victims he 

expected... when he woke up screaming: « Look, Mr. Mayor! Four thousand 

people will be killed unless... »

Dunne's analysis of this dream led him to refuse to catalogue dreamlike 

information as mere coincidences when, a few days later, he learned of what 

had happened to the French colony of Martinique. Too many specific details 

such as the nationality of the authorities, their mayor's hesitation to evacuate 

the city (an election was scheduled for 11 May, 2 days after the eruption)... 

The engineer used his scientific training to develop an experimental protocol to

check if certain dreams could be premonitory. He deduced from it a theory of 

Time which did not survive but its protocol remains useful today.

VI.7: PREMONITORY DREAMS.

Like Dunne, some of my dreams seemed strangely premonitory. To find out for 

sure, I followed the protocol developed by Dunne and was able to record 

several examples that confirmed their reality (#17): too many 

"coincidences" to explain, if not by premonition!

There are several challenges to overcome; some are presented below with 

Dunne's advice on overcoming them. 

We must remember that the role of dreams remains mysterious. The "dream 

organiser" (the source of our dreams) is probably not trying to convince the 

dreamer that they can be premonitory, but rather to trigger emotions. Perhaps 
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Dunne's dream about the volcanic eruption used images from a hypothetical 

"future memory" that could evoke emotions that the "dream organiser" would 

have wanted Dunne to feel. It is difficult to share premonitory dreams because 

they will not trigger the same emotions in different people. That is why 

personal experience remains indispensable if we are to convince ourselves of 

their reality.

I followed Dunne's protocol (#17) and am convinced today that our 

subconscious is capable of looking for images of future situations to transmit in

dreams, what it seeks to transmit. I could recognise 48 premonitory dreams 

over about 8 years. The figure is underestimated because I only recognized 

them as such if a transcribed situation occurred within a few days after the 

transcription. Several others could be as premonitory but over longer periods 

than 2 weeks. But the old transcripts have not been systematically analysed to

minimise coincidences as explained below (#18 ). 

VI.8: AN ANSWER THAT CHANGES EVERYTHING!

Suppose you draw from this experience a personal and reasoned conviction 

about the reality of premonitions! So many changes to expect in your 

philosophy of life! So many thoughts about your image of the world and 

yourself in perspective! The result is definitely worth the effort! Does the future

already exist? What about free will?! How is it possible to access information 

without the help of our five senses?

Thus we would have access to information from the future, without engaging 

our physical senses, without interacting with the properties of inert or living 

matter as described by physicists and biologists until the early 20th century. A 

part of ourselves is able to situate itself outside space and time and then 

interact, at least through dreams, with our mind, which would be the result of 

the activity of our brain obeying the laws of classical Physics, Chemistry and 

Biology. Is our brain a quantum object capable of receiving information from 

implicit, Unmanifested, undulatory reality? 
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A priori the very strange properties of quantum objects are expressed only 

under very strict conditions of temperature and pressure. The slightest 

interaction with matter-energy will change its properties from wave reality to 

that of particles: the "collapse of the wave function" postulated by the 

Copenhagen School. To preserve the superposition of states typical of the 

undulatory aspect of quantum objects the physicist must work under vacuum 

and at very low temperature, which excludes a priori, any possibility of a 

"Quantum Biology" which should be expressed in "the moist and hot" which is 

the environment of life! A physicist can't imagine quantum phenomena in a 

wet, hot brain!

And yet!... Recently physicists have obtained very serious indications of a 

Quantum Biology (#19)! 

At first sight it seems that Descartes was right when he described the world as 

dualistic: material and spiritual. But the discoveries Science made since the 

beginning of the 20th century show that it may be possible to build a bridge 

between these two realms: but this is another story! (#11)

Experiencing one's own spiritual nature leads one to question the deeply 

materialistic cosmogony that we inherited from the 19th century. We are no 

longer only this material that wears out, these cells that age; our true 

personality is not only the result of this reality perceptible by our senses but 

has the properties necessary to detach ourselves from it, to situate ourselves 

beyond Time and Space. We're led to conclude that the part of us that has 

access to informations from a mysterious realm, outside Space and Time, looks

more like a Soul than a Mind! The Soul is real; we must only learn how to 

communicate with it!
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VII: ARE PREMONITION AND FREE-WILL
INCOMPATIBLE?

Logically, yes, of course. It is enough to evoke free will to take decisions 

modifying a future that a premonition would have described. Suppose a 

premonitory dream seems important enough for you to change your plans. 

Either the predicted event does not take place and it is impossible to qualify 

the dream as premonitory; it will remain an impossible doubt to resolve! You'll 

never know what would have happened if you hadn't taken your dream into 

account. Either it happens and your behaviour could not change it, which casts 

doubt on your free will. Premonition and free will are incompatible!

But the problem is not solved so easily! Indeed, an objective evaluation, 

without preconceived ideas, suggests very clearly that premonitions can be 

real. (#17) And we also feel just as clearly that we have free will! Could it be 

that we could reconcile them anyway?!

VII.1: MATERIALIST MONISM AND FREE-WILL.

Before trying to answer this challenge, perhaps we should

specify how to reconcile free will with the most widespread

paradigm today, that is, Materialist Monism. This world model

suggests that there is only one reality and that it is material.

Everything we can observe in the universe would be composed

of matter-energy and obey the laws that Physics has

discovered. The spiritual reality that Descartes postulated to explain the 

universe of thoughts, of the soul, would only be an epiphenomenon: an 

emerging property of our nervous system, even if it remains unexplained 

today.

Although it is more of a philosophical than a physical problem, most physicists 

have an unfavourable feeling about free will. The world they discover is 
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deterministic. Didn't Laplace say that Science could describe the future if it was

sufficiently documented about the present?! If he were right, free will would be

an illusion, of course. Unless we link it to a spiritual reality and dissociate it 

from material determinism. We are led to conclude that Materialist Monism 

rejects the possibility that we can show free will, even if we are convinced of it.

Has Freud not shown that many of our behaviours are influenced by the 

unconscious and are not strictly speaking the result of free will? It would be 

enough that the unconscious is also an emergent property of matter to 

definitively exclude any hope of free will!

But Freud did not postulate that the unconscious was incapable of free will! If 

only ite were capable of free will it would be a very particular one since located

outside our attention and our conscious will! Logically it is even difficult to 

argue that it can really be a free will if we are not aware of it! But let us try to 

continue along this path; the new dualism discovered by physics encourages us

to do so.

VII.2: CONSCIOUS AND UNCONSCIOUS: MIND AND SOUL? 

Let's begin by highlighting the difference between:

- the conscious work of our brain on the one hand: Our attention, our

vigilance, our perceptions of the world, inside or outside our 

organism, the reasoned analyses we make of it, the deductions and 

inductions we draw from it, the practically uninterrupted discourse we

have with ourselves...

- and the unconscious work on the other hand, at the origin of 

dreams, intuitions, inspirations, emotions, passions... 

We could postulate that the first - which we would call "the mind" since it is the

result of the biological work of the brain - is determined by the laws of physics.

Whether it is dependent on the biological brain seems well documented by the 
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correlation between the state of the brain (effect of drugs, diseases or age...) 

and its performance4. Neuro-imaging corroborates these correlations, but does 

not demonstrate that they are emerging properties; only properties dependent 

on the activity of particular regions of the brain. If we nevertheless postulate 

that the mind is an emergent property of the brain, we would be in agreement 

with Physicalism which postulates that all reality obeys the laws of Physics. 

That is the position of many scientists. That is why they favour determinism 

over free will. The world of ideas, of Descartes' thoughts, would not be real but

would be an emergence of the world of matter-energy, which science imagines 

being able to demonstrate one day, although, today, it is only an act of faith! 

But what about the second; the unconscious which remains very mysterious? 

There is certainly an impressive work of the mind before it presents the results

to the attention! We do not know where a particular memory is; we wish to 

find it and it is the subconscious mind that takes care of it. We don't really look

for words, it's the mind that finds them instinctively. Especially when you avoid

consciously interfering with the subconscious process! Autistic savants don't 

really know the details of the procedures they use to find the results of 

complex calculations: their subconscious certainly takes care of it and delivers 

the solution to the attention. Daniel Tammet "sees the solutions as landscapes 

and associates numbers with colours." It must be admitted that the vast 

majority of mental work takes place in a subconscious that presents to the 

attention only a minority of information that it evaluates as important to be 

presented to vigilance for analysis.

But there is certainly another unconsciousness that seems to lie beyond the 

limits of the physical brain since it is capable of receiving information beyond 

our senses organs! One can persuade oneself of the reality of this phenomenon

by working on one's precognitive dreams (#18), but many other 

4 That mind is dependent on the biological state of the brain is not proof that mind emerges from the brain! No more 
than a program displayed on a TV screen is an emergence from the TV! Both would show correlations between their 
internal state and their performance, even if they do not create, but relay only informations that originate from outside 
the tool that transcribes it.
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experiments can help to reach the same conclusion. Stanislav Grof has 

extensively documented transpersonal psychology and convincingly shows that

our limits do not lie in our material and local identity. And Dean Radin gathers 

a series of scientific papers whose results are incompatible with the Materialist 

Monism. Rupert Sheldrake postulates a morphogenetic field whose influence 

extends beyond space and time to transmit information.

VII.3: QUANTUM DUALISM.

Quantum Mechanics describes a dual reality (#5), a new duality, a kind of

foundation to the world that we perceive and that influences it by transcending

it outside the limits of space and time that are ours. In this reality the objects 

no longer really have "extent in space" (and time); they would no longer really

be material for Descartes! This fundamental reality is not determined in the 

same way as the one we perceive. The observer is not separated from the 

object with which s/he interacts; the procedure chosen defines the 

properties of the object s/he works on! (#II.3). Moreover, s/he can't 

predict exact results, only probabilities (#4). Determinism is no longer what 

it used to be and free will could benefit from this quantum indeterminacy.

Even if we're far from understanding how it could be, it is possible to imagine a

link between a Consciousness5 and an action on the "collapse of the wave 

function" of a quantum object6. When a quantum object is in a superposition of

states, it is not impossible that a Consciousness could interact with its wave 

function and make it manifest itself in the perceived world with specific 

5 The concept of "consciousness" is as important as it is vague in its definition! It can be interpreted in many ways. 
For reasons of clarity, the term "consciousness" will refer here to self-awareness: a state that connects perceptions 
with an image of oneself in the world; a recognition of oneself in the world.

The word  "Consciousness" will represent a series of multiple properties but, paradoxically out of reach, most often, of 
vigilance: of self-consciousness, and which goes beyond the subconscious that remains linked to the activity of the 
classical brain, of the impressive work that the mind does before presenting the results to vigilance. Consciousness 
would be the source of intuition, inspiration, creativity and probably uses emotions to convey information to 
consciousness.

If there is a link between Consciousness and quantum mechanics, it would be part of the underlying reality 
(Unmanifested), it would participate from the world of wave functions and not from that (Manifested) of localised 
particles. Mind and consciousness would belong to the world of localised particles.

6 A quantum object is not limited to elementary particles and can be very complex; it is the wave nature of an object 
before an interaction gives it defined properties. In other words it is the Unmanifested aspect of an object (Vedanta).
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6 A quantum object is not limited to elementary particles and can be very complex; it is the wave nature of an object 
before an interaction gives it defined properties. In other words it is the Unmanifested aspect of an object (Vedanta).
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properties. This is only speculation of course, but it is shared by many 

physicists since nearly a century. Physics has succeeded in describing 

mathematical laws that order the behaviour of matter-energy in this strange 

underlying reality, but without hope of explaining them with our concepts that 

arise from reality as we perceive it. Modern physics teaches us that Laplace 

was wrong! It will be forever impossible for us to calculate the future from a 

total knowledge of the present, but only from the probabilities of futures that 

become multiple! And here is the origin of the Multivers concept. An infinity of 

parallel universes, each evolving according to its own history according to the 

choice made by chance (or a Consciousness) at the moment of each 

measurement of its state.

The Multiverse is a staggering perspective, but seriously

studied by a majority of physicists disconcerted by the

strange properties of the micro-world. These properties are

so far removed from those of reality perceived by our

senses that it would seem justified to bring them closer to those Descartes 

postulated for spiritual reality! Cartesian dualism defines the world of objects 

that have an expanse in space and separates it from the world of ideas that do 

not. However, the properties of the quantum micro-world lie outside the limits 

of space and time: they thus have no specific extent in our space perceived by 

our senses and our measurements. Two intertwined objects remain in total 

relation whatever the distance that separates them in our perceived reality; 

one cannot therefore imagine that they have an extent only in the space that 

we perceive with our senses. It is the same with time: two intertwined objects 

remain in instantaneous relation so that some physicists imagine a sort of 

retro-causality: a hypothetical influence of the future on the past to explain 

their results... to the detriment of the classical logic of causes and their effects!

«I assert that the nature of all  reality is spiritual, not material nor a dualism of matter and spirit. The 
hypothesis that its nature can be, to any degree, material, does not enter into my reckoning, because as 
we now understand matter, the putting together of the adjective "material" and the noun "nature" does 
not make sense.» Sir Arthur Eddington quoted by Ken Wilber in «Quantum Questions» p. 195 (2001)
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Thus, the immense strangeness of the micro-world pushes scientists to 

imagine themselves living in an infinite number of parallel universes, 

sometimes even likely to influence the past according to future choices! Free 

will would work towards the future, but also towards the past! This complexity 

is reminiscent of the complexity that prevailed in Ptolemaic times, when 

astronomers postulated complex epicycles (#2) to explain their observations of

planetary orbits! This extreme complication disappeared as soon as we 

changed paradigm. Copernicus switched the positions of the Earth and the Sun

to drastically simplify the calculations of the planetary orbits; the epicycles 

became perfectly useless as soon as the Sun was at the center of the system.

Could we be in a similar situation? Are we exploiting our Monistic Materialist 

paradigm inappropriately, pushing it beyond reason? And besides, can we still 

remain monistic while Physics describes two realities? The answer is clearly no:

we need to consider a new dualism, but one quite different from Descartes'; a 

reality underlying the perceived reality rather than two parallel universes - 

material and spiritual - of fundamentally different and incompatible nature. A 

reality which, although veiled, lends itself to the mathematical description of 

objects of undulating nature, perceived as particles in the reality accessible to 

our senses! Descartes' two realities are so different in nature that it is very 

difficult to imagine how the soul could interact with matter. This interaction 

becomes fundamental in quantum dualism since it is the same reality but in 

two different forms: undulatory or corpuscular - Implicit or Explicit (Louis de 

Broglie and David Bohm), Unmanifested or Manifested (Vedanta). The realm 

that Descartes reserved for the soul would be subject to mathematical laws 

that physicists are able to calculate, even if they can't understand them 

with the logic of the world we perceive with our senses. (#3) This world 

in which we could postulate the reality of Consciousness (of the soul for 

Descartes) would be subject to a logic so different from that of the perceived 

world that the question posed at the beginning must be revisited: are 

premonitions and free will always incompatible?
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VII.4: A DIGITAL UNIVERSE?

Let's explore what could 

happen if we accepted a totally 

different paradigm, derived 

from Edward Fredkin's digital 

philosophy. This computer 

scientist proposes to 

extrapolate to the whole of 

reality, the disconcerting discoveries made by studying the micro-world: Time 

and Space would also be quantified; the universe would be finite and digital... 

thus virtual: the result of calculations directed by a computer program. Its 

structure would be that of a cellular automaton (#8) the state of which 

would be computed at regular intervals of time, then displayed as some sort 

of 3D hologram. The mathematician John Conway showed that some very 

simple rules could generate a complex evolution of a cellular automaton that 

mimics the evolution of life. Today there are even cellular automata able to 

reproduce themselves as if they were alive! The mathematician Stephen 

Wolfram even suggested to create "A New Kind Of Science" from his 

discoveries on cellular automata (CA). He is convinced that all the natural 

laws could be derived from the behaviour of CA directed by appropriate rules 

to be discovered.
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It is of course the rules that direct the evolution of the state of each cell 

according to the state of neighbouring cells that create the specificity of the 

evolution of each automaton. Its general appearance at a given moment will 

be the consequence of the selected rules as well as the state of the cells at 

the beginning of the display refresh calculations. Once these two aspects of a 

cellular automaton have been chosen, all its evolution will be determined. We 

somehow get an avatar of our universe determined by the laws of physics and

its state right after the Big Bang. How to introduce a free will in this structure?

The determinism of a cellular automaton is the result of the inflexible order 

that governs the calculation of the state of each cell, one after the other, 

according to the state of its neighbours, with each refresh of the screen. In 

general it is the first cell, at the top left of the automaton, which is 

recalculated first and which initiates the determined evolution of the system. 

At each cycle the state of the cells can change. As it depends on the state of 

the neighbouring cells, the appearance of the cellular automaton will depend 

on the choice of the cell from which the next cycle is initiated. Even with rules 

of evolution that do not vary, a free will could already be the result of a free 

choice of the cell from which the calculations would be initiated. If the origin of

the calculation could be freely chosen at the beginning of a refreshment, one 

would have, at the same time, a determined future but different from that 

which would have been expressed if the refreshment had been initiated from 

another cell. We do have a situation that accepts determinism and free will, 

provided there is an entity capable of initiating calculations from a freely 

chosen cell!

But this freedom comes at a price, of course. It is about of questioning the 

paradigm that is ours but also the image we have of our identity. Simulism 

with its two realities - the world of the simulation program and calculation 

tools, which underlies the world of display of calculation results - should 

replace Materialistic Monism. In addition, we would be led to significantly 
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expand the image we have of our own identity.

VII.5: CONSCIOUS VERSUS UNCONSCIOUS IDENTITY.

Needless to say, our mind as it has been defined before (the working of our 

material brain in its Explicite Order), is unable to make such a choice! To do a 

choice it would have had to perceive precisely and completely the CA which 

computes the displayed reality, to be able to calculate its evolution if the origin 

of the refreshment were freely modified, then to have the power to initiate 

such a choice... We would have to be a god, in a way! But we don't know much

about the capacities of Consciousness! If it could do the job, we would be 

much more than what our mind thinks we are. Is there any evidence to 

support this possibility?

The fact that we have access to informations that are out of the reach of our 

sensory organs, and even out of space-time, calls into question the image we 

have about our own identity! We would no longer be limited to the boundaries 

of the physical body nor to the work of our material brain; our unconscious 

identity (our Consciousness) would somehow merge with that of others, from 

close to close, by grouping together increasingly vast fuzzy sets, and across 

space and time... until we form a single logical structure that would 

encompass, through a single Consciousness, the multitude of conscious 

individualities. A sort of universal soul: a Collective Consciousness, 

paradoxically most often unattainable by the mind and which must therefore 

be called rather "Collective Unconscious"! A sort of universal soul: Jung's 

Collective Unconscious which could be studied in relation to Leibniz' monads.

«There is obviously only one alternative, namely the unification of minds or 

consciousnesses. Their multiplicity is only apparent, in truth there is only one mind.» 

Erwin Schrödinger in «Mind and Matter »(1958).

«Vedanta teaches that consciousness is singular, all happenings are played out in one 

universal consciousness and there is no multiplicity of selves.»
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Erwin Schrödinger in «My View of the World » p. 28 (1961).

The individual free will that we believe to be at the service of our conscious 

identity would only be an illusion. The research done to approach this difficult 

question clearly suggests that this conscious free-will is an illusion; (#21) 

our unconscious seems to dictate its choices long before we become aware of 

them! Moreover, the influence an hypnotiser has on a subject, is an argument 

in favour of a physiological system that subjugates the mind to instructions 

from an unconscious origin7. The hypnotist would only interfere between the 

exit of orders that normally are emitted by our unconscious personality (which 

gathers Consciousness and the subconscious), at the origin of conscious 

activities. The conscious personality of the hypnotist would somehow take the 

place of the unconscious in the subject. This hypothesis is supported by post-

hypnotic suggestions and the reaction of the subject, who often does not 

realise that he has been programmed without his knowledge and justifies his 

reaction, totally persuaded that it derives from his free choice. These 

discoveries are already more than a century old and remain mysterious in the 

absence of an explanatory model for the mechanism of hypnosis. They show 

that we remain convinced of our free will even if we subconsciously obey the 

orders of a hypnotist. This order would have remained in the subconscious 

mind as if it had come from the subject's unconscious, until the moment of 

programmed triggering according to circumstances.

VII.6: THE IMPLICITE UNCONSCIOUSNESS, SOURCE OF THE 
EXPLICITE CONSCIOUSNESS?

It is tempting to make a parallel between Jung's Collective Unconscious and 

David Bohm's Implicite Order; consciousness and the reality we perceive would

be part of Bohm's Explicite Order. In the Simulism paradigm, the Implicite 

Order would be found in the Program and the computer, when the Explicite 

Order would be the display of the results of calculations. The Implicite order 

7 See for example the publication from D. Oakley and P. Halligan. Or the model of awareness from Metzinger.
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would be the Vedanta's realm of the Unmanifested: matter-energy in its wave 

nature that follows laws that Mathematics can describe, but cannot be used for

calculating the Explicite reality differently from probabilities only. The Explicite 

order would be the world we perceive, the world of particles and objects; the 

Vedanta's realm of the Manifested; maybe the result of the Collective 

Unconscious' free-will. It is interesting to note that the Explicite Order would 

host part of Descartes' spiritual realm: the world of ideas, conscious thoughts 

originating in nervous systems. The conscious individuality is still very 

mysterious; it could be an emergence from a highly integrated system that 

shares informations, as suggested by Giulio TONONI and Christof KOCH. If 

true, then consciousness - the mind - would be part of the Explicite Order and 

would be an emergence from the material brain's working. With Consciousness

belonging to the Implicate Order, the Unmanifested.

VII.7: MULTIVERSE OR CELLULAR AUTOMATON?

Preserving free will and the capacity to foresee the future leads us to consider 

the existence of parallel universes for Consciousness' free-will to choose from8.

A premonition would occur in a universe where it would not modify the 

behaviour of the person involved, but would not occur in another parallel 

universe where the person concerned would trigger a chosen behaviour to 

avoid its consequences. But there is an alternative: a universe in the form of 

the virtual cellular automaton in which a premonition would only be the result 

of calculating the determined state of the automaton after a few iterations. 

This solution saves an infinite number of material universes in favour of a 

single virtual model. It does, however, require us to emancipate ourselves from

the importance we attach to the past in relation to the future.

We conceive the future more or less probable but not really determined; the 

past is no longer but our memory makes it comparable to the reality of the 

8 To imagine we could consciously choose the parallel universe in which we would like to live, as suggested by "The 
Law of Attraction", seems very far from a reasonable possibility! If such a choice could be possible, it would be 
made by Consciousness and not consciousness. 
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present. Yet it is no more concrete than the future: one does not exist; the 

other no longer exists! Only the present exists!

In a cellular automaton, the determined future revealed in a premonition would

not be the vision of a real state, but only the result of calculations initiated 

from the moment a choice was made: the only one qualifying as real and 

belonging to the present. The present alone is displayed: past and future are 

not and are therefore not part of reality. If a premonition influences our 

decision, the future AND THE PASS will be calculable from the moment of 

choice so that history remains coherent. We would be wrong to imagine an 

intangible past almost as real as the present; in a cellular automaton only the 

present is displayed, the near future is being calculated and the past is erased 

from the displayed reality.

Finally, a compatibility between a free will and the reality of a premonition 

leads to the following alternative: either there exists an infinity of determined 

parallel universes, at the disposal of the free choice of the Collective 

Unconscious, or a premonition would only be the result of the calculation of the

future state of a virtual world rather than the discovery of a real future event. 

The determined future would be the result of calculations initiated from the 

moment a choice was made: only real moment belonging to the present. 

If there really exists a Multivers through which the Collective Unconscious can 

choose the determined future that interests him before suggesting this choice 

to the conscious individuality, one can understand that there can be both, free 

will and premonition. But with a very heavy price! This burden seems much 

lighter if we assume that only the present is real. The cellular automaton that 

calculates the simulation is only displayed in the present; the past does not 

exist more concretely than the future. The past exists in our memory, the 

future in our imagination; only the present is materially real.
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VII.8 MYSTICISM AND CREATION

The experiences reported by mystics from all cultures show a completely 

modified perception of time compared to the time perceived in everyday life. 

But they often specify that only the present is real insofar as creation is 

continuous. The concept of a unique creation followed by an evolution of the 

universe according to pre-established laws is too restrictive compared to the 

testimonies of mystics. For them everything is constantly re-created from 

nothing but the memory of what was! In other words, only the present really 

exists, in the most fundamental sense. This conception favours a virtual 

universe made up only of information; concrete matter has no place there.

«If we were to say that God created the world yesterday or that He will create it 

tomorrow, it would be madness on our part. God creates the world and all things in an 

eternal present.» Master Eckhart, Sermon 10:167.

This observation is reinforced by Wheeler's simplest (but most radical!) 

interpretation of Wheeler's experience, which imagines going back in time to 

influence the present. This experiment was carried out and confirms that it is 

possible to influence, today, an event that already took place (#20)! 

There seem to be only three logical explanations:

- Either free will is only a decoy. The choice that we believe we make 

freely to influence the present from the past is entirely determined, in its 

smallest details, so that we only make decisions (which are not really 

decisions because they are pre-determined!) and that the results are pre-

established since the creation of the universe. Chance is also an illusion, 

of course, since absolutely every phenomenon is entirely determined by 

the laws of physics and the state of the universe at its origin. Scientists 

have the impression of thinking, of choosing their experimental protocol; 

this is not the case: they react, like a automaton, to the order of things, 

immutable from the beginning!
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- Either the choice does not change the past but changes the whole 

universe in some way! Whenever there is more than one possibility for 

every event, there is not only one of them that becomes real but all of 

them, in different worlds. If, for example, we flip a coin, we create two 

complete universes: one in which we will find "head" AND the other in 

which the coin will fall on tail! It's the Multiverse Everett imagined in the 

1950s.  Despite its extravagance, this suggestion is taken up by many 

physicists today, after an understandable crossing of the desert! 

In Wheeler's experience, the past exists well, it is concrete; it has an intangible

reality, but at the cost of an infinite number of universes. The scientist is 

convinced of his free choice when he decides, today, to discover the photon 

gone for billions of years under its undulatory nature or under its corpuscular 

aspect. But it is not really a free choice, since there will be two universes: each

with a scientist who is convinced that he or she has freely chosen his or her 

own experiment and an observed photon, either in its waveform or its 

corpuscular aspect!

- Or only the present exists and the past does not really have an 

intangible reality. There is only one universe; only one photon will be 

observed, either in its corpuscular form or in its undulatory nature. The 

choice will be made by a single scientist according to his free will (real this

time but at the level of his Consciousness) and the result will depend on 

the type of apparatus set up by the experimenter. The properties of the 

photon will be those that will be compatible with the experimental set-up 

resulting from the choice of the scientist, and will not depend on a past 

that is only virtual. The photon will not have "actually" traveled billions of 

years ago on one side of the galaxy (in its corpuscular form) or on both 

sides at once (in its undulatory form). Its properties will be attributed only

at the time of measurement; only the present unfolds the story of a 

constantly created universe. We cannot have old properties, frozen in 
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concrete terms and waiting to be discovered in the present. It is a virtual 

universe, based on information only and compatible with Simulism.

It seems that only the third hypothesis makes it possible to live in a unique 

universe where chance and free choice are possible! The fully determined 

universe is sinister and meaningless; the Multivers is extravagant and seems to

attract physicists only because it eludes the question of creating a 

biocompatible universe. Ockham's razor - the simplest and most complete 

solution - seems to be in favour of Simulism.

In our mind, the past remains intangible; we can't imagine it could be changed

without voluntarily changing historic documents! Yet, recently, a series of very 

weird observations seems to question the intangible reality of the past: it is the

"Mandela Effect".

VII.9: THE MANDELA EFFECT.

Fiona Broome remembers the death of Nelson Mandela in jail in the 1980s, 

while he died in 2013, long after being relaxed! An investigation showed her 

that she was by far not alone to recall an event that is not compatible with the 

present. This irrelevance seemed to her sufficiently important to suggest a 

"Mandela Effect" that, today, is applied to many other true/false memories.

Could it be that the past is changed to be compatible with the present, but not 

all memories are affected by the change? Could it be that documents do not 

correspond to what they were in the past? Asking these questions already 

opens up an abyss in which our image of the world risks being swallowed up; 

that is why the answer should be rigorously evaluated by each one of us, 

because its implications are so profound!

Some examples of the Mandela effect are particularly troubling, although the 

memories described are much more anecdotal than the fate of the politician! 
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These are memories which, although incompatible with the present, can be 

confirmed by objective documents and not only by the memory of witnesses 

of the past. One of these is described by Jim Elvidge and relates to a scene 

from the film "Moonraker" which is a James Bond from 1979. A big bad boy 

with dreaded metallic teeth and Dolly - a very tiny girl with braces - fall in 

love when they discover they share a gleaming smile! This detail is confirmed 

in an article published in 2014 for the funerals of Richard Kiel: the actor. 

Nevertheless, even if the witnesses remember vividly the comic effect of the 

scene, the DVD and VHS tapes dating from 1980 don't show any braces worn 

by the actress. The past seems to have been changed to become compatible 

with the present since the tapes from 1980 became compatible with modern 

DVDs9.

Would there exist parallel universes materially separated but occasionally 

permeable to memory? We would live today in a world where Dolly wouldn't 

have had braces in 1979 because cassettes and DVDs show it like this. But 

there would be an interference with the memory of many spectators who lived

in a parallel universe where Dolly had 

braces in 1979, as stated in the BBC10 

document mentioned above. This would 

imply matter/immaterial-memory 

dualism since memory would be capable

of transcending the material barrier that

physicists describe as impassable 

between parallel worlds. But there is 

another possibility...

Let's assume that the Mandela Effect is real (I'm personally convinced of this 

9 One has to remember that in the model of Simulism, the past is continuously recreated at each refreshing of the 
display; it becomes natural that a tape dating from 1980 becomes compatible with a more recent DVD, since the 
deterministic CA renders all events compatible with each other.

10 It is interesting to note that only documents which directly transmit the changed information seem to be affected by 
the Mandela effect (DVD and video cassettes); the BBC document would not have been modified and only 
indirectly transmits the information. It is a result compatible with Simulism: the correction of a software implies 
some hierarchical levels and stops modifying the program from a chosen level for practical reasons.
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because of a personal experience (#22) I shared with a witness). We 

perceive the present as totally subjected to the past, and the future only could

be influenced by chance or free-will. Could it be that the past won't be 

intangible and that only the present is real? This possibility is compatible with 

the experiment Wheeler suggested in 1983 (#20) which suggests that 

Reality would be virtual and the past won't be anymore what we feel it is!

In a virtual reality the past can be modified (recalculated) to fit the present. 

And in this case, a premonition that influences an individual's behaviour will 

not be the same as the premonition of the same event that would not have 

influenced the individual's behaviour! We can no longer think that a 

premonition would not have come true because we would have modified the 

future it described by adapting our behaviour to the new information provided 

by the premonition; we should think that the premonition describes the choice 

that was ours. The behaviour that would follow a premonition would be 

determined from the choice made. So we could not say, "What would have 

happened if I had not taken the premonition into account?".

To conclude briefly, if we think premonitions and free-will are both true, then 

we should live either in parallel universes or in a CA. 

In parallel universes, some interferences should happen - rarely - to cope for 

the Mandela Effect. Different individuals would remember different pasts, one 

of which at least, incompatible with the present! In the virtual reality of a CA 

there would be only one real (but virtual) present, Manifested (displayed); 

neither future, nor past other than calculated (but not displayed), 

Unmanifested. A fossil can look very old but actually it's only virtual features if 

it is displayed after it has been calculated like everything in its environment. 

The future state of a CA can be calculated: it is determined. The past state 

also. If the Collective Unconscious can express free-will by choosing the order 

of the cells in which the states will be calculated for the next display, then the 

future will be changed; and the past also when it is calculated backwards, 
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beginning with the new display (the new present). If this is the case, then 

memory won't be linked to actual events, stored somewhere physically, but on 

calculations only, the results of which depend only on the present display of 

the CA.

 

The Mandela Effect would be due to calculations in the direction of the past 

that begin from a state in the present that doesn't correspond to the one it 

should be, for whatever reason. And for different pasts to exist at once in the 

same present, the calculations should begin from different initial cells, then 

backwards.

In the Multiverse hypothesis our memory (#23) can remember events that 

happened before the interference, and it must be stored somewhere, at least 

in part, in order to retrieve memories that are different from the current ones. 

The Mandela Effect would be a present lived by some individuals that 

remember a past that is different from the current one lived by other 

individuals, because it has been changed for mysterious reasons. If this is the 

case, then memory sometimes transcends the reality experienced by some 

individuals subject to the Mandela Effect. It is outside Space and Time and 

belongs to Consciousness and not in the mind's one. Mind can access memory 

but doesn't store it somewhere in the Explicite Order.
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VIII: SIMULISM: IS IT A BRIDGE BETWEEN SCIENCE
AND MYSTICISM?

Galileo showed that a new way of understanding a whole series of bizarre and 

complicated observations could present a much simpler and more logical 

picture of the world than that which placed the Earth at the centre of the 

universe. This old conception implied an absurd complexity to explain the 

trajectories of the planets (cycles and epicycles...)... whereas by placing the 

Sun at the centre of the system, everything became much easier to 

understand! In addition, this model made it possible to make predictions and 

verify them! For example, it became very easy to explain why Venus was 

crescent and very big, then circular but much smaller! The big crescent was 

seen when Venus was between the Sun and the Earth, while the circle was the 

image of Venus on the other side of the Sun in relation to the Earth, much 

further away. From this we can deduce that it does not revolve around the 

Earth but around the Sun! Etc...

It took a long time for humanity (and the Church) to accept this model of the 

world. The history of humanity is marked by " Copernican revolutions " which 

were more or less difficult to accept... but which, in the end, proved to be 

much more relevant than the old models in explaining the observations. This is

the case of the discovery of the unconscious, of the evolution of species, of 

self-consciousness in species other than the human being...

We are now searching for a new model of the world that will enable us to 

understand the discoveries of modern physics. Each species lives in a world to 

which its evolutionary history has adapted it; each individual enriches this 

world with his or her own experiences. A powerful survival instinct prevents it 

from radically altering the image of the world built by a very long adaptive 

evolution. It is not surprising that we have difficulty seeing the world in a way 
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that favours scientific discoveries over instinct and habit. If we make the effort 

to put our emotions aside to see with a new eye what scientific discoveries 

teach us, we will have to admit that:

- The world is mathematical;

- The world is dualistic;

- A wavelike fundamental Reality seems to link the universe as one only 

object; as mystics have always claimed.

Simulism postulates that we live in a virtual world. We would in reality be SIMS

convinced that the virtual world in which they are born, live and die, has a 

concrete reality, because they are programmed to perceive it in this way. In 

reality everything is virtual, nothing is concrete! Like Galileo's model, this one 

helps to understand much easier (#7) all the weird anomalies described 

by modern Physics (#3) for over a century and which are still not 

understood! We would be nothing concrete! Only mathematical entities whose 

properties would be calculated at every moment, so that we would have the 

impression of a concrete reality.

This model is much more radical than the one described in the Matrix' trilogy 

because in Simulism there is no brain in a vat, linked to a computer that 

simulates a reality that doesn't exist. The brain has no reality... Only software 

programs the simulation of the universe in which SIMS live with a virtual brain!

Quantum Physics discovers that photons are at once, waves and particles. And 

it remains one of the weirdness of modern Physics we can't understand! A 

particle is well localised somewhere in space, whereas a wave can stretch over 

a huge distance! How can the same object show both localized and spatially 

spread properties?!     Actually it doesn't show them at the same time; but it is

one or the other, depending on the type of experiment that one goes up to 

measure it! 
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Since its beginning, the Scientific Methodology has postulated that objects 

exist outside our mind and are not influenced in their nature by the type of 

question we ask about them! A photon should remain the same, no matter 

what experiment is done to measure its properties! These should not be 

controlled by the measuring instrument but only by the object under study!... 

And yet, more than a century of attempts to get out of this incongruity have 

only served to reproduce it with more and more precision and more and more 

importance! Even atoms and groups of atoms have today revealed the same 

behaviour: Wave Or Particle... depending on the type of experiment planned! A

photon is both a wave and a particle... until it is measured. If we decide to 

mount an instrument capable of measuring waves, we will find it in this form! 

And if the chosen instrument is only capable of detecting particles... then it is 

in this form that we will observe it! Until today this phenomenon remains 

misunderstood!

This anomaly has provided us with an instrument capable of revealing the 

calculated, instantaneous nature of the properties of the particles that make up

the universe, compared to their nature as we have always imagined it to be... 

concrete and perennial! We have seen that the experiment imagined by 

Wheeler (#20) was carried out recently and confirms the priority of 

measurement over that of the history of a particle. As described at the end of 

the previous chapter, there seem to be only three ways to explain this result: 

Multivers, absolute determinism or Simulism.

Isn't it simpler and more logical to admit that the photon doesn't exist in time! 

It only acquires its properties when measured... that is, it has not really spent 

3 billion years traveling in space! It acquires its properties at the time of 

measurement, and these are the properties it would have to have if it had 

travelled 3 billion years in space. If we measure it as a wave, then it will have 

the properties of a wave that would have passed through both sides of the 

distant galaxy. But nothing really happened there 3 billion years ago! What 

SEEMS today to have travelled through both sides of the galaxy is created at 
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the very moment of measurement, quite like in a video game where the 

properties of the images displayed on the screen are calculated at the time of 

display: they do not exist as images before display, only as numbers in 

matrices or tables. These numbers participate in the calculation of the image 

only at each cycle of the computer clock and only depending on the player's 

choice. If s/he decides to look to the right, then the numbers and formulas that

define what the modelling program should calculate for the landscape and 

events that are to the right of the screen are mobilised and the resulting image

is displayed. It does not exist as an image before the program calculates it!

To create the world where we, SIMS, evolve, the Computer11 would calculate 

cubic pixels with Plank's length for the edges, and the clock time unit would be 

Plank's time. The limitation imposed by the speed of light since Einstein's 

discovery is now understood as the result of the maximum rhythm of the 

Grand Computer clock! It becomes easier to understand, if this is the case - if 

we live in a virtual world - why the mass of objects increases with speed! It is 

necessary to calculate more and more data because of the speed of the object 

which crosses more space during an equivalent time, which will slow down the 

arrival of the results of the calculations... slowdown which we interpreted as 

due to an increase of its mass... very logically... but in a way impossible to 

understand according to our current model of concrete universe!

Simulism is a paradigm that seems more compatible with Ockham's razor than 

the Multiverse, because it is much simpler. Yet it hurts our pride! We would no 

longer be the most intelligent species in the universe since we would only be 

the artefacts of another, much more sophisticated than its product: us! And 

what is upstream of the Program that creates our virtual reality would be 

forever out of our understanding. Our natural pride is so powerful that the 

most known Simulation Argument postulates that it is our species that creates 

11 In Simulism it's absolutely impossible to access to knowledge about the realm that calculates our virtual reality. In 
other words, we can't have access to Reality, only to our virtual reality. We can only discover the rules of the Game 
which are the Laws of Nature. But for the sake of clarity we could postulate that in the realm of Reality there 
should be some sort of Computer with a Program created by (one or many) Programmer and (probably many) 
Players.
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our virtual reality... but from our future (Nick Bostrom's hypothesis)! This 

doesn't explain the beginning of the universe of course! Simulism can't explain 

it either, but the question looses its meaning since we can't have any access to

Reality which is beyond Space and Time; therefore the notions of "before" and 

"after" loose all meaning!

In a universe where time does not exist, it becomes impossible to imagine a 

before and an after; it follows that the law of causes followed by effects loses 

its meaning since it necessarily implies a temporal order. Of course, it is 

impossible for us to imagine a reality without cause and effect, but logic 

teaches us that questioning the origin of this universe and especially of the 

Programmer makes no sense! Another serious blow to our pride.

But there is a way to rehabilitate our image! If we accept that our universe is 

built within the framework of a Great Game, we can ask ourselves what are the

objectives of the Programmer and the Players. By developing our own 

experience of virtual games we discover an evolution towards an increasingly 

important immersion in the imaginary worlds created by programmers. 

Technology already allows us to imagine ourselves in another visual world; 

everything leads us to think that our hearing, then touch, smell... will be used 

to plunge us with more and more sensations into the worlds of games... until 

we are convinced that we will really be part of it... when they'll simulate a kind

of rich and concrete reality for the player!

In pursuing the probable development of games we can agree that one day it 

should be possible to create an avatar of the player and plunge it entirely into 

the virtual universe; the ultimate goal being to experience for yourself, as a 

player, what his avatar is experiencing. And finally, to fully blend into his avatar

to better enjoy the emotions and experiences "lived" by him in the game! 

Maybe we are also Players and not just avatars! 

The new duality would find a logical explanation: The world in which the avatar
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lives is the one calculated by the Program. It is the one in which objects have 

corpuscular properties. Space and time seem absolute and constitute the stage

where the game takes place; the universe is populated by objects, sometimes 

very complex, which have properties that can be perceived in a consensual 

way by all avatars, more often than not. Sometimes, in very special 

circumstances and not really foreseen in the Game, consensus is destroyed; 

this is the case, for example, if the relative speed of two avatars is so high that

the Program has difficulty following. Einstein described the anomalies resulting 

from this situation: the length and mass of moving objects will not be 

measured in a consensual way; a given event will appear to precede or follow 

another given event so that the two avatars will not agree on the temporal 

course of the two events... The more and more anomalies that Physics 

discovers since Relativity and Quantum Mechanics would find a simpler 

explanation (#7) if we were living in a virtual world!

The Player would find himself in the other reality, that which we are not able to

perceive with our senses but which we glimpse, in a veiled way, through 

mathematics and the discoveries of science. This reality is beyond our time and

space and will probably remain forever outside of our perceptions. But it does 

seem that the avatar stays in touch with the Player much more closely than 

virtual game players are today. Our Consciousness would connect the two 

realities. It is no more impossible to imagine our brain able to participate to 

the two realms since Quantum Biology (#19) discovers that Nature seems to

be able to take advantage of the wave nature of matter in a wet and hot 

environment compatible with life! If so, our brain could be able to belong to 

the two realms: wave-like and particle-like, in a way that links soul and mind.

At the moment of disembodiment (the end of a game!) the avatar would regain

his identity as a Player outside of the time and space in which he lived as a 

SIMS. The game would be all the more interesting if the Player were so 

involved that he would never know he was playing! But there are sometimes 

accidents... bugs in the program... For example, near Death Experience 
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episodes in which the experimenter finds himself in the form of pure 

Consciousness, to see his body from outside... Many claims like this have been 

made and are well documented. These also find an easier explanation through 

Simulism!
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IX : IF THE UNIVERSE IS VIRTUAL, THEN
WHAT?

« Anyone like myself, who has had the rare good fortune to experience in a spiritual 

exchange with Wilhelm, the divinatory power of the I Ching, cannot for long remain 

ignorant of the fact that we have touched here an Archimedean point from which our 

Western attitude of mind can be shaken to its foundations. » (Comments on « The Secret

Of The Golden Flower. »: Appendix: « In Memory of Richard Wilhelm .»)

This reflection from C. G. Jung opens a door onto the discovery of the Self, 

onto the Individuation he defined and pursued throughout his life; a search for 

a fruitful collaboration between Reason and Intuition, events and the emotions 

they arouse. He looked for a harmony between personal decisions and the 

course of events... He always followed the methodology of Science and 

therefore, he has been able to work with the most inflexible physicist of his 

time, famous for his rsharp critical mind: Wolfgang Pauli.

Unfortunately their quest was not really successful: W. Pauli died too young 

perhaps, and their ideas were far ahead of their time. The physicist, pure and 

hard, still hoped that:

« It would be most satisfying that Physics and Psychics be considered as two 

complementary aspects of one only Reality. » (Kepler/Fludd Essay).

Before, he concluded that:

« Psychics and Matter are governed by common principles, neutral, that aren't by 

themselves recognisable. » « Atom and Archetype: The Pauli-Jung Letters 1932-1958 ».

These remarks seem very strange to the scientist absorbed in the current 

paradigm: Realistic and Materialistic Monism. "How? The psychic would not be 
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an emergence of matter, but a complementary aspect of reality, to be placed 

on the same plane as matter? And what is that archaic grimoire the 

psychiatrist enthusiastically quotes?" Four decades later, in search of answers 

to these questions, after countless experiences of synchronicities with the help 

of Yi-Jing or Tarot, it is a total upheaval of the paradigm that is the answer: 

this book.

Let us recall the courageous rather than proud postulate that science makes 

when it attacks the understanding of the world: we must not appeal to 

supernatural answers but try to explain everything with our rational means. 

Science cannot simply call upon God to explain reality; sacrificing to this 

facility would kill science! However, she does not forget that it is presumptuous

to really hope to understand everything one day; she already admits that she 

cannot grasp the Microcosm other than by very sophisticated mathematics. Of 

course, the rational is satisfied... but not really common sense! So let us admit

that we are not sure that we will ever be able to create a fully satisfactory 

image of the world, but that we have the opportunity to approach it. What 

conclusions can we draw from Simulism as an image of the world?

The first is undoubtedly the resolution of the question of origins! Here we are 

in a virtual reality imagined by one (or more) Programmers, probably for one 

(or more) Players! Although it is possible that virtual reality may have 

something in common with their true Reality, nothing allows us to hope to 

know it with certainty. It seems that science stumbles here on impassable 

frontiers. The consequences are significant. It is impossible for us, for 

example, to ask the question of the origins of a Reality that lies beyond the 

space-time indispensable for reasoning in the context of causes and effects! 

There are mysteries that will always exceed our possibilities of understanding. 

Our pride will have to accept our limits.

But it's not a sad conclusion; on the contrary!
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The Game has very strict rules: the laws of nature. They are accessible to us 

and we benefit greatly from them! It is up to us to use reason and the heart to

apply them in the interest of all: we are far from it, unfortunately. The very 

good news is that we can play with help: Jokers, so to speak! The Game has 

provided us with tools such as the Yi-Jing which has been so useful to C. G. 

Jung and W. Pauli in particular. Everyone can benefit from a fabulous guide to 

understand the currents and perspectives of the moment, with an observation 

point much wider than that allowed by our senses alone. Paradoxically, 

decisions taken in this wider context create a sense of freedom that goes far 

beyond a simple appeasement of doubt. The consultant becomes the Player in 

a way: he no longer feels tossed by events because he stands above them!

The world sensed by Taoism or Buddhism, this world without god but 

fundamentally involved in a perpetual change animated by the chain of causes 

and effects, is strangely reminiscent of the functioning of a cellular automaton!

The philosopher's intuition would allow him to change his perspective, to 

somehow rise into higher dimension, to place the moment and its evolution in 

a more global whole, to feel the air of the times and to harmonise with him. A 

cell immersed in a cellular automaton and conscious of its state would perceive

its variations, but could not understand them as if it were seen from above, at 

the same time as the neighbouring cells... A simple mutation between the 

white and black state perceived by an individual cell could be only a tiny part 

of a great story involving countless cells coordinated interactively; a simple 

blinking could become an ordered and complex object, capable of movement...

The Player could eventually participate, through what for his avatar is a 

Collective Unconscious, in the choice of alternatives influencing the future 

states of the cellular automaton.

Although virtual, we would not be insignificant; we would be Players so 

dissolved in the Game that we could only rely on the very subtle link of 

intuition to stay "online" rather than completely drowned in virtual, but so 

realistic, events! The evolution of our own virtual games clearly leads us 
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towards a more and more total immersion in the game: it would be exactly the

culmination of this evolution that we would experience in Simulism. 

In the Provençal tradition, Santons are so human because they all belong to 

the same plane; there is no moralising hierarchy; the fool has his place, as the 

baker; the worker as well as the lazy; the alcoholic as the clergyman... They 

are all involved in the same Game and are sane, saint, Santons in the same 

social group, unfolding the same social history. Each of them lives her/his role 

and benefits from the emotions that come from it, with, deeply buried in the 

Unconscious, the feeling to be part of a Great Story.
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X: DESCRIPTION OF THE ATTACHM ENTS

X.1: IN THE HEAD OF A DOLPHIN (#1)  

Science teaches us that the world can be perceived in very different ways! 

Each species has developed its own image according to its evolutionary 

adaptations. A bat or a dolphin perceives its environment especially through its

hearing (sonar)! Their world resembles the one we would perceive if our eyes 

emitted their own light to illuminate the environment over tens of meters.

Some species are sensitive to electric or magnetic fields; others perceive the 

polarisation of light or many more colours than we do...

These discoveries lead us to think that we too perceive only an image of 

reality. Moreover Vedanta and relativistic physics teach us that reality is only 

ENERGY! Matter is only a form of condensed energy for physics. The Vedanta 

describes a universe composed only of whirlpools of energies of different types,

all coming from a single source, and which appear to us as separate objects.

Physics teaches us that there are no objects benefiting from intrinsic and 

determined properties; it is the INTERACTIONS which fix the properties of the 

objects, starting from a superposition of possible states!

X.2: PARADIGM SHIFTS (#2) 

Thomas Kuhn described how scientists implicitly agree on an image of the 

world that serves as a frame of reference for imagining observations or 

experiments to inform us about the properties of the universe.

Heisenberg learned by discussing with Einstein that it is theory that influences 

our image of the world and not experience since it depends on the conceptual 

framework of the experimenter!
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Paradigm shifts are very slow because scientists' conservatism is holding them 

back. It is necessary to wait for an accumulation of anomalies (observations 

incompatible with the commonly and implicitly accepted image of the world) 

before a new frame of reference suddenly appears in which the anomalies 

disappear. In general, explanations tend to become more complex as long as 

we remain in the old paradigm, then suddenly become simpler in the new one.

X.3: SOME NOTEWORTHY ABNORMALITIES (#3) 

The image inherited from 19th century physics is a Materialist and Realistic 

Monism. The universe consists only of MATERIAL and the perceived objects are

REAL: they have intrinsic properties, which exist independently of interactions 

with other objects. But since the beginning of the 20th century, more and more

deep anomalies have accumulated and are irreconcilable with the current 

paradigm. Quantum physics posits a new dualism: the world in which the 

fundamental bases of matter evolve is very different from the world in which 

the objects we perceive evolve; the microcosm studied by science does not 

come from the same reality as the macrocosm perceived by our senses!

3.1: SO THE WORLD IS DISCONTINUOUS!

The universe is quantified, pixelated in a way. It is as if it has only steps, no 

continuous slopes! A quantum object disappears from one place and instantly 

materializes in another place, without going through intermediate steps!

3.2: SO MATTER IS ANONYMOUS!

Fundamental particles have no proper identity. They are fungible like our 

money; we do not get the same notes that we deposited in the bank, but the 

same sum, formed of other notes! The comparison is not even really relevant 

because, if, in theory, we can mark notes in our Macroworld, this possibility 

does not exist in the Microworld.
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The Microworld seems formed of particles that have no own identity, as if they 

were only a set of informations. They acquire specific properties only after an 

interaction with other objects.

3.3: SO WHAT IS NOT OBSERVED DOES NOT HAVE THE PROPERTIES OF 

REALITY.

Only an interaction triggers the determination of the properties we attribute to 

Reality: i.e properties that are specified locally and in time; otherwise they 

express superposed  properties that we see in waves. Schrödinger's cat 

illustrates nicely this weirdness. He created his cat to show the absurdity of the

Microcosm's behaviour when compared to that of the Macrocosm. Indeed we 

should admit that a unobserved cat, locked up in a box with a dangerous 

object, would be both alive and dead, before acquiring one only of these states

when opening of the box!

3.4: SO MATTER IS BOTH WAVES AND PARTICLES!

Matter that isn't observed, behaves as a wave in a large volume of space. 

When it is observed it collapses suddenly in a very tiny spot of space! 

Superposition of states that is typical for waves, collapses into defined 

corpuscular properties during an interaction. 

3.5: SO QUANTUM INFORMATION IS CENSORED!

While applying the mathematics of Quantum Mechanics, Heisenberg discovers 

the Uncertainty Principle which prohibits knowing, at the same time, two 

conjugated properties such as the velocity and the position of a particle. This is

not a technical problem but a theoretical impossibility! 

This principle has been extended to become a Principle of Indiscernability. It is 

enough to measure a specific property of an object so that it behaves as a 
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particle instead of a wave!

The Microcosm is rooted on secret: an object expresses its wave nature and 

the characteristics that are linked to it, as the possibility to be located in a 

large space or to be entangled with another object, on the other side of the 

Galaxy... only if these characteristics are kept secret. As soon as they could be 

transmitted, in one way or another, to another object - conscious or not - they 

are instantly resolved in a specific way, well defined and local, with the nature 

of a particle and anymore the nature of a wave.

3.6: SO NOTHING CAN EXCEED THE PEED OF LIGHT... EVEN LIGHT!

In our world speeds add. A stone thrown from the roof of a moving train in the 

direction of the move will travel faster than the train. But the light from a torch

will always travel with the same speed, whether the train moves or not! As the 

distance travelled is not the same when the train moves or not, it must be the 

time that changes! Time will flow more slowly when the train is moving in 

relation to the motionless one! The mass and length of objects also vary 

according to their speed or acceleration relative to other objects!t

3.7: SO TIME AND SPACE ARE NOT ABSOLUTE BUT RELATIVE!

Simultaneity is not absolute. A given event may be perceived as having 

occurred before another given event, by one observer, or after the same event 

by another observer moving in relation to the first!

The fact that an "A" event may appear before or after another "B" event to 

different observers is deeply strange! And when we think about it we are led to

the conclusion that, somewhere, these two events already exist, regardless of 

whether we observe them or not, in the temporal flow. In other words, the flow

of time does not link the different events that take place in our universe in the 

same way for all observers. This suggests that they already exist in a 4-
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dimensional universe of which we perceive 3 as space and the fourth as a 

dimension involving time or rather a space-time dimension since the speed of 

time flow depends on motion in space.

3.8: SO THE UNIVERSE IS BIO-FRIENDLY!

Physics allows us to calculate some mathematical constants that are in the 

equations that describe the behaviour of the universe. But there are about 

thirty constants that physicists cannot calculate: they must measure them 

through their experiments.

Knowledge of all these parameters allows us to mathematically simulate the 

evolution of the universe since the Big Bang 13.7 billion years ago. But it is 

almost impossible to artificially change the values of these constants without 

profoundly changing the evolution of the universe! Even very small 

modifications result in universes incompatible with the development of life and 

intelligence! Simulated universes with constants other than those measured 

are inert.

We are led to conclude that:

- or all constants are interdependent and cannot take other values;

- or we live in a Multiverse and more precisely in the copy which, by 

chance, expresses all the constants compatible with life;

- or we are in a universe in which the constants are regulated since its 

beginning to be bio-friendly!

What is the simpler explanation?!

X.4: WHAT IS THE NATURE OF MATTER? (#4)  

Through the analysis of the fundamental composition of a butterfly we discover

that:
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- Matter is essentially void;

- Matter is dual: both wave and particle;

- It is not possible to know precisely its properties other than by the 

application of probability laws.

X.5: LIGHT AND MATTER ARE DUAL. (#5)  

In 1801 the physicist and physician Thomas Young demonstrates that light is a 

wave. In 1905 the physicist Albert Einstein demonstrates that light is made of 

particles! Who is right?! Both!

The experiments show that it is forbidden to access all the information that 

could be available (quantic eraser). The physicist Niels Bohr creates the 

Complementary Principle to accept this weirdness, in the absence of an 

understanding of it! The physicist Wolfgang Pauli hopes that, one day, it will be

possible to find an image of the world that synthesises Physics with Psychic.

X.6: DESCARTES : WAS HE REALLY CARTESIAN?! (#6)  

To be cartesian means to favour Reason instead of Perceptions. But also to 

build a tight wall between the Material Realm and the Spiritual one. To 

Descartes all the world we perceive is mechanistic; only humans received a 

spiritual soul that directs his machine.

In his private correspondence he admits links between matter and the spiritual

and even goes so far as to rehabilitate magical thought when he reveals his 

experiences during games of chance! He noted significant associations between

his mood and luck, but avoided spreading that knowledge which he considered 

"too dangerous for weak and superstitious minds".

X.7: SIMULISM: AN ANSWER TO QUANTUM WEIRDNESS? (#7)  

The important abnormalities that are incomprehensible in our current paradigm
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find easily an explanation as soon as it is abandoned in favour of Simulism. 

The universe becomes a virtual expression of what one can imagine as a kind 

of software running in a computer located in a completely different world that 

is totally inaccessible to us. Although we have no way even of imagining this 

other reality, we can apply what we have discovered since the emergence of 

computing to try to understand the revolutionary results of modern physics.

7.1: THE WORLD IS DISCONTINUOUS BECAUSE IT IS DIGITAL.

7.2: MATTER IS ANONYMOUS BECAUSE IT IS MADE WITH NUMBERS.

7.3: UNOBSERVED REALITY IS UNREAL BECAUSE IT'S MADE OF SOFTWARE 

EQUATIONS.

The strangeness of the Microcosm comes from its software nature: it is a 

program and not real particles. The Macrocosm is the result of the 

computations; they are displayed in the form of the real-looking universe that 

we perceive with our senses. This dualism meets the one that the Vedanta 

describes. The Microcosm corresponds to "Unmanifested" Reality and the 

Macrocosm to "Manifested" Reality.

7.4: MATTER IS MADE OF WAVES IN EQUATIONS AND OF PARTICLES IN THEIR

SOLUTIONS.

Here is a reminding of Bohm and De Broglie's Implicate Reality and holograms.

It is a reference to the probabilistic nature of Reality and a presentation of the 

two possible causes of indetermination (insufficient knowing or constitutive 

probability).

7.5: THE QUANTUM INFORMATION IS CENSORED IN ORDER TO KEEP OUR 

WORLD UNDISTURBED!
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The Principle of Indistinguishability which is an interpretation of Heisenberg's 

Uncertainty Principle.

7.6: NOTHING EXCEEDS THE SPEED OF LIGHT BECAUSE IT IS LINKED TO THE 

COMPUTER'S CLOCK FREQUENCY.

7.7: TIME AND SPACE ARE RELATIVE BECAUSE THEY ARE JUST NUMBERS 

THAT DESCRIBE A VIRTUAL UNIVERSE.

7.8: THE UNIVERSE IS BIO-FRIENDLY BECAUSE IT IS PROGRAMMED TO BE 

SO!

It's the easiest way to understand the values of the constants that shape our 

universe, compared to the Multiverse or the interdependence of the constants 

and the creation of everything from nothing!

X.8: THE WORLD OF CELLULAR AUTOMATA. (#8) 

8.1: WHY CELLULAR AUTOMATA?

Alan Turing tries to create  computers able to reproduce themselves; von 

Neumann describes the necessary theory to do that; Konrad Zuse (then E. 

Fredkin) creates Digital Physics and suggests that the universe is a virtual 

cellular automaton.

8.2: WHAT IS A CELLULAR AUTOMATON?

A mathematical object. Conway's "Game of Life" is the most popular example 

of a cellular automaton.

8.3: DETERMINATION CAN LEAD TO UNPREDICTABILITY!
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Dave Greene creates the first complete replicator in 2013.

8.4: CELLULAR AUTOMATA AND EMERGENCE.

An emergence is the appearance of properties impossible predict from a given 

situation and can be understood as the evolution of a cellular automaton 

residing in a higher dimension. For example the evolution of the states of 

specific cells will not be understandable if it can't be perceived at the same 

time as a great number of neighbouring cells. In other words an observer that 

is part of the Cellular Automaton will not be able to understand an emergence 

that will be logical for an observer who resides outside of it, in a higher 

dimension.

8.5: CELLULAR AUTOMATON AND EINSTEIN'S THEORY OF SPECIAL 

RELATIVITY.

Physicists discovered that Special Relativity is a natural consequence of a 

universe that would be a Cellular Automaton with 3 dimensions of space and 

one dimension of time.

8.6: EXPERIMENTING CELLULAR AUTOMATA.

One can follow the evolution of cellular automata and program them with free 

softwares found on the Net.

X.9: WHAT IS THE NATURE OF LIFE? (#9) 

9.1: JAMES LOVELOCK AND THE VIKING PROBES.

In the 1960s NASA decided to send probes to Mars to study if there could be 

life there. The biochemist in charge of the adequate instruments discovers that

biologists didn't agree on a consensual definition for Life. His work leads him to
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propose a global understanding of Life, through Biogeophysiology: a new 

discipline that encompasses Biology and Geology in a new concept he called 

Gaia, after the name of the Greek goddess symbolising the Earth.

9.2: THE GAIA HYPOTHESIS.

Lovelock discovers that Life must include a whole planet in order to maintain 

favourable conditions for it. It is impossible to imagine the development of 

such a complex phenomenon, which takes a long time to evolve, if it does not 

manage to spread very quickly and create an interlacing of regulatory 

interactions at the origin of homeostasis. He believes that life is an ecological 

phenomenon involving the atmosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere and 

biosphere: Gaia.

9.3: THE INDIVIDUAL.

If we are objective we must accept that the Individual who retains all our 

attention seems to be not so important when we try to define Life; less so than

Species or Ecosystems.

9.4: THE ECOSYSTEM.

The Ecosystem seems to be the true fundamental unity of Life. No individual, 

no species can be autonomous! Only the whole Planet can, if it benefits from a 

source of energy.

9.5: SO WHAT IS LIFE?

The fundamental nature of Life seems to be Information. Through the evolution

of the universe, the information needed to describe matter-energy becomes 

more and more complex; Life evolves by enriching itself in the same way.
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X.10: VITALISM. (#10)  

Traditionally, it is felt that Life could not exist without a mysterious and 

invisible "Vital Breath". But since the great development of Biology in the 19th 

century, the current paradigm postulates that only the laws of Physics and 

Chemistry are needed to understand Life.

X.11: SCIENCE AND SPIRITUALITY. (#11) 

11.1: SOME VERY STRANGE SIMILARITIES!

The Mystic knows, the Physicist reasons but none understands! Both have pre-

requisites: to know, the Mystic must forget his ego; to reason, the Physicist 

must to learn Nature's language: Mathematics.

Common sense discovers that Fundamental Reality is absurd; the realm of 

fundamental particles display properties quite impossible in ours! But Eastern 

philosophies have been proposing fruitful concepts for thousands of years. 

Many physicists found there a source of intuition and reflexions very useful for 

their work. Fritjof Capra in particular, found them useful to illustrate the 

textbook about Quantum Physics he wrote for his students. His success 

brought him to publish a popular version which was also a great library 

success.

At first sight the Western paradigm is not compatible with Eastern 

philosophies. But Quantum Dualism seems to be compatible with Eastern 

"UnManifested" and "Manifested" Realms.

11.2: REASON OR INTUITION?

For Eastern philosophies, reason leads to "lower knowledge" only and intuition 

is necessary to reach "superior knowledge".
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X.10: VITALISM. (#10)  
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X.11: SCIENCE AND SPIRITUALITY. (#11) 
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11.3: IS INTERDEPENDENCE THE ROOT OF REALITY?

Science teaches us that objects have no own defined properties; they are 

defined during interactions. This discovery is compatible with the Vedanta. The 

same is true for quantum entanglement and emergence.

11.4: IMPERMANENCE: THE DYNAMICS OF THE WORLD.

Matter is a form of energy and has a wave-like nature; it is therefore dynamic. 

Connexions are more important than the connected objects; this is found by 

Science and by Eastern philosophies.

11.5: THE VOID IS FULL!

Quantum void and Eastern philosophies void are full of creative energy.

11.6: WHAT TOOLS TO READ SCIENCE AND SPIRITUALITY?

The binary logic of classical Physics gives way to a quaternary logic from 

Quantum Physics that is closer to Eastern philosophies.

11.7: THE NEW SCIENTIFIC DUALISM AND THE OLD MYSTICAL DUALISM.

The two approaches to reality describe a very similar dualism. A fundamental 

reality formed of energy and information, outside space-time and a material 

reality that acquires its properties as a result of interactions. 

11.8: THE END OF CERTAINTIES.

The paradigm we inherited from the 19th century must be replaced.
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11.9: SCHALL POETRY RESCUE SCIENCE?

The language of emotions seems interesting when it is desired to transmit part

of the nature of Reality.

11.10: LOOKING FOR A NEW PARADIGM.

A growing number of scientists are interested in the search for a new 

paradigm, a post-materialist one. Indeed, the Materialistic and Realistic 

Monism has clearly reached its limits and can't anymore explain the 

observations.

QUOTES FROM PHYSICISTS AND MYSTICS: QUIZZ. (#Quotes.Quizz) 

It becomes difficult to make the difference sometimes between what physicists

and mystics claim!

QUOTES FROM PHYSICISTS AND MYSTICS: ANSWERS. 
(#Quotes.Answers) 

X.12: THE FIVE ESSENTIAL PROCESSES. (#12) 

The 5 Chinese primordial processes are very close to the 5 primordial elements

of Greek civilization.

X.13: ACUPUNCTURE AND SCIENCE. (#13) 

In the 1990s the WHO included acupuncture in the recommended medicines. 

Surveys and experimental research indicate that it is effective, particularly in 

treating pain.

X.14: PIERRE TEILHARD DE CHARDIN. ( #14) 

In the first half of the 20th century he becomes a Spiritualist Monist and 
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describes his personal cosmology. His model satisfies in large part Physicalism 

if one doesn't follow him on the origin and the end of the universe. He 

postulates a "Source of Complexity" that makes sophisticated structures 

emerge, a bit like vitalism. Contrary to the dualists Descartes and Bergson, 

Teilhard sees Matter as a form of evolution of Energy towards Life and Mind, to 

end in Spirituality as a Noosphere.

X.15: HINDU VERSUS SCIENTIFIC COSMOGONIES. (#15) 

In Hindu Philosophy (Samkhya), Brahman creates Purusha and Prakriti who are

both his avatars. The first creates the specificities of the objects that will fill the

universe and the conditions in which they will behave. Objects are whirls of 

three kinds of energy whose proportions are at the origin of their properties. 

But these properties are not determined, only specified, as probabilities inside 

a range of values in a way. Then Prakriti determines the specific values of the 

objects, giving them an illusory reality in a way. Forms of energies are 

perceived as separated objects when they are only the result of dynamic 

interactions, all of them coming from the same fields of energies.

The scientific cosmogony discovers two realities: wave-like and particle-like. It 

can be understood as a fundamental reality in a Unmanifested realm, which 

gives rise to a Manifested form in the realm we perceive.

X.16: IS THE UNIVERSE A MATHEMATICAL OBJECT? (#16) 

Since Galileo, physicists understand the universe through Mathematics. Max 

Tegmark thinks that the universe is a mathematical object, therefore a set of 

informations rather than a purely physical object.

X.17: PERSONAL EXPERIENCE ON PRECOGNITIVE DREAMS. (#17) 

Some examples chosen from personal experience on about 10 years of 

documentation.
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X.18: EXPERIMENTING PRECOGNITION! (#18) 

18.1: TEACHING THE MEMORY TO REMEMBER DREAMS.

18.2: EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE.

Presentation of DUNNE's methodology.

18.3: COINCIDENCE OR PRECOGNITION?

X.19: QUANTUM BIOLOGY. (#19) 

19.1: TO IMAGINE THE INCONCEIVABLE!

Life seems to have succeeded in taking advantage of certain quantum 

strangeness to its advantage despite a high temperature and a high density of 

atoms.

19.2: FORERUNNER INDICATORS OF A REVOLUTION.

The sense of smell seems to use the "Quantum Tunnel Effect" to differentiate 

odours, not only according to the shape of the molecules, but also their 

chemical nature. 

Photosynthesis uses quantum superposition to accelerate the transformation of

the physical energy of a photon into chemical energy.

The migration of birds takes advantage of Quantum Entanglement with 

electrons building an electric dipole sensitive to the very low magnetic field of 

the Earth. This perception is displayed on the retina and is added to the image 

built by cones and rods, like the images projected on the cockpit window of 

fighter aircraft.
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Quantum Biology opens up amazing perspectives on parapsychology, the brain 

as a filter rather than a machine for making consciousness and, above all, the 

human identity that would transcend the material body.  It suggests theoretical

means to understand how Consciousness could transcend Space and Time and 

lead to a concept reminding the soul more than the material body as it is seen 

in Classical Science.

X.20: FUTURE TO PAST: CAN WE INFLUENCE THE PAST? (#20) 

In 1980 Wheeler suggested the possibility of building a sort of macro-scope 

that could go back in time! It was a "thought experiment" that couldn't be 

done at this time. But it has been done later. 

The result shows that Wheeler was right. The nature of a particle (wave or 

corpuscle) depends only on the measurement and not on its history. A particle 

doesn't exist in our reality before it is measured! Bohr wins against Einstein!

X.21: BENJAMIN LIBET QUESTIONS FREE-WILL: 2008. (#21) 

The psychologist B. Libet has sought for many years to find the conditions for 

triggering a choice made by the subject's free will. His results clearly suggest 

that the subject makes his choice unconsciously and that he triggers his action 

only afterwards, even if he remains convinced he had the free choice!

X.22: PIOLENC. (#22) 

Presentation of the "Mandela Effect" and a personal experience of it.

The Mandela Effect gathers life episodes that seem to indicate an 

incompatibility between the memories of different individuals as if they had 

lived in slightly different worlds. It can be understood as a jump between 

lightly different universes with people remembering differently what happened 
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just before.

X.23: IS MEMORY CONFINED IN SPACE-TIME? (#23) 

The Mandela Effect shows that two conflicting memories can exist in the same 

space-time. A possible explanation implies parallel universes and interferences 

between them. Another explanation goes through a Reality in which only the 

present is real and past and future are calculated in a Cellular Automaton. In 

both cases, memory would transcend the Automaton and space-time.

X.24: THE MICROCOSM AND REALITY. (#24)

Physics describes two Realms: one is a-local and a-temporal, incomprehensible

except through sophisticated mathematics for Quantum Mechanics; the other 

is made of corpuscles and perceived by our senses. The Method favored matter

to the point of postulating monistic materialism. But modern physics is no 

longer compatible with this view. Physicists are looking for a new image of the 

world because materialistic and realistic monism has been very clearly falsified 

for a century!

1: IS THE MICROCOSM REAL?

The objectivity that separates the subject from the object is not what it used to

be! The properties of objects are not independent of the observer's or 

experimenter's approach. Fundamental particles in particular reveal properties 

that depend on the experimenter's choices.

2: THE EXPERIMENTER IS AN INTIMATE PART OF THE EXPERIENCE!

Stern and Gerlach's experience confirmed the end of objectivity: the tight 

separation between the subject who experiments and the object studied which 

allowed the birth of the Scientific Method.

3: A SIMPLE EXPERIENCE: AMAZING RESULTS!

A series of experiments that are easy to perform in any optical laboratory open
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doors to a very strange world! For example, a photon seems to know what 

awaits him at the end of his race, even if the experimenter himself does not 

know it at the beginning of the experiment!

4: AN A-LOCAL AND A-TEMPORAL IMMATERIAL WORLD UNDERLIES THE LOCAL

AND TEMPORAL MATERIAL WORLD.

Although this conclusion was implicit from the beginning of Quantum Theory, it

is only recently that it has raised questions followed by experimentation. It is 

so far removed from the consensual paradigm that it has remained ignored 

and is still often ignored!

Einstein endeavoured to demonstrate that the Theory was incomplete because 

it predicted impossible results: for example a ghostly influence of one particle 

on another, even if their distance prohibited any communication between 

them! But Einstein was wrong.

5: CONCLUSION: A NEW DUALISM!

The material world as we know it is made up of particles, most of which have a

mass, which are local (present in a specific place in space) and time-related 

(they may change location as time passes). But this world seems linked in a 

mysterious way to another world in which these properties seem to follow the 

mathematical formalism of the wave functions from which they "collapse" into 

that of particles! In the world of waves the notions of space and time are no 

longer the same; instant relationships can be established beyond the 

restrictions of space and even time that we know in ours. There is indeed a 

dualism: a material world that we know, linked to another, immaterial since 

matter does not have a particle or mass energy nature in it.

X.25: THE FIRST QUESTION THAT NEEDS AN ANSWER: HOW CAN I 
LIVE? (#25)

We are completely immersed in life... so much that we don't even ask ourselves how 
life is possible.
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1: IN THE HEAD OF A DOLPHIN

Science will probably never allow us to penetrate the consciousness of a 

dolphin, but it reveals to us that the image of his world is certainly much richer

than ours when we evolve in his field! His visual perception is largely 

completed by a discovery of his sound environment of a richness and precision 

far above what we can discover ourselves! A cloudy water, darkness, does not 

prevent him from representing his environment. To imagine his world, we 

should benefit from powerful light projectors associated with our eyes and able

to bring light and colors to hundreds of meters around us!

The dolphin's brain recreates the world mainly from sounds; the other senses 

are less rich in information for him. It could be that he uses a sound language 

much richer than ours to communicate between congeners! We are obliged to 

go through abstraction to transmit information when the dolphin could project 

directly a sound image of the object he would like to share; a little as if we 

could project the information in the form of images displayed on biological 

screens embedded on our chest for example! If this were the case, there would

be no need to learn different languages: the same object would be represented

in the form perceived directly!

Science helps us to understand that the same environment can be perceived 

very differently by species that exploit it in a complementary way. Evolution 

has enabled everyone to perceive the information that was most important to 

them, according to specific potentialities and behaviour. We do not react to the 

electric fields that guide some fish swimming in the murky waters of the 

Amazon. We are unable to guide ourselves by perceiving magnetic fields while 

many animals take advantage of them to follow a precise route over thousands

of kilometres. The world is more colorful than ours for insects or birds... 

Science teaches us that each species lives in a world that is particular to it, 

while each individual is certainly persuaded to perceive reality! We are obliged 
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to conclude that our own perception is only a representation of reality and not 

the fundamental reality. Moreover, physics has revealed to us for more than a 

century that the fundamental reality - the world of particles in particular - is so

different from what our common sense suggests, that it seems totally absurd 

to us!

« I think I can safely say that nobody understands quantum mechanics. »

Richard Feynman. « Probability and Uncertainty - the Quantum Mechanical View of 

Nature. »

« The theory of quantum electrodynamics des cribes Nature as absurd from the point of 

view of common sense. And it agrees fully with experiment. So I hope you accept Nature 

as She is - absurd. » Richard Feynman "QED: « The Strange Theory of Light and 

Matter. »

That two approaches as different as science and Vedanta teach us that 

fundamental reality consists only of energy, that the objects that seem to us 

separated are derived from the same energy field and that the interactions 

between the objects define their properties (#X.4), seem to indicate the 

importance of these discoveries on the path towards a better knowledge of 

reality, beyond the appearances that are our representations of the world.
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2: PARADIGM SHIFTS

In his seminal work of 1962, science historian

Thomas Kuhn described how scientists implicitly

agree on a framework within which their

imagination will be circumscribed and which will

serve as a basis for understanding the results of

their work.  How did he get there?

Kuhn completed his thesis as a physicist in 1947.

Technology triumphed in the post-war period; it

was a matter of explaining it to as many people as

possible. His thesis director asked him to teach

the Copernican revolution to non-physicists

students. Kuhn, to explain it better, tries to understand Galileo's approach by 

placing himself in its context. He discovers that he could not benefit from a 

theory of mechanics. She didn't exist! Galileo must have created it from 

nothing!

Why didn't Aristote create it?! He was a very keen observer of Nature! 

Stunned, Kuhn finds that what Aristote said about Mechanics is simply absurd!

He understands that Aristote didn't interpret his observations as we do today, 

but according to another world image! To Aristote, movement is a quality, a 

drive, not a quantity: it can't be quantified neither measured. Aristote wasn't 

absurd but he overgeneralised the knowings of his time and extended them to 

fields considered today as incompatible with these associations.

Aristote's world is made of five fundamental elements. Beings and objects obey

their nature: their essence. This nature is expressed through rest and 

movement. Nature has a purpose; beings and objects tend towards that 
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fields considered today as incompatible with these associations.
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their nature: their essence. This nature is expressed through rest and 
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purpose. Movement is the result of two potentialities: an active and a passive 

one. The entity that initiates a movement transmits his essence to the entity 

being moved. The  stone flies because it received movement from the nature 

of  the thrower. It falls back because its nature is passive. On Earth 

movements are rectilinear and finite; in the sky they are circular and eternal.

Aristotle was therefore not absurd but the image of the world in which his 

intellect reasoned was very different from ours! Understanding the genius of 

creators means immersing ourselves in their world, which is often very far 

from the world we take for granted today!

Kepler's world is the world of alchemists. There are two realities: Heaven and 

Earth. Heaven is perfect; it is the kingdom of God. The Earth is not; it is 

Satan's kingdom. Heaven is Good; Earth is temptation and potentially, the 

scene of Evil. 

Humans are souls and therefore are of divine essence: they can unite with 

God. The material body is dispensable. The soul can't be quantified; only 

matter can be quantified. How would it be possible to measure kindness, faith 

or passion?! Nevertheless they are real values, when what can be measured 

has no real value!

The universe is of spiritual essence and has a material form. The spiritual 

essence can't be measured and is its most important feature. The priority is to 

link with God, not to the world. Empirical researches are useless since they 

belong to the material world; one has to beware from reasoning; faith is much 

superior! Kepler has a spiritual vision about the universe. The Sun matches 

with the Father, the celestial sphere with the Son and the space between 

matches with the Holly Spirit. Kepler gives a soul to the Earth to explain how 

the Sun can give her its movement. This force diminishes with distance and 

this explains why the planets move less and less fast depending on their 

distance from the Sun.
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The universe is full of symbols that God created to guide us to deliverance and 

Kepler uses them for his discovery. The language of symbols is close to that of 

the psyche (archetypes in particular). The elements have impulses: lead wants

to be transformed into gold, antimony into silver... The medieval lives in a 

world full of purposes: every object, every plant, animal, human... has a 

purpose; its existence is full of meaning! The alchemist forms a single spiritual 

entity with the elements. By transforming them materially, he purifies them 

spiritually and purifies himself at the same time. This unity is compatible with 

magic: the spirit can directly influence other spirits or matter.

Kuhn discovers that Galileo was not the objective scientist one would have 

liked him to have been! He found no evidence of Earth's motion, but he was 

convinced! (The first direct evidence was discovered by Bradley in 1728). The 

decisive arguments only date from the beginning of the 19th century! 

Objectively, as a good scientist, Galileo should have considered the 2 

hypotheses (geocentrism and heliocentrism) equivalent if he had shown true 

scientific objectivity!

The world of Descartes is as dualistic as that of Kepler but Descartes 

rehabilitates the material world in a way; it gives it legitimacy in itself: it is no 

longer only the imperfect reflection of Heaven. Along with other philosophers, 

he participated in the creation of the Scientific Method, which profoundly 

changed the way we understand the world. The incontestable successes of the 

Method build the current framework of reflection, inherited from the 19th 

century, and which left aside the spiritual world. By dint of quantifying 

materialistic reality and discovering the huge potentiality of Science in 

understanding the properties of the material world and putting it to our use, 

our current world view considers only one realm: materialistic reality. What 

was attributed to a spiritual reality until the 19th century became an 

emergence from matter's properties. In other words, today it's the brain which 

secretes the ideas and not a supposable soul.
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Kuhn discovers that Science doesn't progress in a linear way but by 

revolutions, when a new vision takes the place of an old one! We cannot 

evaluate objectively two different visions: they simply aren't comparable  with 

the same criterions. Western allopathic medicine cannot be directly compared 

to shamanism because the images of the world in which the doctor and the 

shaman are situated are incompatible. Kuhn calls these images Paradigms.

A paradigm is a widely accepted implicit representation that allows us to 

imagine models, theories. It is very productive when it comes to probing, 

refining and finding solutions to relevant issues within its terms of reference. 

But it can't evolve. A scientist will easily find subsidies if he proposes to work 

on the question: "How does the brain secret thought?". But he'd have a hard 

time being taken seriously on the question:" Does the brain syntonizes itself on

an exterior consciousness?". The english biologist Rupert Sheldrake has 

experienced this despite many scientifically correct protocols and interesting 

results!

If a paradigm doesn't evolve, how can we change our world view?

Kuhn suggests that conceptual revolutions are needed in order to change a 

paradigm; revolutions that follow an accumulation of anomalies unexplainable 

with the current paradigm.

«Scientific development depends in part on a process of non-incremental or 

revolutionary change. Some revolutions are large, like those associated with the names 

of Copernicus, Newton, or Darwin, but most are much smaller, like the discovery of 

oxygen or the planet Uranus. The usual prelude to changes of this sort is, I believed, the

awareness of anomaly, of an occurrence or set of occurrences that does not fit existing 

ways of ordering phenomena. The changes that result therefore require 'putting on a 

different kind of thinking-cap', one that renders the anomalous law-like but that, in the 

process, also transforms the order exhibited by some other phenomena, previously 
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unproblematic.»

There is a creation of a new way of thinking, a new frame in which thoughts 

evolve. These are revolutions and not simple accumulation on knowledge.

«The transition from a paradigm in crisis to a new one from which a new tradition of 

normal science can emerge is far from a cumulative process, one achieved by an 

articulation or extension of the old paradigm. Rather it is a reconstruction of the field 

from new fundamentals, a reconstruction that changes some of the field's most 

elementary theoretical generalisations as well as many of its paradigm methods and 

applications. During the transition period there will be a large but never complete 

overlap between the problems that can be solved by the old and by the new paradigm. 

But there will also be a decisive difference in the modes of solution. When the transition 

is complete, the profession will have changed its view of the field, its methods, and its 

goals.»

Einstein already, before Kuhn, understood that in the real world, the theory 

comes BEFORE the experience: not the other way as science's rationality would

suggest! 

Heisenberg told how surprised he was when Einstein told him exactly the 

opposite of what he had expected! They were strolling after a seminar given by

Heisenberg on his work in quantum mechanics whose interpretation of the 

results did not please Einstein. It was only much later that Heisenberg 

understood with Einstein how much the inspiration, the choice of a type of 

experience, depends implicitly but forcefully on the conceptual framework in 

which the experimenter or theorist is situated. This framework has become the

paradigm described by Kuhn and drives understanding of the world we live in. 

With other ways of living the world, other types of experiences would have 

come to the minds of researchers, other parameters would have been tested to

give, eventually, conclusions very different from those which prevail today!
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Paradigm shifts are very slow, especially because it is difficult to change the 

fundamental reflexes that allow us to understand and live our environment: 

those that we have learned implicitly through our life experiences and personal

culture. The anomalies accumulate... They are tentatively explained with 

theories that become complicated, like Ptolemaic tried to explain the planets' 

movements between stars with epicycles upon cycles. Copernican's explanation

was much simpler but wasn't discovered before because of the paradigm shift 

it needed.

Normal Science usually doesn't look for radical anomalies but tries to increase 

the precision of already known facts. A "good question" is a question for which 

the scientist can think of a protocol able to lead him towards a solution. And 

this protocol must obey to the regulations with which Science works! The 

scientist must be subtle and ingenious, not revolutionary!

«Under normal conditions the research scientist is not an innovator but a solver of 

puzzles, and the puzzles upon which he concentrates are just those which he believes 

can be both stated and solved within the existing scientific tradition.»

«Once it has achieved the status of 

paradigm, a scientific theory is declared 

invalid only if an alternate candidate is 

available to take its place.» 

A new theory must be already available! 

You can't do without a model of the 

world!

A paradigm is essential to build the concepts that will open new ideas for 

research, the tools to do it and the critical analysis that are essential to find 

means for the work. The paradigm is self-sustaining.
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A paradigm is essential to perception itself since a new perception is built upon

the understanding of former ones: we can see only what we expect to see! 

One can imagine experiments only if one could understand their results from 

what one knows already!

«Normal science, the activity in which most scientists inevitably spend almost all their 

time, is predicated on the assumption that the scientific community knows what the 

world is like» 

Moreover, to believe that the world is only material is more a matter of faith 

than of strict science! Faith in Occam's razor!

Understanding a new paradigm is often an epiphany. "Eureka" of Archimedes 

(who imagines a method of measuring the density of an object by measuring 

its volume); the apple that falls before Newton (the apple falls and the Moon 

turns in response to the same force)...

Physicists' aim is to make the experimental results fit with the usual way of 

understanding reality: a universe that is material, composed of particles that 

are real by themselves (not affected by events that can't interact locally with 

them); particles are objective, they don't depend upon the fact that we 

observe them. Looking at them without touching, heating, lighting… them, 

can't change their properties. The problems began to accumulate notably 

when the results didn't fit this observer/object separation!

Today physicists are still struggling to understand their results, more than a 

century after the creation in 1900 by Max Planck of Quantum Mechanics, then 

Niels Bohr's model of the atom in the 1920s. Fundamental anomalies (#3) 

accumulate since a century and nothing indicates that a genius is close to 

rescue Quantum Physics!
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On the drawing at left one could see a rabbit's head or a duck's one, after a
complete shift of looking at the figure!
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3: SOME NOTEW ORTHY ABNORM ALITIES

The classic paradigm (#2) is the result of four centuries of discoveries in 

Science. They have changed, slowly but powerfully, the worldview that was 

prevalent at the birth of Science. At that time objects and observers could be 

linked by magic: intentions alone allowed witches to perform miracles... Today 

intentions are no longer enough: direct or indirect interactions are essential! 

Spiritual affairs do not interfere with matter!

The world in which we live is made of matter, itself made up of particles that 

interact in accordance with so-called "local" laws: nothing can go faster than 

light to interact with something else. The classical image of the world is 

Materialistic Realism. "Materialistic" because it postulates that everything in it 

consists only of matter: consciousness is secreted by the material brain, just 

as bile is secreted by the material liver. "Realism" because the universe is 

perceived as composed of objects that have their own properties, independent 

of ours.

But more and more "anomalies" accumulated with this worldview since 1900 

and the birth of Quantum Mechanics, then from 1905 and the Theory of 

Relativity. Some of these are briefly presented here and confronted with 

another worldview: SIMULISM (#7) 

3.1: SO THE WORLD IS DISCONTINUOUS!

We feel ourselves as a whole, naturally… Our movements are harmonious and 

continuous: they are not jerky; we never have the impression that we are 

dragging patches stuck to each other... But is this really the case?!

In reality we are made up of myriads of microscopic cells, separated from each

other by membranes. But these units of life are so small and united that we 

perceive ourselves as one being: whole and individual.
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What about the cells themselves? They are also discontinuous, formed by 

thousands of very distinct organelles such as nucleus, mitochondria, 

ribosomes... And each organelle is itself composed of discontinuous molecules 

which gather discontinuous atoms... and so on until...?

... Up to Planck's length which is the lower length our science of the Microworld

can work with, even if it's by very far impossible, not only to approach it, but 

even to be able to imagine what it is, really. It is indeed on the order of 10 

with an exponent of minus 35 meters, which is a 0, followed by 35 0, each new

zero adding a division of 10 of the length! Not amazing that everything seems 

to be continuous with such a unit of measurement. It's like digital pictures, or 

TV signals… We know they're all formed of pixels - dot like units of the image's 

definition - but we perceive the picture as formed of continuous forms and 

colours: which they aren't.

But is this very important to remember when we look at the nature of the 

universe?

It is! And here is why!

Energy is discontinuous and when an object changes its energy content, there 

isn't such a thing as a continuous slope in the Microworld: every modification 

in height goes by stairs. Sometimes with very small stairs, so small we 

perceive them as a slope, but it isn't! Why is this so?!

Even more. If we were small like atoms and if we were to move across this 

strange Microworld landscape, we'd see that there's no time flow when 

jumping from one stair to the other: We'd disappear at once from one place, to

reappear suddenly elsewhere…! How could that be?! Nobody knows, really… 

but it is, beyond any doubt! And this feature of matter make us wonder what 

really matter is, since it can disappear and reappear like ghosts! Why is this 
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so?!

There are no slopes in the Microworld: only stairs! Energy changes take place suddenly, from one 
fixed value to another, at once, with no time shift. A particle does the same when changing its 
energy level (its position in space in relation to other particles). Sudden changes from one fixed 
value to another one.

3.2: SO MATTER IS ANONYMOUS!

If matter isn't really anonymous since it's composed of atoms, molecules that 

are combined in a way that can be specific, the core of it - subatomic particles 

- has by no mean any individuality. One can't recognise which is which in this 

Microworld. If you observe a particle that can exist in only one of two states - 

up or down for example - you can make the difference between two particles if

they are in a different state from one another. Let's name Alice the one that is 

in an "up" state, and Bob the other. One seems to be able to associate a name 

- hence an individuality - to a particle, since you can make the difference if you

observe its state. But imagine that the state is now inverted: Alice's state 

becomes "down" and Bob's changes to "up". Could you say now that the 

particle that was named Alice changed its state? The answer is surprisingly 

"no"! The only thing you could do is to associate a state with a name, but you'll

never be able to tell for sure that it's such and such particle that changed: one 

can't see any individuality between similar particles.

Suppose that you decide to measure how many different combinations of two 

particles in any state you can see. You could find Alice and Bob in the same 

"up" state, or Alice and Bob in the same "down" state, or Alice in an "up" state 
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particle that was named Alice changed its state? The answer is surprisingly 
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never be able to tell for sure that it's such and such particle that changed: one 

can't see any individuality between similar particles.
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associated with Bob in a "down" state, or, finally, Alice in a "down" state 

associated with Bob in an "up" state; that makes four different combinations… 

Observe that by answering that you expect four combinations, you implicitly 

decide that you can individualise the two particles as Alice or Bob. But if you 

can't make a difference between these particles, you'll have only three 

different combinations since you can't say which is Alice and which is Bob… 

You'll have two possibilities where the two are in the same state: up or down. 

But you won't be able to make a difference if they are in a different state 

because you can't give a specific name to one or the other! And that's what 

quantum physicists find again and again! Particles of the Microworld are 

fungible like the money is. One won't recover the same coins he left to his 

bank, but the same amount made of anonymous coins. But if one can engrave 

a recognisable pattern on a coin to give it some individuality, it's impossible to 

do so in the microworld. What could that mean?!

You'd expect such results if particles aren't really made of matter with defined 

properties but are just some blend of informations that can be completely 

mixed with other blends of informations for a while, then recover new blends of

informations when they are individualised as lone particles, anymore in 

association with another one. In other terms, Alice is Alice when she's alone, 

while Bob is Bob when he's alone. But when they behave in couple, they form 

a new entity that is AliceBob. And if they separate from each other there's no 

way at all to define which was Alice before the separation and which was Bob. 

What could that mean?!

Particles or waves can't be differentiated from one another: they 
are FUNGIBLE like numbers! They have no identity.
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3.3: SO UNOBSERVED REALITY IS UNREAL!

Is the moon in the firmament if no one looks at it? Surely! But not for the 

reasons we imagine!

If nobody observes them, the particles that build the micro-world have no 

defined properties! They belong to a strange world in which there are no 

concrete properties but a blur from a continuum of possibilities that goes from 

one extreme to the other. Only one of these myriad values will be chosen when

the particle interacts with its environment. The measurement of a particle is 

such an interaction and it seems to really create the properties of the particle. 

This surprising result is not due to our ignorance or our inability to measure a 

concrete value that would exist beyond the reach of our instruments... but 

rather to the nature of the micro-world. A particle that is not interacting has all

possible properties at once!  It is the interaction that seems to create a well-

defined value from all possibilities, not from a strict and determined causal 

logic, but from probabilities that physics knows how to calculate. However the 

physicist is unable to predict the exact value that will be found: only the 

probability of measuring such or such value, under such or such conditions. 

Here too it is not a theoretical or practical inability, but a fundamental principle

of reality that physics discovers!

Moreover, before the interaction the particles are in a superposition of the 

different states in which they can be, until the interaction forces them to 

take one of the probable states the quantum mechanic's laws allows. 

(#II.3) 

These results were so strange that Schrödinger did not believe them: there 

must have been another more acceptable interpretation, he thought. And to 

make his argument clear he created his renowned cat in a box! 

He imagined a device that would trigger the distribution of a deadly poison in 

the cat's box only if a given atom of a radioactive element was in a defined 
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state: not yet decayed, or already decayed. Even if a physicist is able to 

foretell with good accuracy how many atoms in a given mass of a radioactive 

element will decay in one second, he's absolutely unable to predict when 

exactly a given atom will decay: all he can do is to calculate with which 

probability it'll decay with time. It could happen the next second or… in millions

of years: he has no way of knowing! Moreover quantum mechanics states that 

if the atom isn't looked at, then it's in a superposition state: i.e it's at once 

decayed AND not decayed! Only when somebody opens the box to see in which

state is the atom, it'll take one only of the two possible states! If this is really 

the case, ironised Schrödinger, so our cat in the box should also be in a 

superposition state: alive AND dead at once! Clearly impossible! Or is it?!

Well, the experimental results all point to the correctness of the quantum 

interpretation: i.e that the atom is in a superposition state until it is observed! 

Moreover, computer scientists hope to take advantage of this strange state by 

building quantum computers. Instead of calculating with bits that can only be 

in one of two possible states: 0 or 1, they would work in the quantum world 

where qubits (thus renamed) could take an infinity of values between 0 and 1 

at a time, dizzyingly accelerating the computing speed of machines! 

How is it that micro-world particles remain in an undetermined state until they 

interact with their environment? Why is this the case?! 

Finally, is the moon in the sky if no one looks at it?! Yes... because it is so 

large that the particles that make it up constantly and almost instantly interact

with their environment. These myriad interactions ultimately determine the 

physical properties of the Moon. The latter therefore has no intrinsic reality, 

independent of its environment: its properties derive from those of its 

constituents, themselves dependent on their environment! Why is this the 

case?!
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The universe could be composed of discrete units: addresses in a huge computer's memory where 
the properties of what we see as particles or even quanta of space and time would be memorised.

3.4: SO MATTER IS BOTH WAVES AND PARTICLES!

Wave or particle? This question has intrigued and divided physicists for three 

centuries! How is this possible since waves and particles really have nothing in 

common? The decision should have been obvious!

Waves are coordinated and interactive oscillations of a medium, while particles 

are independent objects. The deep nature of waves is motion; the nature of 

the support that oscillates does not really matter, except to determine the 

speed of wave propagation. A particle on the other hand can be immobile; its 

deep nature is to resist movement, by its inertia. The waves transmit 

information about a disturbance that has occurred somewhere, potentially far 

away from where it is observed; analysis of their frequency, amplitude and 

direction tells us about an event that has occurred elsewhere, in space and 

time. The waves cover a vast volume, while a particle is confined in a tiny 

space. Waves can easily interact, interfere with other waves over vast spaces 

and produce new waves that can be very complicated, while a particle does not

usually change in nature after encountering other particles.

Why did physicists not agree on the nature of matter when the nature of waves
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and particles are so different? The answer comes from the fact that it 

expresses both natures... but never at the same time! It seems that in the 

micro-world matter behaves as waves do, as long as it does not interact with 

something other than itself. But when it interacts, its undulatory nature 

changes and it seems to give birth to a particle, somewhere in a precise place 

in space, although its wavelike nature made it potentially everywhere at once! 

How does matter choose the exact place where its wave form will collapse as a

particle confined in a small space? Randomly, but according to probabilities 

calculated with the wave function discovered by Schrödinger!

Physicists were amazed when they discovered that matter waves were not real 

waves but rather probabilities of presence that are calculated using typical 

wave mathematics. No one can know exactly where a particle is until they 

have observed it! And nobody really knows what its nature is: we only know 

that it reminds us of a hologram since a particle can express its properties 

without being restricted by space: potentially in all space-time at once. 

Physicists are limited to the probabilistic calculation of possible locations where

a particle will be discovered, but they can do so with astounding precision. 

When a particle is observed or interacts with its environment, it abandons its 

holographic properties that dispensed it from the limits of space and time to 

collapse abruptly into a defined form within the restricted limits of space-time. 

How can that be? Why is this the case?

What we perceive as matter can behave as 
waves OR particles: never both at a time!

3.5: SO QUANTUM INFORMATION IS CENSORED!

Physicists have been very smart trying to get around Heisenberg's "Uncertainty

Principle". Einstein never renounced even after severe failures. Unfortunately 

the experiment continues to prove him wrong: it remains impossible to know, 

at the same time, what is the speed and the exact position of a particle!
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Stranger still! An isolated particle that encounters on its path a screen pierced 

by two slots will pass through it in its waveform: it will pass through both slots 

at once and the experimenter will observe on its screen the interference 

fringes that are the unequivocal signature of this type of event.

But if the observer places a device near one of the slots to detect its passage, 

the particle passes through one or the other, but no longer behaves like a wave

capable of passing through both slots at once! The interference fringes are 

replaced by dots scattered on the screen as would be expected for 

conventional and point particles. How can that be? How does the particle react 

to such an experimental device?!

The experiments are subtle enough that the only disturbance introduced by the

measurement technique can no longer be evoked to explain the disappearance 

of interference fringes. Several teams have succeeded in demonstrating the 

undulatory nature of whole atoms and no longer just particles. Now these 

atoms lose their undulatory nature even when one tries to see them cross one 

of the slits by marking only one of their tiny peripheral electrons! 

If the atoms were large enough to be visible to the naked eye, it would be as if

the experimenter stood just behind one of the slots to monitor the atom's 

passage in order to mark it with a little paint in order to recognize it when it 

hits the screen. To avoid disturbing his trajectory he would give a very light 

stroke of brush on his peripheral electron while he would fly in front of him at 

full speed. All the energy of movement of the atom is practically concentrated 

in its nucleus which would be the size of a golf ball and would weigh about ten 

billion tons. One cannot reasonably believe that it is this light stroke of brush 

on his peripheral electron which orbits at 1 km from his nucleus and which 

weighs only half a milligram which could disturb the path of the atom to the 

point of making disappear the fringes of interference !
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We have to bend to the obvious: it is the phenomenon of measurement that 

seems to create the event. The current interpretation maintains that the mere 

fact of being able to determine where the particle has gone is enough to lose 

the interference fringes: thus to replace the wave by its associated particle! 

The micro-world is based on secrecy: an object expresses its undulatory nature

and the characteristics associated with it such as the possibility of being in 

several places at once, or of being entangled with another object located at the

other end of the galaxy... only if its characteristics are kept secret. As soon as 

they can, in one way or another, be transmitted to another object - conscious 

or not - then they are instantaneously resolved in a well-defined way and 

notably, locally, in the form of a particle and more than one wave. How can 

that be? Why is this the case?

«There must exist, beyond mere appearances … a 'veiled reality' that science does not 

describe but only glimpses uncertainly. In turn, contrary to those who claim that matter 

is the only reality, the possibility that other means, including spirituality, may also 

provide a window on ultimate reality cannot be ruled out, even by cogent scientific 

arguments.»  From «Traité de Physique et de Philosophie» ; 2002.

Bernard d'Espagnat is a physicist specialised in Particle Physics. He did his research in France at the
CNRS and at the CERN between France and Switzerland . He has been a professor at La Sorbonne 
in Paris and in several American universities.

3.6: SO NOTHING CAN EXCEED THE SPEED OF LIGHT... EVEN LIGHT!

Imagine that you are near a railway track and a train is approaching. Someone

sits on the roof of a carriage and throws a rock at you. If you could measure 

the speed of the stone you would of course find a value that will be the sum of 

the speed of the train and the speed that the rock thrower gave it. Imagine, 

for example, that the train travels at 100 km/h and the stone is thrown at a 

speed of 10 km/h. You should measure 110 km/h or 90 km/h depending on 

whether the train is approaching or moving away from you.
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Now imagine the same experience but, instead of a stone, the traveller on the 

roof projects a jet of light with a torch. One would expect to find that the light 

would travel towards you at a different speed depending on the speed of the 

train. But that's not what the experience gives! You would measure exactly the

same speed of the light beam, whether the train was approaching or moving 

away from you! How can that be?!

But actually Einstein found also that it is space-time that changes; and as the 

speed rises, the length gets smaller in the movement's direction. At the speed 

of light, each traveller would seem to be thinner than a piece of paper to an 

observer at rest! Moreover, the traveller would need an infinite amount of 

energy to accelerate to light's speed because the mass rises with the speed… 

Why is it so?!

Nothing can go faster than light. In a Cellular Automata, no 
change in a cell can appear faster than the computation 
made according to the rules and its neighbours' states! A 
change in a cell's state is done according to its direct 
neighbours' states. This puts a up limit to the number of 
changes that can take place: only one per generation and per
cell.

3.7: SO TIME AND SPACE ARE NOT ABSOLUTE BUT RELATIVE!

One of Einstein's major discoveries was the relativity of simultaneity, and 

consequently, the loss of its substance! And this loss could have profound 

outcomes on our nature.

Consider for example the moment a new life begins: Arthur takes his first 

breath, or the last minute of another life: Carol expires her last breath. These 

are the boundaries which seem to define clearly a lifespan. Nothing before 

birth, and no more life after. Let's imagine that these two events are 

simultaneous for a given observer: Bob. But if simultaneity is relative, these 

so-called well defined life spans become somewhat fuzzy. Another observer – 

Alice – will not see the birth of Arthur happen “at the same time” as Bob will 
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see it. Alice could very well observe that Carol died before or after Arthur was 

born, depending on the relative speed with which she's coming close or she's 

moving away from Arthur and Carol.

The very fact that an event “A” can appear to happen before, or after, another 

event “B” to different observers is deeply strange! And when one thinks about 

it, one is logically driven to the conclusion that, somewhere, these two events 

exist already, independent of one another, since they are clearly not linked by 

an absolute time flow. Again: the same event can happen before or after 

another one, depending on the observer! And that's because time is not 

absolute but relative to each observer and its state.

Now, if events are not linked to one another in an absolute time, if they don't 

happen always in the same order to different observers, if the past of an 

observer can be the future of another observer, one can imagine that all the 

events that happen in the universe exist already, independently of what we 

perceive each of us, as the flow of time. In other words, the flow of time 

doesn't link the different events that happen in our universe in the same order 

to everybody. That suggests that they exist already in a four dimensions 

universe of which we perceive only three as space and the fourth as time only, 

although it's more than that: it's actually a space-time dimension. 

Every observer is stuck on what he perceives as a fleeting "now" which moves 

with the speed of light across an unimaginable four dimensions universe: 

describable only through Mathematics and forever stranger to our perceptions. 

The only way for us to understand this picture of the universe, would be to 

make it fit to our perception which is only a three dimensional one for space 

plus a sense of change that we take as time flow.  

Let us delete by thought one dimension of our space, the height. The other two

dimensions left become easily represented as a surface. This surface is a 

simplification of our 3D universe, so that you have to imagine yourself 
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to everybody. That suggests that they exist already in a four dimensions 

universe of which we perceive only three as space and the fourth as time only, 

although it's more than that: it's actually a space-time dimension. 

Every observer is stuck on what he perceives as a fleeting "now" which moves 

with the speed of light across an unimaginable four dimensions universe: 

describable only through Mathematics and forever stranger to our perceptions. 
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make it fit to our perception which is only a three dimensional one for space 

plus a sense of change that we take as time flow.  
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extending only on a surface and reduced in your height to the thickness of the 

sheet of  paper, not more. Imagine a book, laying on a flat surface. Each page 

of this book will represent a “moment” , a “now” and the state of the universe 

(and you in it) at that moment. And each page has  a length and a width: it 

extends in a two-dimensional space, the third dimension (height) is inexistent 

and replaced by the stack of pages, one for each “moment” of time. Each page

has a 2D surface which represents our 3D space, liberating one dimension of 

space so that we can imagine it to be tied to the flow of time.

For a cinematographic projection to seem fluid to us it is necessary that an 

image remains fixed for 1/24th of a second before being replaced by the 

following one and so on. In this case, our perception of the movie is similar to 

that of our real world.

Einstein seemed to view the universe as a 4-dimensional block which, in our 

simplified model, would resemble an infinitely thick book in which each page 

would be an instant, like each image of a movie. Our consciousness would 

cross this book at the speed of light and perceive time as the result of 

replacing each page with the next. But Einstein also discovered that we can 

cross this book from a certain angle from the horizontal when we move very 

fast in what we perceive as 3D space and that is why time becomes relative 

and can flow at different speeds for different observers.

This phenomenon occurs when two observers travel at very high speeds on 

different directions. Each traveller has his own space-time (takes his book with 

him!) through which he crosses the pages at right angles. But the greater the 

relative speed between the two travellers, the more their books will be at an 

angle with one another; like if the two books that represent their specific 

space-time would cross each other at an angle! Therefore an event "A" that 

would appear after another event "B" on the pages of one traveller could 

happen before the same event "B", for the other traveller! And if the two 

travellers were separating from each other with the speed of light, then each 
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one would see the other as immobile in time: each of them would live a normal

life but would see the other as if time stopped and didn't flow for him anymore!

Why is that so?!

Space and Time can be introverted one in the 
other!

3.8: SO THE UNIVERSE IS BIO-FRIENDLY!

Not long ago we were convinced that the universe was eternal: that it had no 

beginning and no end… but we were wrong!

Astronomers discovered the relics of a Big Bang that created our universe 13.8

billion years ago. Space and time were born at that moment and have since 

expanded. Cosmologists and particle physicists have been able to trace its 

history from an infinitesimal time after its birth and understand the evolution 

of matter and energy. They can also play with the physical constants of the 

equations that govern this evolution: study the history and properties of virtual

universes derived from equations in which these constants would have 

different values. Nobody expected the results: it is almost impossible to modify

these constants, even very slightly, without jeopardizing our presence in these 

virtual worlds! How is it that these values must be so strictly defined so that 

the universe can harbour life and intelligence? Why is this the case?!

Surprisingly the total energy of the universe is zero: negative and positive 

energy balance exactly and the result is our existence. Had the expansion been
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slightly more energetic, no star could have formed, no planets, not even the 

chemical elements that we're made from could have been created in the stellar

furnaces. The universe would have remained simple, and lifeless. Had the 

expansion been slightly less energetic, stars would have formed but would 

have lived much less time than necessary to create the complex chain of 

nuclear reactions from which such heavy chemical elements like carbon, 

oxygen, iron… would have been formed. The universe would have been simpler

than it is now, and lifeless. Cosmologists have discovered that the Big Bang 

has been amazingly fine tuned so that the universe could become complex and

harbour life and intelligence. Why is it so?

What are these strange numbers: the 30 or so constant values that we can't 

calculate with our equations because we don't understand their origin? We can 

only measure these constants out of observation and experience; it's therefore

pertinent to see what would happen if they were different from what we find. 

What would look like an universe in which the gravitational constant would be 

slightly different from what we measure? How much carbon would be made in 

stars if the ratio between the gravitational and the electromagnetic forces 

would have been slightly different?… 

The answers are invariably the same… The simulated universes won't harbour 

life and intelligence! If the relative strengths of gravity and the weak force is 

slightly displaced in favour of the latter, then the universe would be only made 

out of hydrogen. If it was displaced in the other direction, then the universe 

would only be made out of helium. It's the value found experimentally that 

gives exactly the ration of helium to hydrogen that is necessary to trigger the 

complex evolution of stars that can, in turn, lead to planets, life and 

intelligence! Why is it so?

This type of result has been repeated so often in virtual universe simulations 

that cosmologists have created the "Anthropic Principle" which postulates that 

the conditions in the early universe were the ones that could lead to the 
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evolution of life and intelligence.  to predict the details of the nuclear reactions 

needed to create carbon in the stars. In the fifties we did not understand how 

he had been formed. A cosmologist (Fred Hoyle) was inspired by the Anthropic 

Principle to calculate how carbon, beryllium and oxygen should behave so that 

the stars can give birth to this element essential to life as we know it. And his 

predictions have been confirmed by experience! Why is t

It seems that we are faced with three possibilities:

- Either the constants are all interdependent for unknown reasons and 

could not take other values;;

- Or our universe is part of an infinite number of different ones where the 

constants take all possible values. Only luck would be at the origin of the 

astonishing coincidence that makes our universe compatible with life and 

intelligence;

- Or these constants were finely regulated from the beginning so that the 

universe could give birth to life and intelligence.

Which answer seems the simplest?

The Earth is Bio-Friendly from the 
beginning.
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4: WHAT IS THE NATURE OF M ATTER?

A butterfly lands on your hand! Reality or hallucination? Your neighbours are as

amazed as you are; therefore it's a fact, even if it's very rare! Your analytical 

mind reminds you that this is not an objective reality since perception is 

subjective and relies upon your nervous system. The same goes for your 

neighbours. Only the consensus between several subjectivities convinces you 

that there is indeed objectively a butterfly on your hand!  Hence the 

importance of sharing results and of reproducibility in Science. This is the only 

way to be convinced of the reality of perceptions.

You decide you'll put the Scientific Method in action to look for the nature of 

matter. You begin by reducing the complexity of the problem by questioning 

parts of it with the hope to find answers that could help you build a global 

image. This is the method proposed by the mathematician Descartes: 

Reductionism. With the conviction that assembling partial answers will give you
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the global one.

You define locate three fundamental parts in the butterfly, head, thorax and 

abdomen, each has secondary elements: eyes, legs, wings... You continue the 

reduction of the insect and discover physiological systems in charge of vital 

functions such as digestion, mobility, reproduction... They are themselves 

composed of different organs in which you distinguish specialised tissues to 

ensure secretions, protection, mobility...

The analysis continues and reveals an element that possesses the attributes of 

a fundamental unit: the cell. Although it specialises according to the tissue to 

which it belongs, it keeps a common structure clearly recognisable. So you are 

now analyzing it, assuming that your findings will be reasonably generalisable 

to all butterfly cells.

The cell studied itself contains organelles charged with specific functions: a 

nucleus stores genetic information; mitochondria reload molecules capable of 

transporting the energy that life needs... All these organelles are composed of 

very large molecules extraordinarily varied but divided into four main families: 

proteins, lipids, carbohydrates and nucleic acids. Molecules are formed from 

atoms perfectly identical to those found everywhere in the universe. Only their 

very specific arrangement in each molecule seems to determine the function of

the assembly, so you are able to reproduce the shape and function of a given 

biological molecule from the atoms that make it up.

At this stage, you still have to explore the nature of

the atoms that form concrete matter, the atom that

gives reality to the universe.

First surprise: an atom is essentially empty! Nearly all its mass 
is in its very tiny nucleus, 100 000 times smaller than its 
diameter! 
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If an atom had the size of a football stadium, the peripheral electrons would circulate where the 
terraces are and its mass would be stuffed in a volume not bigger than a pinhead standing in the 
middle of the field! 

First surprise: an atom is essentially composed of vacuum! Virtually its entire 

mass is concentrated in a very small core, 100'000 times smaller than its 

diameter! If the atom were as big as a sports stadium, the peripheral electrons

would circulate at the level of the bleachers while its mass would be 

concentrated in the volume of a pinhead planted in the middle of the lawn! 

How is it that a hammer that falls on your foot hurts you very much instead of 

crossing it without damage?!

For reasons that our common sense finds esoteric (repulsion of electric fields 

without contact, exclusion of identical attributes for electrons...) but that only 

mathematics can really understand. 

You continue your analysis.
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New surprise: the electrons which compensate the electrical charge of the 

nucleus are on very precise orbitals; they cannot circulate at any distance from

the nucleus. Nevertheless they can change orbital depending on the energy 

they carry, but they do it suddenly, without going through intermediate stages.

Everything happens as if they dematerialise from one orbital to materialise on 

another! Behaviour incompatible with our presupposition about the nature of 

matter! It is supposed to be real and unable to disappear suddenly and 

reappear just as suddenly elsewhere!

Even more surprising: an atomic particle simultaneously possesses classical 

properties for a particle: a very localised position in a very small space, and 

those of a wave: a presence in a possibly very large volume! But it expresses 

only one or the other of these two contradictory natures, never both at the 

same time, which would be completely illogical and impossible! 

 

Physics can't calculate where to
find the only electron in a 
hydrogen atom, but only the 
probability of finding it in a 
given place when the 
measurement is made. This 
probability depends on a 
function that obeys the 
mathematics of waves. It is 
illustrated with colours; the 
lighter the colour, the higher the
probability.

More precisely, matter has a nature that we cannot grasp but whose properties

we can calculate using the mathematics created to study waves. Everything 
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happens as if a particle is in a given volume with a probability of presence that 

varies like the hollows and bumps of a wave, then instantly finds itself in only 

one of the possible places when it interacts with a measuring instrument or 

another particle... How is this possible? For reasons that our common sense 

cannot understand and that only mathematics can calculate!

We can't conclude that matter is truly real when it doesn't express the 

properties we're convinced a particle should have, but evolve in a weird realm, 

very different from ours, a wavelike realm; when it has no defined properties 

but a superposition of undefined properties that take precise values like 1 or 0,

+ or - ... following an interaction! 

Moreover, the Method is not able to reveal the nature of matter to us! It is 

designed to make objective measurements, to quantify phenomena, whereas a

reflection on the intrinsic nature of an object is subjective, even if it is based 

on objective measurements. In other words, the Method can only provide 

objective results; it is the Philosophy of Science that must take over to suggest

qualities such as the nature of an object!
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5: LIGHT AND M ATTER ARE DUAL

In 1801 the English physician, physicist and optician Thomas Young imagined a

very simple experiment whose results still challenge us today! Newton thought 

light was a stream of microscopic particles while Young leaned more towards a 

wave. But how can we force Nature to answer our questions?!

He makes a screen with two very close slots and places it in front of a beam of 

light. If Newton was right he expects to find two bright spots on a screen 

placed behind the slots since only particles capable of passing through them 

will crash onto the screen, opposite each slot. But if his intuition is right, then 

the light wave will arrive on the two slots at the same time which will behave 

like two sources of secondary waves.

If the light is a wave, the 

secondary wave disturbances 

formed at the output of each slot 

may interact so that the dimples 

and bumps will add up or subtract 

to form an alternation of light and 

dark bands on the screen behind 

the slots. Young discovers an 

alternation of light and dark bands, which indicates the undulatory nature of 

light. Light is therefore a wave, an energy that makes a still mysterious 

environment vibrate, and this until 1905.

In 1921 Einstein receives the Nobel Prize for one of his fundamental 

discoveries made in 1905; he explains the effect of light on a photoelectric 

material and describes the photon: a particle of light. But how can a wave also 

be a particle?! Einstein showed the same year that light has the properties of a

wave capable of transporting energy in vacuum, without needing a mysterious 
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support! Is a photon a particle that behaves like a wave? No!...

Besides one cannot say that a photon IS a particle or a wave! The Method 

allows us to discover PROPERTIES, not the NATURE of the objects it studies! 

The latter is studied by the Philosophy of Science, not by the Scientific Method 

since it is no longer a question of measuring quantifiable properties, but of 

discussing the interpretation of results, i.e. on subjective questions; however, 

only quantifiable objects that can be studied objectively are capable of being 

described by the Method. 

One could theoretically accept both Young's and Einstein's results by 

postulating some sort of mysterious interference between the photons 

themselves. As soon as the experiment became technically possible, Young's 

slits were reproduced, but only one photon at a time was projected, so that 

they could not interfere with each other.  The results are clear: the interference

is preserved! As if the photon can pass through both slots at once, while they 

are separated by a gigantic distance from the size of the photon! Impossible... 

but real!

Physicists try a more sophisticated experiment to enrich their knowledge on 

the properties of the photon: they place passage detectors behind each slit to 

confirm the passage of a particle. The result defies any explanation that could 

be compatible with the materialistic and realistic paradigm, until today! By the 

way, it puts into question one of the fundamentals of Science: objectivity, or 

the complete segregation between the object that is studied, and the subject 

that is studying it! Indeed, if the experimenter has a way to know through 

which slit the photon crossed the screen, then the photon behaves like a 

particle and crosses through one slit only, by chance, and there are only two 

bright bands on the screen.  But if the experiment is conducted so that the 

experimenter cannot know what the photon path has been, then it behaves like

a wave and generates interference fringes on the screen, even if there is only 

one photon at a time that passes through the slots!
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be compatible with the materialistic and realistic paradigm, until today! By the 

way, it puts into question one of the fundamentals of Science: objectivity, or 

the complete segregation between the object that is studied, and the subject 

that is studying it! Indeed, if the experimenter has a way to know through 

which slit the photon crossed the screen, then the photon behaves like a 

particle and crosses through one slit only, by chance, and there are only two 
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experimenter cannot know what the photon path has been, then it behaves like

a wave and generates interference fringes on the screen, even if there is only 

one photon at a time that passes through the slots!
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In a way absolutely incompatible with the current paradigm, the photon's 

properties vary between those of a particle or those of a wave, according to 

what the experimenter can measure, and consequently know about its 

properties! Very sophisticated experiments showed just that: what is decisive 

is the knowledge one can find on the photon! Nature loves to hide!

Niels Bohr had foreseen this kind of result long before the technique allowed to

try the experiment! Again, they are perfectly logical concepts, derived from 

sophisticated mathematics, but also perfectly incompatible with our common 

sense and our vision of the world. 

Bohr tried to facilitate the work of physicists by creating the concept of 

"complementarity". He avoids the temptation to imagine the fundamental 

object that builds matter and energy. He proposes to the physicist to rely on 

mathematics alone to avoid the impossibility of a visual representation of the 

microcosm that builds the macrocosm perceived with our senses. The physics 

of fundamental particles is built on complementarity: the simultaneous 

belonging to two contradictory properties of which the physicist can measure 

only one at a time. Quantum physics defines a series of "conjugated" 

properties, only one of which can be accurately measured; for example, the 

velocity and position of a particle. The physicist must choose which of these 

two conjugated properties he would like to measure with precision; the other 

becomes all the more "diffuse" as the first is measured with precision.

 

Fortunately some objectivity remains in Science since any experimenter will 

find the same results regarding the photon's properties. Nevertheless the 

photon will show wave or particle properties in relation to the interaction it will 

have with the experimenter! S/he isn't anymore a dispensable and insignificant

character but s/he recovers a mysterious relation with the material universe 

that recalls that which the alchemists had with nature. They used to be in a 

symbiotic relationship between matter and psyche capable of developing 
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reciprocal qualities. They didn't separate quantity from quality. Lead becomes 

gold when the alchemist finds the philosopher's stone; a reciprocal 

transmutation was taking place between matter and psyche.

One of the founding fathers of quantum mechanics: Wolfgang Pauli, known for 

his intransigence on the strict application of the Method, understood that it was

in a dead-end and tried to understand why. He notably studied the biography 

of Kepler who distanced himself from the alchemists of his time by choosing 

quantized mathematics alone to understand the orbit of the planets. 

In the "Kepler Essay" Pauli quotes the alchemist Fludd who blamed Kepler for 

his choice to study nature only quantitatively:

«It's peculiar to ordinary mathematics to be stuck on quantitative shadows: alchemists 

and hermetists include the authenticity of nature's objects.»

And Pauli hopes:

«The most satisfying would be that Physics and Psyche could be considered as two 

complementary aspects of one only Reality.»

The Materialistic and Realistic Monism can no more be tenable since physicists 

discovered the wave/particle duality for all matter's fundamental components 

and not only for photons or other types of energy. Indeed, how can an object 

be considered as real if it is at once, located in a very small space in the form 

of a particle and in a very large volume as a wave?! How can an object be 

considered as material if it's also describable as purely energetic vibrations?! 

How could we support Monism since nature is dual: wave and particle?!

Indeed, Quantum Physics describes two realities. Fundamental particles don't 

belong to the same Space and Time as we do; they move about in an unclear 

a-local and a-temporal reality whose properties we can only partly calculate 
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with waves' mathematics and probabilities and not with common sense based 

upon our perceptions.  In this fundamental reality from which ours emerges, 

physicists describe a "quantum field" from which localized excitations emerge 

that we perceive as material objects. Our biological senses describe another 

reality, one in which space-time is the stage on which objects seem to be 

separated, independent and real.

In the Middle-Ages the world was essentially spiritual; each object had a soul 

and matter was was only secondary, a kind of expression of the soul created 

by God. Science elevated the status of matter when it defined matter/spirit 

duality; it gave a new importance to matter and focused on acquiring reliable 

knowledge about its properties. Science has been so successful in the four 

centuries since its creation that the world has once again become monistic, but

material this time! Matter alone has been given all the qualities necessary to 

explain the world: spirit has become a simple emergence of the properties of 

matter. But today Science discovers its own limits: the world becomes dualistic

again, but it is no longer a separation between matter and spirit; it is matter 

itself that looses its status when it becomes, at once, wave and particle and a 

very concentrated expression of energy!

«The great extension of our experience in recent years has brought light to the 

insufficiency of our simple mechanical conceptions and, as a consequence, has shaken 

the foundation on which the customary interpretation of observation was based.» Niels 

Bohr. «Atomic Physics and the Description of Nature.» 1934.

«The hope that new experiments will lead us back to objective events in time and space 

is about as well founded as the hope of discovering the end of the world in the 

unexplored regions of the Antarctic. Some physicists would prefer to come back to the 

idea of an objective real world whose smallest parts exist objectively in the same sense 

as stones or trees exist independently of whether we observe them. This however is 

impossible.» Werner Heisenberg. «Physics and Philosophy.» 1958.
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«Today, many scientists are victims of an unsuspicious realism and adopted 

unconsciously a materialistic and mechanistic metaphysics they consider as an 

expression of scientific truth. A good turn of Physics evolution for contemporary 

thinking is that it destroyed this simplistic metaphysics and highlights fundamental 

philosophic questions.» Louis de Broglie quoted by Dolors.
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6: DESCARTES :  WAS HE REALLY
CARTESIAN?!

It is not sure!

The dualism that he largely contributed to promote postulates that soul and 

matter are not of the same world: the soul is immaterial and responsible 

notably for free will whereas our understanding comes from the working of our 

material and organised brain. Communication between the two worlds would 

be possible through the only odd organ in the brain: the epiphysis.

But in the intimacy of his correspondence we discover another Descartes! The 

boundaries between immaterial emotions and organic illnesses are no longer 

watertight; dualism has important gaps!

« The most ordinary cause of slow fever is sadness; and the obstinacy of fortune to 

persecute your house, continually gives you subjects of anger (...). And it is to be feared 

that you cannot be delivered from it at all, except that, by the power of your virtue, you 

make your soul happy, in spite of the disgraces of fortune. »

Descartes to Elisabeth of Bohème - Egmond, May 18 1645

« But, as body’s health and pleasant environment greatly help our soul to quick off all 

sad emotions and bring in joyful ones, reciprocally when mind is joyful it helps the body

to keep healthy and the environment seems nicer. »

Descartes to Elisabeth of Bohème - November 1646

Clearly the philosopher explains to Elisabeth her melancholy is the cause of her

physical illness and that it should heal in relation to her mood; there is 

therefore a clear link between the body, ill or healthy, and immaterial thoughts 

or emotions. Today we know of « placebo » or « nocebo » effects. But having 

learned that they influence at least 30% of the measured effects on the 

organic does not yet bring us closer to an explanation of the underlying 
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mechanisms. Perhaps here too a paradigm shift is needed to better understand

the links between thoughts, moods and organised living matter.

Descartes goes even further when he bridges the gap between his own mood 

and the influence of chance on gambling! He clearly proposes to the princess 

to influence the events thanks to her great virtue which would give her the 

strength to influence her mood and, by there, the course of the events related 

to the material world in her favour! It's the realm of psychophysics long before 

it's time!

« "And even I dare to believe that inner joy has some secret force to make one's fortune 

more favourable. I would not write this to people with weak minds, for fear of inducing 

them to some superstition; but, in Your Highness's eyes, I am only afraid that she might 

laugh at me becoming too gullible. However I have an infinity of experiences, and with 

that the authority of Socrates, to confirm my opinion. The experiences are that I have 

often noticed that the things that I have done with a cheerful heart, and without any 

inner repugnance, have the habit of happily succeeding me, right up to the point that, in 

games of chance, where only fortune reigns, I have always felt it more favourable, 

having subjects of joy, than when I had sadness about it. And what is commonly called 

the genius of Socrates was probably nothing else, except that he had accustomed himself

to following his inner inclinations, and thought that the event of what he undertook 

would be happy, when he had some secret feeling of gaiety, and, on the contrary, that he

would be unhappy, when he was sad. It is true, however, that it would be superstitious to

believe in this as much as they say he did; for Plato reports that even he remained in the

dwelling, whenever his daemon did not advise him to leave it. But, touching the 

important actions of life, when they meet so dubiously that prudence cannot teach what 

one must do, it seems to me that one has great reason to follow the advice of his genius, 

and that it is useful to have a strong persuasion that the things we undertake without 

repugnance, and with the freedom that usually accompanies joy, will not fail to succeed 

well. »

Descartes to Elisabeth of Bohème - November 1646
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But Descartes notes the danger of this observation that he reserves for strong souls! If

he knew, the vulgar would be too inclined to superstition and could do without 

exercising his virtue enough to develop his strength of character and his rationality. 

But the fact remains that the philosopher has experienced for himself the influence of 

the soul on things in the material world such as games of chance! 

He does not feel alone either since he notes the experience of Socrates who had 

learned to follow the advice of his personal "daemon": from his intuition we would 

say today. Again a communication between the immaterial and what is happening in 

the material world; a communication that seems to transcend the limits of the world 

of space and time in which matter is situated.
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7: SIM ULISM : AN ANSW ER TO QUANTUM
W EIRDNESS?

The important anomalies that are totally incomprehensible within our current 

world image can easily find an explanation as soon as it is abandoned in favour

of Simulism. The universe becomes a virtual expression of what one can 

imagine as a kind of software running in a computer located in a completely 

different world that is totally inaccessible to us. Although we have no way even

of imagining this other reality, we can apply what we have discovered since the

emergence of computing to try to understand the revolutionary results of 

modern physics.

The chapters below follow the same order as the attachment "Some 

noteworthy anomalies." (#3) In this way, a comparison of the explanatory 

power of the two models of reality (Materialist and Realistic Monism on the one

hand, Simulism on the other) is facilitated.

7.1: THE WORLD IS DISCONTINUOUS BECAUSE IT IS DIGITAL.

From the very beginning of computer science, one of the main problems 

encountered by the first computer scientists was to avoid programs running in 

a loop, without interruption. The first solution to avoid this problem is naturally

to work with finite numbers in well specified frames.

The universe is quantified: the properties of fundamental particles evolve in 

whole numbers. The electrical charges of the particles are 1, 2, 3... n times the

unit value and never whatever value in between. The energy of a particle is 1, 

2, 3... times the unit of energy and seems to jump from one value to another 

without ever falling between two whole values. A particle that seems to travel 

through space and time does so by suddenly jumping through entire units of 

space and time. These behaviors are exactly what are expected if the particles 

were virtual and the program that would calculate their behavior would do so 
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using units formed of integers. At each unit of time the program would 

calculate the coordinates of the place in space where the particle should be 

based on its specific properties and its previous interactions in space and time. 

There is no reason to think that a real particle travels continuously between 

two coordinates in space: there are only numbers that change while remaining 

stored in the same memory address.

The easiest way to understand why it is impossible to go below Planck's length 

is to assume that this is the unit of length used by the program. The same 

reasoning applies to Planck's time, to the energy quantum... The program that 

simulates the universe uses finite and precise values to calculate it.

In the perceived world we cannot understand how two entangled particles can 

give the impression of interacting instantly even if they are separated by such 

a large distance that no information can be transmitted between the two. 

Quantum mechanics discovers that the properties of two entangled particles 

are strictly linked: if the spin of one is directed in one direction, the spin of the 

other will necessarily be directed in the opposite direction. But quantum 

mechanics also finds that spin is not defined until it has been measured by an 

observer! Each quantum particle seems to be in superposition of states: the 

spin would be both up and down: which is clearly impossible! In this case, how

can one understand that when a particle is measured, the other instantly 

"knows" what state it should take, even if no communication is possible 

between them?!

This can be understood provided that only virtual values are assigned to 

particles: sets of possible values assigned by the simulation program that only 

take concrete values at the time of measurement. The superposition of state 

would reflect the virtual values before the final calculation is made, at the time 

of an interaction with another particle or a measuring instrument. What we 

perceive as too great a distance to allow instant communication between the 

correlated particles is represented only by numbers in memory, and, as such, 
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can be calculated without problem by the simulation program.

The same reasoning applies to quantum jumps observed between different 

quantum states. The properties are calculated and refreshed in memory at 

each program step, at the address that defines each particle.

There are no slopes in the MicroWorld: only stairs! Energy changes take place suddenly, from one 
fixed value to another, at once, with no time shift. A particle does the same when changing its 
energy level (its position in space in relation to other particles). It dematerialises from one place to 
dematerialise in another. No problem if it is only a matter of deleting a value to write another one 
to another memory location!

7.2: MATTER IS ANONYMOUS BECAUSE IT IS MADE OUT OF 
NUMBERS.

The particles that construct physical reality have no individual characteristics: 

they are fungible because they are only numbers stored in memory. These 

numbers define specific parameters such as electrical charge, spin, mass... but

the result - an elementary particle - is only a set of information, nothing really 

concrete! A certain type of elementary particle is defined by such or such 

property represented by numbers... and cannot have an individual 

characteristic, in the same way that the number 12 cannot be differentiated 

from another number 12!

What is specific is the set of parameters that control the behaviour of a 

particle: its position in the coordinates of space, its movements through time...
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numbers define specific parameters such as electrical charge, spin, mass... but

the result - an elementary particle - is only a set of information, nothing really 

concrete! A certain type of elementary particle is defined by such or such 

property represented by numbers... and cannot have an individual 

characteristic, in the same way that the number 12 cannot be differentiated 

from another number 12!

What is specific is the set of parameters that control the behaviour of a 

particle: its position in the coordinates of space, its movements through time...
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We can try to illustrate the difference between the fundamental nature of a 

concrete particle and all its properties by comparing it with a share on the 

stock market.

The specific parameters of a fundamental particle can change over time much 

like the value of a listed stock. A particle that acquires energy could accelerate;

a desired action would increase in value... But if we sell a share we will not 

proceed to any real exchange of papers; we will only exchange virtual values. 

We will not have received a concrete object at the time of the purchase of the 

share and we will not sell any concrete object either. Shares are only 

represented today as numbers stored in computer memories, and that is why 

they are fungible, like paper money or elementary particles!

Thus we do not discover any personal characteristic at the level of the 

fundamental reality: elementary particles. Their specificity is acquired through 

their interactions with each other and with their environment: this is what 

determines their particular behaviour. Interactions that generate atoms, 

molecules... and ourselves! Our fundamental nature is only the result of 

interactions!

Particles or waves can't be differentiated from one another: they are FUNGIBLE like numbers! 
They have no identity.
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7.3: UNOBSERVED REALITY IS UNREAL BECAUSE IT'S MADE OF 
SOFTWARE EQUATIONS.

Quantum physics describes an impossible micro-world in which particles 

possess an infinity of states at a time, included between the only two states 

that are possible in our macro-world! They are in a state called "superposition" 

which has nothing tangible in our reality! 

Quantum physics allows a particle to behave like a wave distributed in a large 

volume, then forces it to collapse suddenly in a microscopic region of space 

when it interacts with another particle... 

The cause is the existence of two very distinct and separate realities.

The micro-world is not a place where particles behave like micro-things... but 

as numbers in typical wave equations. And as such, they may appear to 

occupy a large volume before collapsing as a result of interaction. They are 

only numbers involved in calculations determined by the program that builds 

our virtual reality. Following an interaction, the equations are solved and give a

result that determines the specific properties of the particle. It is at this 

moment that it changes world: it leaves that of the wave equations to enter 

that of the results of the calculations. It is at this moment that precise values 

that we perceive as particles are calculated from the superposition of states 

typical of wave equations. The micro-world is completely out of our perceptions

and imagination: it is made up of imperceptible virtual numbers and managed 

by a computer program that is not of our world. Our reality is built from the 

results of calculations only, and perceived in a world that has nothing in 

common with the real world: the one where the computer, the program and... 

the Programmer and the Players, of course!
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The universe could be composed of discrete units: addresses in a huge computer's memory where 
the properties of what we see as particles or even quanta of space and time would be memorised.

7.4: THE MATTER IS ALWAYS VIRTUAL IN NATURE BUT IN WAVE 
FORM WHEN IT IS IN EQUATION AND IN PARTICLE FORM AFTER THE
CALCULATION OF THE RESULT.

No one can really determine where a particle is before measuring it because it 

does not belong to our world: it exists only as virtual states represented by 

numbers in equations obeying the mathematics of wave functions.

The equations evolve according to the program that manages the simulation, 

until an interaction takes place. At this point a calculation is made and the 

result, which depends on the state of the particle and the calculation program, 

is perceived as a collapse of the wave function. The superposition of states 

represented by the wave function, which is probabilistic, is resolved at the 

moment of the calculation; it no longer evolves in virtual form in David Bohm's

Implicate order but becomes a specific object in a virtual reality. The a-local 

wave becomes a localised particle.
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It is possible that the state of all the particles having interacted previously with

the one whose properties are calculated are taken into account... A hologram 

has this kind of property: it is the result of the interaction of all the wave 

frequencies which interfered at the time of its creation. Each portion of a 

hologram contains all the information contained in its entirety since it is 

constructed from a-local waves and their interferences. The same phenomenon

is found when measuring the state of entangled particles.

This holographic nature of reality and the complexity inherent in interfering 

multitudes of waves could explain why the result of the computation - the 

collapse of the wave function - seems to us to be probabilistic in nature... It 

could be that the answer is the same as the one that forces us to use 

probabilities to estimate the result of a tails-face draw. We know, in theory, 

which equations to solve and which measurements to make to calculate the 

exact result of a drawing. In practice, however, this is impossible due to the 

large number of measures required and their sensitivity to minute variations! 

The only thing we can do is use the probability calculation to estimate each 

result. The same may be true when calculating the equations that manage the 

state of particles. We can only use probability calculations because we do not 

have the necessary tools to take into account all the parameters necessary for 

the determined calculation.

When no interaction takes place, the particle disappears from a precise place, 

located in space-time and resumes its evolution in the world of virtual 

equations that obey the mathematics of the waves: the world of the program, 

the computer and... the Programmer and Players of course!

What we perceive as matter can behave as 
waves OR particles: never both at a time!  
The wave identity is the one that comes from 

the software that computes the evolution of the virtual objects; the particle nature is the result of the
computation that is displayed on a screen and perceived as real. 
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7.5: THE QUANTUM INFORMATION IS CENSORED IN ORDER TO KEEP 
OUR WORLDVIEW UNDISTURBED!

Everything seems to happen as if a god or a malicious demon is having fun 

constantly scrambling the cards simply to prevent us from knowing which path 

the particle travelled before being measured! We have the impression of 

playing a game whose rules have been arbitrarily determined by its creator 

according to a logic that is incomprehensible to us!

The Lord's ways are impenetrable... and we must deal with them! It is now 

clear that the uncertainty principle must be renamed the "Indiscernability 

Principle", as many experiments have shown.

It's interesting to remember how Heisenberg discovered his famous 

Uncertainty Principle: he had the intuition of it when he was struggling with 

contradictions between observations and the mathematics of Quantum Physics.

He realised suddenly that we should change the way we interpret the 

observations! A particle seems to us to cross the measuring device  a bubble ̶

chamber for example  since it leaves a continuous trace materialised by the ̶

bubbles. One imagines it arriving in the apparatus, crossing it then leaving at 

the other end. But nothing confirms that it is the same particle! We would 

reach the same conclusion if a mathematical function determined the particle's 

properties at different places and different times. Nothing forces us to admit 

that it is indeed the same one that runs the whole trajectory!

In reality, we can't identify a particle, mark it in some way, to be sure that it's 

the one that entered that we find at the exit! Each bubble that marks the 

passage of the quantum object is an act of measurement: as such, it creates 

the event and obeys the mathematical formulation that we interpret as the 

trajectory of a particle with defined properties. But we have no right to say 

that it is indeed the same object that creates each bubble: we could not mark 

it with a brush stroke to be sure that it is indeed the same one that runs the 
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whole trajectory!

It could be that there is creation of different events that we interpret as the 

trace of only one!  Quantum objects are fungible and indistinguishable from 

each other. Everything happens as if what we take for a real object is only a 

memory zone in a large cellular automaton (#8) memory zone which 

preserves, for a few moments - the time of the refreshing of the grid - the 

numbers which characterise what seems real to us whereas it is only a cell of 

the cellular automaton. What we take as a real object crossing a chamber 

could actually be an illusion, built from the continuously modified properties of 

stationary cells in the grid of a cellular automaton!

«There must exist, beyond mere appearances … a 'veiled reality' that science does not 

describe but only glimpses uncertainly. In turn, contrary to those who claim that matter 

is the only reality, the possibility that other means, including spirituality, may also 

provide a window on ultimate reality cannot be ruled out, even by cogent scientific 

arguments.» Bernard D'Espagnat. From «Traité de Physique et de Philosophie.» 2002.

Bernard d'Espagnat is a physicist specialised in Particle Physics. He did his research in France at the

CNRS and at the CERN between France and Switzerland . He has been a professor at La Sorbonne 

in Paris and in several American universities.

7.6: NOTHING GOES FASTER THAN LIGHT BECAUSE IT IS LINKED TO THE 
CLOCK FREQUENCY OF THE LARGE COMPUTER.

Einstein discovered how the speed of light remains independent of that of the 

torch that creates it. And its discovery is absolutely incompatible with common 

sense! Here's one way to explain what's going on:

Imagine an observer standing near a railway track at night. A train is 

approaching at high speed. You are on this train and you look at a strange 

watch: it consists of two mirrors and a particle of light: a photon. The two 

mirrors face each other so that the photon reflects from one to the other 

continuously. Suppose you can count the number of reflections of the photon 
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on the mirrors and decide to define a unit of time, let’s say… one billion 

reflections and call it: a "billiond": it would be the time it took the photon to 

travel a trillion times the distance between the two perfect mirrors.

Your photonic watch is comparable to a normal watch in which an oscillating 

spring replaces the photon but works according to the same logic. A system 

counts the number of oscillations and advances the hand one second after a 

precise number of oscillations. Following the same logic, your photonic watch 

counts the number of reflections and then advances the needle one billiond 

after one trillion reflections.

Let's suppose that the observer who is near the railway is able to observe the 

same photonic watch as you: you will be two to count exactly the same 

number of reflections: let's say one trillion reflections for a time of a biliond. 

But since the train is moving, the photon as it will be seen by the motionless 

observer near the track will travel a longer distance than the same photon as 

you see it in the train. Indeed, for you, it will be a trillion times the distance 

that separates the two mirrors, while, for the motionless observer, it will cover 

more: the distance that the train covers during this time. This is why you will 

not be able to agree on the distance covered by the same photon during the 

same time!

But speed is distance divided by time, therefore time is distance divided by 

speed. The speed of light is a constant and the distance travelled by the 

photon at this constant speed for you and the observer is greater for the latter 

than for you.  We have to deduce that the time will be longer for the observer 

at rest than the one he will measure for the observer moving with the train. 

Time will flow faster for the observer at rest than for the traveller! Time is no 

longer an absolute entity that finds its origin outside space: it has become 

irremediably linked to space. And the reverse is true since, for the traveller, it 

is the observer near the rail-track that moves! For the traveller, time will flow 

faster than for the observer at rest near the rail-track! We live in a world in 
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which our perceptions depend on our movements: they don’t have an absolute 

value, independent of movement and speed… Time and space are connected 

because movement takes place through space and its speed influences that of 

the flow of perceived time!

Since Einstein's discovery time has become relative. In physical formulas at 

least, if not in our perceptions and common sense!

How can we explain that time can elapse at different speeds depending on the 

movement of observers?

In each computer a clock directs the speed of the calculations. These 

operations must be carried out in a very orderly fashion, one after the other, at

the rhythm of the clock. If there are a lot of calculations to be done, it will take

more time to get the result, of course. The speed limit depends on the 

frequency of the clock that schedules the operations. The number of possible 

operations per second is strictly limited by the clock frequency and cannot 

exceed it!

In our virtual universe space-time is calculated and the number of operations 

that this calculation requires is limited by the clock frequency. The faster the 

movement is, the more space-time points will have to be calculated, with a 

limit defined by the maximum clock frequency.

Einstein found that mass and energy are two facets of the same reality: 

( E=Mc2)! He also discovered that the mass of particles that have one is 

related to their speed: everything happens as if their mass increases with their

speed and becomes infinite when it reaches the speed of light. This can be 

understood if mass and energy are one and the same entity and must be 

calculated as information that varies in the space-time of a virtual universe. 

The faster a movement will be, the more information will vary in space-time, 

the more calculation steps will be needed and the limit will be defined by the 
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frequency of the clock which rhythms the calculations of course.

To illustrate this we can imagine a Cellular Automaton (#8) composed of 

four-dimensional cells whose length and time are the length and time of 

Planck: the smallest possible units in quantum mechanics. The state of each 

cell must be calculated each time the grid is refreshed. The photon is the 

easiest particle to calculate since it has no mass: the program will only have to

take into account spin, phase and polarization. The length of Planck is about  

10-35 m; in one second the photon  travels about 300'000'000 m in vacuum. 

The program will have to calculate the state of a maximum of 10+43 cells at 

most: this number is the maximum number of calculation steps that the 

computer can perform each time the cell automaton grid is refreshed. If the 

mass energy of a particle increases (if it goes faster) then the number of 

calculations to do will also increase and the program will not be able to refresh 

more cells in each cycle than the clock frequency allows. We would perceive 

this as a slowing of the flow of time.

Nothing can go faster than light. In a Cellular Automaton, no change in a cell can appear faster 
than the computation made according to the rules and its neighbours' states! A change in a cell's 
state is done according to its direct neighbours' states. This places a limit on the number of possible
changes per unit of time: only one change of state per generation and per cell at most.

7.7: TIME AND SPACE ARE RELATIVE BECAUSE THEY REPRESENT 
ONLY NUMBERS THAT DESCRIBE A VIRTUAL UNIVERSE.

Time and space have no concrete existence; they do not represent real and 

absolute properties of our universe. Instead they can change according to local

properties of other objects moving through them. They are flexible: time can 

flow at different speeds for different observers. The dimensions of an object 

can change according to the movement of the observers because the space is 
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flexible too. These are only properties that can be modified by the nature and 

behavior of the objects that are described on the 4D screen of a virtual 

universe.

The mass energy of an object will deform space-time and we will perceive this 

distortion as the force of gravity. What we take for distortions is the influence 

of Planck cell attributes in a Cellular Automaton: influences calculated in 

relation to the program running in the Great Computer.

Space and Time can be introverted one in the other!

7.8: THE UNIVERSE IS BIO-FRIENDLY BECAUSE IT IS PROGRAMMED 
TO BE SO!

If we live in a virtual reality, then obviously the Game had a beginning, and 

what we perceive as Space and Time began with it.

What we will never know is if the Programmer succeeded the first time or if he 
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biocompatibility of the universe! If that were the case, then we should take the

Anthropic Principle in its most radical sense! This answer seems to be the 

simplest of the other two possibilities: an infinity of universes and ourselves 

living by chance in the only one that combines the good numbers, or an 

incomprehensible and unexpected way to tie up all these numbers as: 

1) to link all these constants so that the only possible values are precisely 

those that we discover through experience and 

2) a way which explains how something could burst out of nothing!

The Earth is Bio-Friendly
from the beginning.
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8: THE WORLD OF CELLULAR AUTOM ATA

8.1: WHY CELLULAR AUTOMATA?

The mathematician John Conway 
created the "Game of Life" in 1970 
which continues to enthuse its many 
explorers with its extraordinary 
abilities to imitate the attributes of 
real living organisms: reproduction, 
adaptive evolution, complexification...

What are we? What is the nature of life? Is it possible to create artificial 

intelligence?... These are questions that have always interested philosophers; 

as well as mathematicians. Some have created the abstract tools that 

computers were made of: machines to help mathematicians solve long and 

complex equations.

A cellular automaton is the fruit of mathematicians interested in the problem of

self-reproduction: is it conceivable to one day create objects capable of 

repairing and even reproducing themselves, without our intervention?!

Alan Turing had already designed the computer and its algorithms with this 

idea in mind. John von Neumann built a theory describing a self-reproducing 

machine and the mathematician John Conway simplified and implemented it by

creating the "Game of Life" in 1970. The great interest generated by this 

program comes from its incredible efficiency in creating very complex objects 

from ridiculously simple rules, as well as the ease with which it is possible to 
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animate these objects by displaying them on a monitor.

 One year before Conway's paper, Konrad Zuse - a

german computer scientist - had created Digital

Physics where he suggested that the universe

could be discrete (finite and fundamentally

composed only of finite numbers) and the output

of a huge cellular automaton! From this time to

now, a dozen or so computer scientists,

mathematicians, philosophers… worked on this

idea and found it to be prodigiously useful in the

quest to understand the nature of reality. And

cellular automata are the necessary tools for this

research.

«Finite Nature is a hypothesis that ultimately every quantity of physics, including space 

and time, will turn out to be discrete and finite; that the amount of information in any 

small volume of space-time will be finite and equal to one of a small number of 

possibilities. (…) We take the position that Finite Nature implies that the basic substrate

of physics operates in a manner similar to the workings of certain specialised computers

called cellular automata.» Fredkin 1993, p. 116

Fredkin's Finite Nature Hypothesis not only stresses the importance of the 

informational aspects of Physics, but “it insists that the informational aspects 

are all there is to physics at the most microscopic level” .

8.2: WHAT IS A CELLULAR AUTOMATON?

At its heart, it's just mathematics! But it can be easily transcribed in visible 

and animated form on a monitor and seems to come to life!

Cellular automata consist of "cells" that can be in either of a number of 

"states". In general they are displayed in 2D on screens which represent a 
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portion of an infinite grid formed of square cells. Since they are mathematical 

objects, they can be much more complicated: e.g. a multidimensional structure

that can neither be displayed nor even imagined by us who live in a 3D 

universe. But normally they are 1D or 2D, square and able to take only one of 

2 states: white or black, alive or dead...

A cellular automaton (CA) is dynamic: the state of its cells is calculated 

according to specific "rules". Most of CA are calculated synchronously: the 

computer stores two grids in its memory: one is displayed on the monitor while

the other is calculated in memory. At the end of the calculation the two grids 

switch so that the grid that was displayed is in memory to be recalculated and 

so on.

The rules that govern the state of the cells and their dynamics can be more or 

less complex. The one John Conway chose for his "Game of Life" in 1970 is 

simple yet amazingly able to create very complex objects that clearly give the 

impression of being alive and able to reproduce!

Conway imagined a 2-D grid. Each cell can take one of two states: 0 or 1, 

black or white, alive or dead… depending on the state of the 8 neigh-boring 

cells. Basically it is an INTERACTIVE UNIVERSAL since the "living" or "dead" 

state of the cells depends directly on the state of its neighbors, as perceived by

the specified rules.

The standard Game of Life is B3/S23. This means that a cell is Born (becomes 

black) as soon as it is surrounded by three living neighbours and Survives if it 

has 2 or 3 living neighbours. In all other cases she dies. (becomes white).

The "generations" are calculated one cell at a time;

the program determines the state that each cell
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should have at the next generation according to the state of its neighbours and

the defined rules. The results are stored until the grid calculation is complete 

before being displayed in one go. Currently the grid is displayed in 2D form but

calculations are made assuming it is toroidal so that it appears to have an 

infinite surface area for calculations. The top edge cells are connected to the 

bottom edge cells and the right edge cells are connected to the left edge cells. 

On the screen an "object" that disappears on the left will reappear immediately

on the right as if it had instantly gone around the screen.

8.3: DETERMINATION CAN LEAD TO UNPREDICTABILITY!

Cellular automata have been found to simulate different and varied features. A 

very creative community formed around the "Game of Life" concept and 

created amazing results! It was notably proved that a CA can behave as an 

universal Turing Machine: a computer that can compute any algorithm. As CA 

are computer equivalents, an important feature of computers has been applied

to them: it is the unpredictability to anticipate the outcome, given an initial 

configuration. And this feature has profound philosophical implications because

it leads to indeterminism! Weirdly, deterministic machines run by deterministic 

softwares can give unpredictable results! This could explain fundamental 

features of our own universe and is of particular interest to philosophers who 

reflect on the problem posed by free will (see below) (see Chapter VII).

A machine (red)  that moves from left 
to right and leaves tools (green)  that 
build gliders (blue)

The Game of Life was used to 

create the first self-constructing scheme (Andrew Wade: 2010). It creates a 

copy of itself while destroying its parent. And finally in 2013 Dave Greene 
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created the first complete replicator that contains the necessary instructions to

build itself! Forty-three years after the first publication of the Game of Life!

«Upon observing the seemingly unlimited complexity and variety of Life's evolving 

patterns, it becomes almost impossible to refrain from imagining, along with Conway, 

that, were the game really to be played on an infinite lattice, there must surely arise true

living ‘life-forms’, perhaps themselves evolving into more complex, possibly sentient, 

‘organisms’.» Ilachisnki 2001, p. 133

Stephen Wolfram was so surprised when he discovered

that very simple rules could create complex objects 

that he began a very thorough research in the 1980s 

and published his results under the title "A New Kind 

of Science" in 2002. He emphasises notably the power 

of CA to experiment on emergence: the apparition of 

complexity or order, from simple and disordered 

systems.. 

8.4: CELLULAR AUTOMATA AND EMERGENCE.

If the observer places himself in the same dimension as that where the 

calculations are done and displayed ONE AT A TIME, he can't perceive any 

emergence. Imagine yourself as a cell, in the 1D or 2D where it belongs: you 

could not discover emergence! To see high-level figures appear, the observer 

has to shift in a higher dimension. An ant couldn't see from its exploration of 

the cells, one pattern at a time in a horizontal walk, what a bird could perceive 

from above, looking at once to the old and new patterns. The ant won't 

perceive any movement: only cells that appear or disappear. A bird would 

translate its perception as movements, given that the cells are small enough as

to be perceived as we perceive pixels on a TV screen. Pixels are still, of course,

but we easily perceive motion when they change state according to their 
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neighbors, just like the cells of an AC.

An ant would have great difficulty predicting whether there might be an 

emergence from what it knows about CA behaviour. This is because CAs 

operate on the basis of local rules and each cell reacts only to the state of its 

direct neighbours. Emergence exists only at a higher level and requires a 

global perspective to have a synthetic view encompassing a much larger 

surface than that of a cell and its adjoining neighbours. In the example above 

the emergence would be the movement perceived by the bird and involving a 

number of cells such that it places its perception largely outside the ant's 

universe. 

On the other hand, CAs show that objects visible only for a few generations 

can give life to other complex and persistent structures! The ant could 

probably not discover a cause-effect relationship between a small ephemeral 

object and its offspring too large to be part of its perceptible universe. Finally, 

motionless objects can generate objects that travel as "spaceships", "eaters" or

"gliders"... benefiting from properties that the cells that gave them life clearly 

did not have! What seems mobile to us can actually be built from motionless 

objects: clearly an emergence!

A remarkable spin-off from this emergence is a new way of understanding our 

free will. At the cell level everything seems determined. But at the higher level 

new concepts can emerge, like "the eater" or "the glider" in the Game of Life. 

At the cell level, the eaters eat the gliders... always! But on a higher level this 

is no longer always the case! This depends on the particular status of the other

neighbouring cells, which in turn depends on the ancient and particular history 

of the CA. As this higher level of observation is inaccessible to the cells, the 

result could appear to them as unpredictable and, as such, linked to a free will,

whereas from the higher level it is possible to trace the cyclical determinism of 

the event!
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8.5: CELLULAR AUTOMATON AND EINSTEIN'S THEORY OF SPECIAL 
RELATIVITY.

Two physicists ( Tom OSTOMA et Mike TRUSHYK) discovered in 1999 already 

that if the universe behaved like an immense cellular automaton with 3 

dimensions of space and 1 dimension of time, we would automatically find the 

results described by Einstein in his Theory of Restricted Relativity in 1905! 

Such counter-intuitive phenomena as a constant speed of light, whatever the 

speed of its support, or the contraction of space and time as a function of the 

relative speed of observers, are natural consequences of the operation of a 

cellular automaton in which the movement of a particle is the result of the 

interaction between neighbouring cells with a transfer of information whose 

speed is limited by the rhythm of the clock that rates the calculations. 

8.6: EXPERIMENTING CELLULAR AUTOMATA.

1) How a very simple rule can give rise to complex and ordered objects!

If we begin with a one-dimension grid made of squares that can be 

black or white and apply the following simple rule: B1 (Black if only 

one neighbour is black) and if we draw each "generation" under the 

precedent one, we see the following picture.
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2) Links to videos:

8 minutes vidéo

4 minutes vidéo

3) 

Playing with Game of Life

A workable program can be downloaded from the website of  Edwin 

Martin.
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9: WHAT IS THE NATURE OF LIFE?

 

9.1: JAMES LOVELOCK AND THE  VICKING PROBES .

In the early 1960s NASA decided to send 2 Viking probes to Mars to explore 

the possibility of a Martian life. The engineers hire a biologist and a biochemist 

to imagine the experiments needed to answer their research: is there life on 

Mars?

The biologist (Dian Hitchcock) proposes several experiments but the 

biochemist is very critical because it seems to him that they are limited to life 

as we know it on Earth; another type of life would pass unnoticed! Experiments

charged with teaching us if there is life elsewhere than on Earth must 

necessarily ask the question in a more fundamental way and not be limited to 

its terrestrial characteristics. The biochemist asks her to imagine experiments 

based on the very definition of life rather than on its earthly characteristics.

The biologist is puzzled... there are over a hundred definitions of life... no 

consensus! The biochemist is dismayed; he discovers that biologists have failed

to define the subject of their interest! And starts thinking about the problem.

James Lovelock is a free-lance 
biochemist since he created the gas 
chromatograph. He journeyed 
around the world in a sailboat and 
measured all sorts of gas.
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He discovered the imprint of human activity everywhere on the globe, but 

humans are not alone in modifying the composition of the atmosphere! 

Strange, highly reactive gases are emitted by primitive planktonic algae for 

unknown causes. He discovers that some of these products can influence the 

local climate by causing rainfalls. He also discovered that precipitation 

triggered by planktonic emissions fertilises the oceans with nitrogen 

favourable to plant and animal life! Lovelock began to imagine a kind of 

biogeochemistry that would link activities resulting from life with purely 

mineral cycles, to the benefit of maintaining conditions favourable to life.

More global research reveals unexpected links between eroding soil, ocean, 

atmosphere and life; vast biogeochemical cycles seem to maintain the 

necessary conditions for living organisms all over the planet. Even essential 

mineral elements in trace form are curiously recycled by the activity of 

microorganisms. Mercury erodes from the lithosphere, reaches the oceans and

is transformed into volatile dimethylmercury by life. In this form it can return 

above the lithosphere and participate in maintaining concentrations compatible

with life!

9.2: THE GAIA HYPOTHESIS.

Disappointed by the inability of

biologists to agree on the

fundamental nature of the

living phenomenon, Lovelock

decides to put himself in the

place of an alien who

approaches the Earth and

wonders if it harbours life.

Specialist in gas analysis, he

quickly detects a significant
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anomaly in the composition of our atmosphere. It is clearly in dynamic 

equilibrium: chemical reactions are continuously active and sign cycles 

involving the lithosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere and... mechanisms capable

of maintaining self-regulation. Lovelock proposes to consider the latter as a 

signature of the living process.

Our atmosphere reminds him of the gas mixture that enters the cylinder of a 

combustion engine. It contains both oxygen and methane, which are destroyed

to produce stable gases - carbon dioxide and water - comparable to gasoline 

vapours that react with oxygen to produce combustion gases. To explain the 

stable concentrations of gases that are destroyed in the atmosphere, it is 

necessary to admit their continuous regeneration from sources that he 

proposes to characterise as living.

NASA doesn't like his conclusion! At that time methane had not been 

discovered in the Martian atmosphere; it seemed perfectly inert... like the 

exhaust gases of an engine. Lovelock deduced that there was no life on Mars 

and that it was useless to send specialised probes there for his research! Two 

Vicking probes will nevertheless be launched towards the red planet but the 

results were very disappointing and ambiguous! Lovelock seems to have been 

right!

The biochemist realizes that life is an ecological phenomenon involving the 

atmosphere, the lithosphere, the hydrosphere and the biosphere in an 

interlacing of life-friendly interactions. He eventually became convinced that 

these interactions are in fact indispensable to the stability of living conditions 

on the entire planet. He also realises that life cannot be a local phenomenon on

a piece of planet but must very quickly, after its appearance, cover the whole 

planet to ensure its survival. Life cannot be a local phenomenon on a piece of 

planet but must very quickly, after its appearance, cover the whole planet to 

ensure its survival. 
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«Life has to be a planetary phenomenon. You could no more have a partially occupied 

planet than you could have half a cat or half a dog.» Wikiquote

He knows that solar energy has increased a lot (25%) since the birth of life 

nearly four billion years ago while the climate has remained surprisingly stable 

and biocompatible since. But if the Sun's power suddenly fell by 25% today, all

life would disappear from the frozen planet! How could it have appeared when 

the Sun did not supply as much energy as it does today?! He realised that the 

atmosphere at that time was much richer in greenhouse gases, so the weather

conditions were compatible with those necessary for life. He understands that  

life and the geosphere have evolved together as an interacting system all along

its history in such a way to preserve a biocompatible climate in spite of the 

large fluctuations of its primordial source of energy! He considers that it is life 

that acts actively on the climate to keep it biocompatible! Automatically, 

without the need for perception, analysis, decision and concerted action of 

course! One of the little-known properties of life seems to be a capacity for 

systemic self-regulation, well beyond the level of the individual and the 

species... but at the level of the whole planet, which Lovelock proposes to 

name metaphorically "Gaia": goddess of the Earth, to facilitate reflection on  

the system.

Gaïa represents the sum of the 
compartments that participate in the 
anatomy and physiology of Earth, added to 
the very rich web of interactions that auto-
regulates the whole.
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9.3: THE INDIVIDUAL.

If we didn't find a consensual definition for life, the reason lies perhaps in the 

question that would have been put in the wrong way! We give too much 

importance to the parts at the expense of the whole. The individual seems to 

us to be the fundamental unit of life, even before the social group or the 

species. Yet it is only a dispensable link in a web weaved by very rich 

interactions that we maybe should qualify as alive! As our knowledge gets 

richer we find that our cells are the result of very old bacterial symbiosis, and 

this complicates seriously the idea we have on our own identity! We harbour 

more bacterial genes than human ones; many millions different genes are 

found when we analyse our total genome, when around 24'000 only are found 

in the nuclei of our cells! No organism is able to live without continuous and 

very important interactions with the rest of its environment and, in particular, 

with the activity of many other species! The energy, the gases necessary to 

live are continuously moving between the different compartments of Gaia. 

Without these constant exchanges, no life is possible for the individual. The 

new concept of SUPER-ORGANISM takes progressively the place of the 

individual when one studies life's physiology! Does a comparable future awaits 

the study of the Biosphere?

9.4: THE ECOSYSTEM.

The tree hides the forest from us and prevents us from realizing that 

ecosystems are the real basis of life! No species is autonomous: alive in itself! 

However, to be qualified as potentially living, an entity must have at least a 

recognisable identity that is relatively stable over time and a capacity for 

autonomy in relation to variations in its environment. Autonomy that translates

into appropriate responses to events rather than static immunity.

Imagine a DNA molecule isolated in a container: can we call it alive?
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It is clearly the result of life but it is impossible to consider it as alive by itself. 

In the same way we cannot attribute to a digital information storage such as a 

USB key or a hard disk, the same qualities as a computer! Without an 

appropriate environment, a digital information storage object will not be able 

to express the information it stores. A DNA molecule, separated from the 

cellular environment, will only be an inert molecule.

A human cell can do almost nothing without its environment made up of 

countless other cells, specialised in tissues, organs, sophisticated devices... It 

cannot really enjoy sufficient autonomy to represent the unitary basis of the 

living as we sometimes imagine.

And a unicellular being, as a multicellular individual, will not really be more 

autonomous, in itself. To remain alive, to manifest the many qualities that we 

attribute to life, such as the faculties of perception, analysis and reactions, 

metabolic faculties such as the use and transformation of energy sources to 

build, resist wear and reproduce... all these manifestations depend entirely on 

incessant interactions with the physical and biological environment. No species 

is truly autonomous in itself.  

Ecosystems could perhaps express an autonomy closer to that which seems 

indispensable to us to qualify the living. But even they are dependent on each 

other, depending on their systemic specialisations and geographic location. 

Terrestrial ecosystems cannot, for example, be independent of aquatic 

ecosystems, which themselves...

In the end, the analysis leads to Gaïa: the Biosphere in its totality. She alone is

truly capable of the greatest autonomy and depends only on a source of 

energy; energy that she is even capable of finding in herself with geothermal 

energy. 

This is how ecosystems interact and allow life in the best possible conditions all
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over the planet at once. Hence the Gaïa hypothesis: a heuristic metaphor! To 

consider the whole planet as a living organism capable of self-regulation leads 

to the discovery of little-known phenomena!

«I know that to personalise the Earth System as Gaia, as I have often done and continue 

to do in this book, irritates the scientifically correct, but I am unrepentant because 

metaphors are more than ever needed for a widespread comprehension of the true 

nature of the Earth and an understanding of the lethal dangers that lie ahead.»

«It's only when we look at our planet as a living entity that we can understand (maybe 

for the first time) why agriculture has an abrasive effect on the alive fabric of its 

epidermis and why pollution poisons everything and us as well.» James Lovelock. 

«Gaïa: A New Look at Life on Earth.»1979.

Ecosystems are diversifying into increasingly rich ecological niches where each 

species has a role in the concert of the fundamental interactions of life. Each 

species, each individual thus has meaning in the perennial functioning of the 

living phenomenon and its adaptive evolution. Our belonging to a species 

determines our role in the Biosphere; our individuality determines our 

influence on the adaptive evolution of our species: there is therefore a value to

our biological history as a species and as individuals. The discoveries of 

ecology and species evolution seem to re-humanise the dehumanised world 

through positivism!

9.5: SO WHAT IS LIFE?

The Sun emits high-quality energy that is utilised by all life processes after 

being harvested by a class of species able to transform it in chemical energy 

and to store it in molecules useful for all the rest of species that, in turn, fulfil 

other roles in the ecosystem. This is how perennial complexes are built over 

very long periods: ecosystems that include an environmental environment and 

an association of functionally interconnected species. Every species has a role, 
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so to speak. In case of disappearance it is replaced, according to chance and 

needs, by natural selection, by another species that will do the same work. 

SIMPLICITY

COMPLEXITY

Life is a huge chemical enterprise powered by energy which comes essentially from the Sun and 
which creates Information.

Life began with simple, descriptive organisms with far less information than 

those that populate the planet today. Each time a cataclysm has severely 

reduced biodiversity, it has recovered faster than the previous time. As if it 

were becoming more resilient, richer in effective solutions! Life gets richer... 

the amount of information that describes it increases... It seems to be a 

process of creating information capable of lasting without time limit, 

continuously enriching itself. In this, it follows the same logic of historical 

development as the rest of the universe. Indeed, he too began with far less 

complexity than he expresses today. Over time, a universe composed 

essentially of energy, created atoms, molecules, stars, galaxies... then life and 
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intelligence capable of curiosity and imagination.

Like the nature of matter or the nature of the energy on which it is based, the 

nature of life seems to involve essentially information. In the case of matter-

energy, information becomes more complex with the evolution of the universe;

in the case of life, it evolves and is enriched in the same way. Would this 

complexification be an objective of the Players within the framework of 

Simulism?
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10: V ITA LISM

From ancient Greece through the Middle-

Age, life was linked to breath. Ether 

brought life, the capacity to move, the 

energy every living organism has to 

perceive and react to the environment in 

an adaptive way. In the 18th century 

Science formalised the properties of life. 

The great Louis Pasteur was convinced that

life had properties unexplainable with 

chemistry only.

Louis Pasteur (1822-1895)

Gaspar Friedrich Wolf (1733-1794) postulated a "vis essentialis" : a vital 

energy essential to the living world. It doesn't really belong to the physical 

world; it seems to be an intermediary between matter and spirit. It 

participates in the acquisition of forms, to the development of complex 

structures typical of living organisms. Then scientists created the concept of 

epigenetic: they were convinced that the embryo is directed by a sort of a 

mysterious formative energy that helps it to acquire new forms.

Franz Anton Mesmer (1734-1815) claims to have discovered a vital energy that

he calls "animal magnetism". It is a sort of invisible vital fluid, an energy able 

to be transmitted and to heal. His great success in Austria spread to Europe 

and even to the court of Louis XVI. The king sends Lavoisier, Guillotin (the 
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brother of the inventor of the machine!) and Benjamin Franklin to test the 

author of mesmerism. They tell the king that this is only the result of 

suggestions almost imposed by Mesmer on his hypnotised subjects. 

«The fluid without the imagination is inefficient, but imagination without the fluid 

produces the effects of the fluid!»

In the 19th century, scientists thought life is a phenomenon Physics could 

never completely understand. Even Louis Pasteur showed that spontaneous 

generation of life was a misunderstanding and that life could be borne only 

from life.

In the 19th century the German chemist Wöhler (1800-1882) accidentally 

discovers that he can synthesize molecules in the laboratory that are only 

made by living organisms! This suggests that inert chemical molecules and 

molecules found in living organisms share a similar nature! But Pasteur soon 

shows that there is still a difference. The urea manufactured in the laboratory 

exists in two forms: left and right; whereas those resulting from the living are 

always of only one type! The fact remains that the chemist can make what life 

creates.

Towards the end of the 19th century Hans 

Driesch worked on the embryology of the 

sea urchin and discovered that commonly 

accepted ideas were false. An urchin 

embryo cell is capable of regenerating a 

whole embryo if it is separated from other 

cells. We must imagine that it can find the 

complete plan of the animal's development 

and follow it, even after having lost the 

other cells that formed the embryo from 
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which it was separated.

Driesch is convinced that life is nourished by a vital force that directs cells 

towards an objective, whatever the circumstances. He attributes a quality 

more spiritual than material to this vital energy.

These experiments are reproduced in the second half of the 20th century on 

animals more complicated than an urchin as well as from adult cells. The frog 

in the 1970s then the famous Dolly sheep in 1996.

Vitalism was very popular in the 19th century but lost completely the interest 

of biologists when physicists and biochemists created Molecular Biology at the 

end of WW II. Nowadays nearly all biologists are convinced that physics alone 

can explain all the properties of life. But paradoxically physicists are less 

convinced of that than biologists! Erwin Shrödinger thought that the 

exploration of Life's nature would discover new revolutionary laws of Physics. 

Maybe Quantum Biology (#19) will show that he was as visionary as for 

DNA!

It is pungent to note that it is at the moment when modern Physics with 

Relativity and, especially, Quantum Mechanics begins to question the 

physicalist paradigm, that biologists become more royalist than the king!
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11:  SCIENCE AND SPIRITU A LITY

11.1: SOME VERY STRANGE SIMILARITIES!

The mystic knows... but doesn't understand! The physicist reasons... but 

doesn't understand! Both deal with an aspect of reality that is absolutely 

ineffable! Only intuition for the mystic, or mathematics for the physicist, allow 

a philosophical enquiry on the fundamental nature of the world! Under no 

circumstances can the image of the world inherited from our perceptions alone 

make them understand the nature of the reality they are discovering. Both 

seek to see beyond appearances, but they are not the same

The mystic tries to figure out (not to understand) the reality that is beyond 

appearances and, for him, this reality is the divine that is in everything. The 

physicist tries to understand (but not to know intuitively) the reality that, for 

him, is the material world around him. This reality is concrete; it has its own 

existence that doesn't depend on something else's existence in any way. But 

he knows that this reality is much more rich and complex that what our senses

allow us to perceive. To the physicist, the appearances he tries to overcome is 

the world our perceptions reveals; he tries to build a model of the world as he 

perceives it through his technical and intellectual tools that vastly enrich the 

image our biology can give.

The curious layman must acknowledge that the fundamental nature of reality is

incomprehensible, even for the people who discover it. These must satisfy pre-

requisites; the physicist must be at ease with mathematics: the "language of 

the universe"; the mystic must cope with his psychology and overcome his 

ego:

« Reality is such that it cannot be directly and immediately apprehended except by those 

who have chosen to fulfil certain conditions, making themselves loving, pure in heart, 

and poor in spirit. Why should this be so? We do not know. It is just one of those facts 
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perceives it through his technical and intellectual tools that vastly enrich the 

image our biology can give.
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incomprehensible, even for the people who discover it. These must satisfy pre-

requisites; the physicist must be at ease with mathematics: the "language of 
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and poor in spirit. Why should this be so? We do not know. It is just one of those facts 
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which we have to accept, whether we like them or not and however implausible and 

unlikely they may seem! » Aldous Huxley; «Perennial Philosophy.» 1946.

It's as if an intuitive understanding of the fundamental nature of reality needs 

some sort of an anaesthesia of the mind that continuously interprets our 

perceptions in order to integrate us in the best possible way in the perceived 

world and not into its underlying reality. Billions of years of selective evolution 

of perceptions and their analysis with the objective of immediate survival, have

left their imprint on our mind. Understandably, it gives priority to our 

adaptation to the external world and, occasionally only, does it become 

interested in intuitions emerging from our interior world. Self-awareness 

appeared late and seems to be only at the beginning of the exploration of our 

interior world.

Quantum Physics and Relativity changed fundamentally the world image that 

science built arduously until the end of the 19th century. Physicists discover a 

world that makes  no sense!

«Quantum Theory (...) describes nature as absurd for our common sense. But it perfectly

sticks to the results from experiments. Therefore I hope you accept nature as it is - 

absurd! » Richard Feynman. «QED: The Strange Theory of Light and Matter. » 1985.

Almost all quantum physics theorists (N. Bohr, W. Heisenberg, E. Schrödinger, 

D. Bohm, M. Born...) have been interested in oriental philosophies because 

they seem to propose an image of the world compatible with their discoveries!

«For a parallel to the lesson of atomic theory... (we must turn) to

that kind of epistemological problems with which already 

thinkers like Buddha and Lao-Tseu have been confronted, when 

trying to harmonise our position as spectators and actors in the 

great drama of existence.» Niels Bohr.

Niels Bohr: the creator of the model for the atom and one of the fathers of 
Quantum Physics.
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«The plurality that we perceive is only an appearance;

it is not real. Vedantic philosophy... has sought to clarify

it by a number of analogies, one of the most attractive

being the many-faceted crystal which, while showing

hundreds of little pictures of what is in reality a single

existent object, does not really multiply that object...» 

Erwin Schrödinger.

Erwin Schrödinger: the creator of the "Wave Function" and one of
the fathers of Quantum Physics.

«The important contribution of Japan in Theoretical 

Physics since the last war,  indicates maybe a kind of 

kinship between traditional eastern philosophies and the 

philosophical substance of Quantum Theory.» Werner 

Heisenberg.

Discoverer of the "Uncertainty Principle" and one of the fathers of 
Quantum Physics.

In the 1970s a physicist - Fritjof Capra - decided to use metaphors taken from 

Vedanta or Taoism to illustrate a quantum physics textbook, in the hope of 

facilitating the memorisation (if not the understanding) of these discoveries 

foreign to any classical visualisation. 

«Eastern spirituality offers a coherent and harmonious frame that can be helpful for our

most advanced theories about the physical world.»

The textbook is so successful that he publishes an essay written for a wider 

audience: The Tao Of Physics" which popularises an amazing similarity of 

concepts between ancient Eastern philosophies and Modern Physics!
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At first glance there can be no correspondence

between the paradigm we inherited from 19th

century's physics and Eastern concepts about the

true nature of reality.

  

To the physicist that lived before 1900:

1: Time and space have their own existence

and constitute the great stage in which

objects exist and transform. Thus a place and

a time remain independent of the observer. Different observers see the 

same objects in the same places at the same times.

2: The universe is made of matter. The spiritual world, if it exists, is not 

part of the material world.

3: The universe is made upt of real objects: they exist by their own and 

do not need consciousness to become real. The Moon is in the sky, even if

nobody is looking at it!

4: Objects are defined by their objective properties, notably by their 

position in space and time. They can't be in two places at once. Their 

objective properties (length, mass...) are independent from the observer.

To the Eastern mystic:

1: Multiplicity is an illusion. It's the perception of Maya (the perceived

material world which is Manifested) that hides the underlying unity, 

which is Unmanifested.

2: The world is organic: it cannot be composed of independent parts. 
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What we think are parts are only fragments that have do not have 

their own reality if they are separated from the whole. Objects are 

interdependent and therefore have no existence by their own.

3: The world is dynamic and formed of ceaseless movements of 

energy. What we perceive as real objects are only whirls (Hindu 

Vrittis) made of 3 types of energy (Hindu Gunas) displayed on the 

screen of consciousness and which give the illusion of an external 

reality.

4: The Void is full of creative energy that gives life to the Manifested 

world.

Now Modern Physics shows that:

1: Space and Time are not absolute but relative! They are not perceived 

in the same way by every observer but depend notably on their speed, 

gravity... They are Manifested in relation to circumstances.

2: Matter is dual (#5):  it has an undefined fundamental nature that is 

only partly describable by the mathematics of waves, and a derived 

nature that we perceive as particles. These two natures are incompatible 

of course, and never perceptible at the same time. The wave nature 

underlies the corpuscular one. This is reminiscent of the duality of some 

Eastern philosophies: the Unmanifested, which is only specified, and

the Manifested which is perceived. (#III)

3: Matter is a form of very condensed energy; it doesn't exist outside 

energy fields that take different aspects (electric, magnetic...). It is locally

Manifested as wave packets. 

4: When we study the wave nature of the world we find it is organic; no 
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object is really separated from the other objects in the universe. The 

separation is illusory.

5: The world is dynamic; it is impossible to measure at once the exact 

position and the exact speed of an object.

6: The Void is full of energy and creates continuously virtual particles 

(Unmanifested) that can become real (Manifested) by borrowing energy.

It becomes quite relevant to make a connection between new physics and 

oriental concepts, while waiting for physics to discover a new image of the 

world that is compatible with its results; the paradigm inherited from the 19th 

century no longer having any relevance today!  Moreover, it's sometimes 

difficult to decide whether a quote comes from a physicist or a mystic! 

(#Quotes.Quizz)

11.2: REASON OR INTUITION?

Science appreciates intuition but relies on reason only. Eastern philosophies 

appreciate reason but only values intuition! The Upanishads claim that the 

rational mind and analysis gives "inferior knowledge" only; "superior 

knowledge" comes from the depths of intuition For Buddhism "relative 

knowing" comes from the mind and reason when "absolute knowledge" comes 

from intuition. In Western cultures the opposite is true: reason is the master 

and intuition is its servant!

Vedanta claims that it is ignorance that makes us perceive the objects in the 

universe as separate and each with its specific reality. Spirituality emphasises 

on this illusion that comes from ignorance and an inadequate perception of 

reality. "To see correctly"... teaches the Buddha. To see correctly is not possible

with the eyes, neither with the rational mind, but maybe with intuition. One 
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can only partly "see correctly" with the mind. Quantum Physics can't be 

understood with our world image; only Mathematics can help to understand its 

logical structure but not its materiality. Only its essence can be approached but

not in a specific aspect that is essential to reach a real understanding that 

includes our common sense.

11.3: IS INTERDEPENDENCE THE ROOT OF REALITY?

Quantum Physics shows that the objects we perceive have no objective 

existence of their own. Their properties are the result of continuous and 

universal interactions. And these interactions are themselves connected in such

a way that it is not possible to separate completely objects from one another 

(see the quote from Erwin Schrödinger previously).

«One cannot separate what happens somewhere from what happens elsewhere. In a way,

events must be described jointly.» John Bell.

Physics discovers that there are no separate objects: the properties of objects 

are the result of global interactions and are located in a space-time 

transcending the one we perceive. The world is no longer a huge mechanical 

clock made of parts but an indivisible whole composed of interrelationships 

that include the observer. When we break a complex object to study its parts, 

in reality we create only fragments that loose an important part of their 

significance in the whole! The Reductionism we inherited from Descartes is no 

longer the powerful tool it has been until now, when Science was convinced 

that understanding parts would lead to a direct understanding of the whole. 

The emergence of a specific reality from indefinite interactions and probabilities

is a proof of this.

Each particle that interacted with another remains entangled until the next 

interaction. But the whole universe is composed of particles that are related 

through a seminal event: the Big Bang. In theory the universe could be 
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described mathematically with one only wave function!

Modern Physics suggests that reality does not exist concretely outside a 

consciousness that observes it. Eastern philosophies postulate that reality is a 

projection of a Collective Consciousness. Some physicists take the leap and 

think that Consciousness is fundamental and Matter is not!

« It is almost as though the modern conception of the physical world had deliberately 

left room for the reality of spirit and consciousness. » Sir Arthur Eddington. « The 

Nature of the Physical World. » 1958.

«As a man who has devoted his whole life to the most clear headed science, to the study 
of matter, I can tell you as a result of my research about atoms this much: There is no 
matter as such. All matter originates and exists only by virtue of a force which brings 
the particle of an atom to vibration and holds this most minute solar system of the atom 
together. We must assume behind this force the existence of a conscious and intelligent 

mind. This mind is the matrix of all matter. » Max Planck. 1944

Relativity shows that quantifiable properties that Galileo defined as "primary" 

such as length, mass... can take different values for different observers and 

have lost their objective quality Galileo thought they had. A motionless 

observer measures a length and a mass that are different from the ones 

measured for the same object by an observer that moves rapidly. Which 

observer is right? Both! because there is no absolute reality. Reality becomes a

projection in a consciousness. Only interactions remain; they create the 

objects' properties in the universe!

«The universe does not exist 'out there,' independent of us. We are inescapably involved 

in bringing about that which appears to be happening. We are not only observers. We 

are participators. In some strange sense, this is a participatory universe. Physics is no 

longer satisfied with insights only into particles, fields of force, into geometry, or even 
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into time and space. Today we demand of physics some understanding of existence 

itself.» John Wheeler. 1990.

In meditation «The material object becomes (...) different from what we actually see,

not an object separated from its background or from its environment, but an indivisible 

part - and even in a subtle way, an expression of the unity - of whole what we see.»  Sri 

Aurobindo. «The Yoga Synthesis.»

There are no longer real objective objects that different observers would 

perceive in the same way and that would exist if there were no observer! The 

properties of objects are not intrinsic but relational!

«One is led to a new notion of a continuous reality invalidating the classical idea on the 

composition of the world with parts that have separate and independent existence.»

«The analysis of the world as made of objects has been replaced by its analysis as 

events and processes.»  David Bohm. Quoted by F. Capra. "The Tao of Physics" 1975.

«Quantum theory showed that nature hasn't intrinsic reality.»  Michel Bitbol.

11.4: IMPERMANENCE: THE DYNAMICS OF THE WORLD.

Matter is a condensed form of energy, Einstein discovered. Matter has a wavy 

nature, reveals Schrödinger. A wave is dynamic in essence; in constant 

change.

Physicists write:

«In modern physics the world is now divided, not in different groups of objects but in 

different groups of connections (...). The world thus appears as a complex fabric of 

events in which different sorts of connections alternate, partially overlap or combine, 

and define the framework of the whole.» Werner Heisenberg. «The Representation of 

Nature in Contemporara Physics.» 1958.
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«The quantum interconnection of the universe in its whole is the fundamental reality and

parts that seem relatively independent are only particular and fortuitous forms inside 

this whole.» David Bohm. Quoted by F. Capra. «The Tao of Physics.» 1975.

Mystics discover:

«Buddhists see the object as an event and not as a thing or a substance.» Daisetz 

Teitaro Suzuki.

11.5: THE VOID IS FULL!

The "Quantum Void" is full of energy! Werner Heisenberg's "Uncertainty 

Principle" shows that the more restricted a space is, the more energy it 

contains. And this energy does not remain inactive: it creates continuously 

particles and anti-particles for very short but sufficient times to generate 

interactions.

Physicists write:

« For the field theory, a material particle as an electron, is simply a little part of the 

electric field in which the energy takes very high values, indicating that much energy is 

concentrated in a very small space. Such a node of energy, that isn't clearly delimitated 

from the rest of the field, moves through void space as a wave crossing the surface of a 

lake; there is no unique substance out of which the electron would be made at every 

moment.» Hermann Weyl.  « Philosophy of Mathematics and Natural Science.» 1949.

«The existence and the disappearance of particles are only dynamic forms of the field.» 

Walter Thirring. «Cosmic Impressions: Traces of God in the Laws of Nature.» 2007.

Mystics discover:
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«When one knows that the great void is full of CH'I, one knows that nothingness doesn't 

exist.»

«The void is the field of possibilities. Reality comes from the void from which every thing

emerges then fades, out of an infinite and non-dual source.» Zhang Zai.

«The Tao is empty, but inextinguishable. (...) It appears as the ancestor of the ten 

thousand beings. (...) It seems to exist since eternity.» Tao Te Jing 4.

11.6: WHAT TOOLS TO READ SCIENCE AND SPIRITUALITY?

For more than two millennia we have been thinking according to an Aristotelian

and dual logic: true or false. Quantum physics introduces us to a new logic: 

quaternary! True, false, true - false, neither true - nor false.

«If we ask for instance: does the electron remain in the same place, we must answer 

"no"; if we ask does the electron moves when time flows, we must answer "no"; if we ask

is the electron still, we must say "no". Buddha gave similar answers when he was asked 

questions about the human condition after death; but they aren't familiar to the tradition

of 17th and 18th centuries' science.» Robert Oppenheimer. «Science and the Common 

Understanding.» 1954.

«Within discussions on Hindu philosophy some of quantum physics ideas that seemed to 

us completely absurd, began to become meaningful.»

«I think modern philosophy definitely gives reason to Plato. Indeed, the smallest 

material objects are not physical objects as we may imagine them; they are forms, ideas 

that can't be expressed without ambiguity outside mathematics.» Werner Heisenberg. 

«Physics and  Philosophy.» 1961.
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is the electron still, we must say "no". Buddha gave similar answers when he was asked 

questions about the human condition after death; but they aren't familiar to the tradition

of 17th and 18th centuries' science.» Robert Oppenheimer. «Science and the Common 

Understanding.» 1954.

«Within discussions on Hindu philosophy some of quantum physics ideas that seemed to 

us completely absurd, began to become meaningful.»

«I think modern philosophy definitely gives reason to Plato. Indeed, the smallest 

material objects are not physical objects as we may imagine them; they are forms, ideas 

that can't be expressed without ambiguity outside mathematics.» Werner Heisenberg. 

«Physics and  Philosophy.» 1961.
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11.7: THE NEW SCIENTIFIC DUALISM AND THE OLD MYSTICAL 
DUALISM.

When we analyse deeply the ultimate reality of matter, we find it evaporates in

a mathematical realm instead of a material one; the intuition of Greek 

philosophers like Plato or Pythagoras becomes justified in a way; reality is 

dual. The perception we have of it is only superficial.

«There must exist, beyond mere appearances … a 'veiled reality' that science does not 

describe but only glimpses uncertainly. In turn, contrary to those who claim that matter 

is the only reality, the possibility that other means, including spirituality, may also 

provide a window on ultimate reality cannot be ruled out, even by cogent scientific 

arguments.» Bernard D'Espagnat. «Traité de Physique et de Philosophie.»  2002.

«Quantum entanglement supports the idea that the world is deeper than the visible, and 

reveals a domain of existence, which cannot be described with the notions of space and 

time. In the nonlocal quantum realm there is dependance without time, things are going 

on but the time doesn't seem to pass here.» Antoine Suarez.

The first physicists knew they worked only on a relative reality. But their 

successes led them to forget it; today they know again that they work on 

shadows only!

« The very advance (of quantum and relativistic physics) does not lie in the world of 

physics itself having acquired this shadowy character; it had ever since Democritus of 

Abdera and even before, but we were not aware of it; we thought we were dealing with 

the world itself.» Erwin Schrödinger. «Mind and Matter.» 1944.

« We have learnt that the exploration of the external world by the methods of physical 

science leads not to a concrete reality but to a shadow world of symbols, beneath which 

those methods are unadapted for penetrating. Feeling that there must be more behind, 

we return to our starting point in human consciousness - the one centre where more 

might become known. There we find other stirrings, other revelations than those 

conditioned by the world of symbols.» 
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« The world we study with physics became a world of shadows.» Sir Arthur Eddington. 

Quoted by Ken Wilber. « Quantum Questions.» 2001.

« Everybody knows today that Science isn't a statement of reality but a language in 

order to express a sort of experience of objects, their structure, their mathematics, (...) 

nothing more. Matter itself is something (...) of which we superficially know the 

structure as it appears to our mind, our perception and some tools (...) but nobody 

knows more than that .» Sri Aurobindo Ghose.

11.8: THE END OF CERTAINTIES!

Physicists are aware that the paradigm we inherited from the 19th century has 

to be deeply rethought.

«I realise experiments today essentially to show the strangeness of quantum physics. 

Most physicists are very naive: they still believe in real waves or real particles.» Anton 

Zeilinger.

« Philosophers have said that if the same circumstances don't always produce the same 

results, predictions are impossible and science will collapse. (...) We cannot predict 

whether a given photon will arrive at A or B. All we can predict is that out of 100 

photons that come down, an average of 4 will be reflected by the front surface. Does this

mean that physics, a science of great exactitude, has been reduced to calculating only 

the probability of an event, and not predicting exactly what will happen? Yes. That's a 

retreat, but that's the way it is: Nature permits us to calculate only probabilities. Yet 

science has not collapsed! » Richard Feynman. « The Strange Theory of Light and 

Matter. » 1985.

11.9: SHALL POETRY RESCUE SCIENCE?

« The laws which nature obeys are less suggestive of those which a machine obeys in its 

motion than of those which a musician obeys in writing a fugue, or a poet in composing 
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a sonnet.» Sir James Jeans. Quoted by Ken Wilber. "Quantum Questions." 2001.

« The language of images and likenesses is probably the only way of approaching the 

"one" from more general domains. If the harmony in a society rests on a common 

interpretation of the "one", the unitary principle behind the phenomena, then the 

language of poetry may be more important here than the language of science.» Werner 

Heisenberg. Quoted by Ken Wilber. "Quantum Questions." 2001.

« Science…means unresting endeavour and continually progressing development toward

an aim which the poetic intuition may apprehend, but the intellect can never fully 

grasp.» Max Planck. Quoted by Ken Wilber. "Quantum Questions." 2001.

11.10: LOOKING FOR A NEW PARADIGM.

The image of the world to be created should make it possible to understand in 

particular:

- the new dualism: the fundamental duality of matter and energy which is 

both wave and particle;

- the fundamental nature of phenomena that direct what we interpret 

today as objects whose properties remain undefined as long as they are 

not observed (quantic superpositions) or the "collapse of the wave 

function" that assigns one only of a multitude of probable quantities when 

an object interacts with another, during a measurement for example..;

- the links between Matter and Consciousness;

- phenomena considered today as abnormal, like Near Death Experiences 

that suggest that consciousness exists even when the brain is completely 

inactive, transpersonal communications that take place without any 

implication of our biological organs of perception and that transcend space
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and time...

A group of scientists gathered in 2014 in order to explore the difficulties we 

encounter today in applying our classical paradigm to modern science. They 

summarised the observations that our world's image can't explain and that 

should be understood with a new one. Their reflexions are published here.
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QUOTES FROM PH Y SICISTS AND M YSTICS 
Tick the right answer if you think that a Physicist or a Mystic is the author of 
the quote
                                          
P/M
1) "The world is given to me only once, not one existing and one 

perceived. Subject and object are only one."

2) "This life of yours which you are living is not merely a piece of the 

entire existence, but is, in a certain sense, the WHOLE; only this whole is

not so constituted that it can be surveyed in one single glance. This, as 

we know, is what the Brahmins express in that sacred, mystic formula 

which is yet really so simple and so clear: TAT TVAM ASI, this is you. Or, 

again, in such words as "I am in the East and in the West, I am below 

and above, I AM THIS WHOLE WORLD".

3) "Thus you can throw yourself flat on the ground, stretched out upon 

Mother Earth, with the certain conviction that you are one with her and 

she with you. You are as firmly established, as invulnerable, as she - 

indeed, a thousand times firmer and more invulnerable. As surely as she 

will engulf you tomorrow, so surely will she bring you forth anew to new 

striving and suffering. And not merely, "some day": now, today, everyday

she is bringing you forth, not ONCE, but thousands upon thousands of 

times, just as every day she engulfs you a thousand times over. For 

eternally and always there is only NOW, one and the same now; the 

present is the only thing that has no end."

4) "There is obviously only one alternative, namely the unification of 

minds or consciousnesses. Their multiplicity is only apparent, in truth 

there is only one mind."

5) "The plurality that we perceive is only an appearance; it is not real. 

Vedantic philosophy... has sought to clarify it by a number of analogies, 
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one of the most attractive being the many-faceted crystal which, while 

showing hundreds of little pictures of what is in reality a single existent 

object, does not really multiply that object…"

6) "Nirvana is a state of pure blissful knowledge... It has nothing to do 

with the individual. The ego or its separation is an illusion. Indeed in a 

certain sense two "I"'s are identical namely when one disregards all 

special contents — their Karma. The goal of man is to preserve his Karma

and to develop it further... when man dies his Karma lives and creates for

itself another carrier."

7) "I assert that the nature of all  reality is spiritual, not material nor a 

dualism of matter and spirit. The hypothesis that its nature can be, to 

any degree, material, does not enter into my reckoning, because as we 

now understand matter, the putting together of the adjective "material" 

and the noun "nature" does not make sense."

8) "The stuff of the world is mind-stuff."

9) "If I were to try to put into words the essential truth revealed in the 

mystic experience, it would be that our minds are not apart from the 

world, and the feelings that we have of gladness and melancholy and our 

yet deeper feelings are not of ourselves alone, but are glimpses of a 

reality transcending the narrow limits of our particular consciousness - 

that the harmony and beauty of the face of nature is, at root, one with 

the gladness that transfigures the face of man."

10) "That faculty which perceives and recognizes the noble proportions in

what is given to the senses, and in other things situated outside itself, 

must be ascribed to the soul.(..) which does not think discursively,(..) 

and is thus not peculiar only to man, but also dwells in wild animals and 

the dear beasts of the field."

11) "The past has no existence except as it is recorded in the present… 
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The universe does not exist out there, independent of all acts of 

observation. Instead, it is in some strange sense a participatory universe"

12) "The universe can be best pictured, although still very imperfectly 

and inadequately, as consisting of pure thought, the thought of what, for 

want of a wider word, we must describe as a mathematical thinker."

13) « Everything we call real is made of things that cannot be regarded 

as real. »

14) "One is led to a new notion of a continuous reality dismissing the 

classical idea of a world made of parts that exist separately and 

independently." 

15) "The material object becomes (...) different from what we actually 

see, not an object separated from its background or from its 

environment, but an indivisible part - and even in a subtle way, an 

expression of the unity - of whole what we see."

16) "Objects derive their existence and their nature from mutual 

dependence and are nothing by themselves."

17) "The universe does not exist “out there,” independent of us. We are 

inescapably involved in bringing about that which appears to be 

happening. We are not only observers. We are participators. In some 

strange sense, this is a participatory universe."
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she is bringing you forth, not ONCE, but thousands upon thousands of 

times, just as every day she engulfs you a thousand times over. For 

eternally and always there is only NOW, one and the same now; the 

present is the only thing that has no end."

SCHRODINGER

P

4) "There is obviously only one alternative, namely the unification of 

minds or consciousnesses. Their multiplicity is only apparent, in truth 

there is only one mind."

SCHRODINGER

P

5) "The plurality that we perceive is only an appearance; it is not real. 
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special contents — their Karma. The goal of man is to preserve his Karma
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7) "I assert that the nature of all  reality is spiritual, not material nor a 

dualism of matter and spirit. The hypothesis that its nature can be, to any

degree, material, does not enter into my reckoning, because as we now 

understand matter, the putting together of the adjective "material" and 

the noun "nature" does not make sense."

Sir EDDINGTON

P

8) "The stuff of the world is mind-stuff."

Sir EDDINGTON
P

9) "If I were to try to put into words the essential truth revealed in the 

mystic experience, it would be that our minds are not apart from the 

world, and the feelings that we have of gladness and melancholy and our 

yet deeper feelings are not of ourselves alone, but are glimpses of a 

reality transcending the narrow limits of our particular consciousness - 

that the harmony and beauty of the face of nature is, at root, one with 

the gladness that transfigures the face of man."

Sir EDDINGTON

P

10)"That faculty which perceives and recognises the noble proportions in 

what is given to the senses, and in other things situated outside itself, 

must be ascribed to the soul.(..) which does not think discursively,(..) and

is thus not peculiar only to man, but also dwells in wild animals and the 

dear beasts of the field."

Werner HEISENBERG

P
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11) "The past has no existence except as it is recorded in the present… 

The universe does not exist out there, independent of all acts of 

observation. Instead, it is in some strange sense a participatory universe"

John Wheeler

P

12) "The universe can be best pictured, although still very imperfectly 

and inadequately, as consisting of pure thought, the thought of what, for 

want of a wider word, we must describe as a mathematical thinker."

Sir James JEANS

P

13) « Everything we call real is made of things that cannot be regarded 

as real. »

Niels BOHR

P

14) "One is led to a new notion of a continuous reality dismissing the 

classical idea of a world made of parts that exist separately and 

independently."  

David BOHM

P

15) "The material object becomes (...) different from what we actually 

see, not an object separated from its background or from its 

environment, but an indivisible part - and even in a subtle way, an 

expression of the unity - of whole what we see."

Sri AUROBINDO

M

16)"Objects derive their existence and their nature from mutual 

dependence and are nothing by themselves."

NAGARJUNA

M

17) "The universe does not exist “out there,” independent of us. We are 

inescapably involved in bringing about that which appears to be 

happening. We are not only observers. We are participators. In some 

strange sense, this is a participatory universe."

John WHEELER

P

TOTAL: 15 quotes from physicists and 2 quotes from mystics! Modern physics

is getting close to mysticism!
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12: THE FIV E ESSENTIAL PROCESSES

Perhaps it was the Chinese 

Taoists who best illustrated the

properties of the fundamental 

elements found in many 

civilisations, eastern and 

western.

These elements are at the 

origin of all perceptible objects

and processes, but are not 

themselves material. They are

energies, impulses, 

properties... defined, but not 

part of the material realm, the Manifested reality. They are in a way the point 

of passage between the Unmanifested but already described, informed, and 

the Manifested world we perceive.

These elements are interactive forces which, in varying proportions, in 

countless combinations, define the properties of all aspects of the perceived 

world.

WOOD is the symbol of hatching energy, a drive towards discovery, 

reproduction... It is the food of Fire and dominates the Earth which it easily 

separates with the roots of the plants.

FIRE stimulates enthusiasm, warmth of all types. It feeds the Earth by 

enriching it with ashes and melts the metal.
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EARTH is the symbol of fertility, source of renewal, of food. It can remain 

patient and stable. It contains metal ore and separates water when it forms 

islands or continents.

METAL destroys and creates the conditions for a rebirth. It enriches the water 

by dissolving in it and splits the wood when it takes the form of an axe.

WATER passes everywhere, spreads and dissolves. It is a latent energy that 

feeds plants and extinguishes fire.
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13: ACUPUNCTURE AND SCIENCE

Source:

It is difficult to limit the multi-millenary success of acupuncture to our 

suggestibility or to the placebo effect. The Chinese are rather pragmatic and 

use it for their animals (their camels for over 2000 years); today veterinarians 

find it useful for our pets!

More seriously, much research has been done in recent years. Some have been

conducted according to scientific methodology to provide results to evaluate its

use as a complementary medicine to Western medicine. These results have 

been sufficiently well documented to lead the WHO   to include acupuncture   in   

the   recommended therapeutics in 1996, along Western medicine. A year later, 

the U.S. National Health Department recommended acupuncture also and 

created the NCCAM in charge of evaluations of alternative and complementary 

therapies.
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This recognition of an ancestral medicine whose model of action is completely 

incomprehensible to scientific medicine has required very solid results, of 

course! These include the work of Dr. J. M. Helms who, as early as 1987, 

published very well-controlled studies. For example, he found an effect on the 

relief of peri-menstrual pain as well as a 40% acceleration in the opening of 

the cervix during childbirth.

 A very surprising result was published in 1993 by Ballegaard et al, which 

showed a progression towards normal blood pressure in hypertensive OR 

hypotensive patients stimulated on identical acupuncture points! It is 

unthinkable in our model of allopathic medicine to imagine treating opposite 

symptoms with the same chemical product! However it is not surprising that 

acupuncture points can have regulatory effects in one direction or the other 

since stimulation is supposed to regulate a subtle energy flow in order to re-

harmonize the functioning of the organs. It is clear here that the Western 

medical model does not make it possible at all to understand the functioning of

traditional Chinese therapy!

Other very interesting results have been published since 2001 involving 

medical imaging. Acupuncture points located on the small toe and known to 

stimulate vision trigger the activity of brain areas specialised in vision. 

Stimulation of other toes has no effect! Similar results are found after 

stimulation of specific hearing points and specialised cortical areas for hearing.

Since 2011  Eshkevari has been working with mice and shows that 

acupuncture can make them resistant to cold stress. He doses stress 

hormones in mice before and after a dive in cold water and compares them to 

the doses measured in mice treated with acupuncture before stress or treated 

but on points not involved in stress management (sham control). Only 

acupuncture done at sites defined by Chinese therapists to avoid stress 

symptoms gives significant results; treated mice resist bathing in cold water 

and have no more stress hormones in their blood than non-stressed mice.  
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The placebo effect and suggestibility of mice cannot be used to explain these 

acupuncture effects!
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14: PIERRE THEILARD DE CHARDIN

Here is a man remarkable for

his open-mindedness and his

ability to synthesise.

Authentically passionate

about Science and

Spirituality, he was able to

conduct fruitful research in

geology, paleontology and

anthropology while keeping

in mind the intentions of the

first philosophers who

created the scientific method. Indeed, he didn't just accumulate analyses and 

discoveries; he used them to try to give meaning to the world. 

His discoveries were followed by very original suggestions, much ahead of his 

time and, therefore, forbidden for publication by the Vatican and not taken 

seriously by scientists stuck in Physicalism. His work was largely discovered 

only after his death in 1955.

He's well acquainted with modern Physics. Evolution isn't at all a problem for 

him, unlike the Vatican, severely disrupted by the Theory. Evolution makes him

imagine a global history of the universe that satisfies both his scientific side 

and his faith in a Creator. He is no more a dualist like Descartes. He doesn't 

perceive two realities but one only: 

"I study matter and I find Spirit!" 

The former dualism gradually gave rise to Materialistic Monism, especially at 

the end of the 19th century. Teilhard becomes a spiritualistic monist and 
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describes his cosmogony in a way that satisfies Physicalism, at the expense of 

ignoring both the origin and the end of the universe

Indeed; if one ignores the 

origin A and the end 

OMEGA of the universe, 

one finds in Teilhard's 

suggestion an evolution 

perfectly in accordance with

the discoveries of Physics.

In the beginning, only 

energy, then, progressively,

a transformation of this 

primordial energy in the 

many forms we find today, 

like mass-energy which 

gives rise to matter.

We can find the beginning 

of atoms, the emergence of

elements, then molecules, 

complexity and life, without

a direct intervention from 

God.

Omega only sets everything in motion, gives an impulse that recalls Bergson's 

"Vital Impulse", an "impulse towards complexity" at the origin of the 

emergence of increasingly sophisticated structures. It is, in a way, a light sort 

of Vitalism induced by the importance that Teilhard gives to the meaning that 

one can draw from scientific discoveries.

Unlike Bergson who believed that spirit was completely separated from matter, 
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unlike Bergson (and Descartes) who considered the brain as a receptor for 

spirit and not as an organ able to make spirit, Teilhard the monist, saw in 

Matter just a form taken for a time by energy on its way through life and mind 

until its goal: a universal spiritual consciousness: the Noosphere.

Teilhard understands the universe as Eastern philosophies do: a history of 

energy only(#15). A description of the multiple forms taken by energy that is

continually changing.

Like Eastern philosophers, Teilhard sees in matter, life, mind... only forms 

taken by primordial energy during an evolutionary history. Like them, Teilhard 

recognises a creation from an ineffable realm. But he adds an end, an 

objective to reach, this Noosphere in which the preserved individual 

consciousness will be in immediate communication with all the others.
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15: HINDU VERSUS SCIENTIFIC COSMOGONIES

Hindu cosmogony

The blue oval "Brahman" represents another ineffable realm from which a 

creative principle implements our reality. You can't know anything about it, not 

even how the information comes and goes from this world, hence the question 

mark in the middle of the 2 arrows.

The grey circle "Nature" symbolises the creation action before it becomes 

Manifested. One should imagine Shiva Nataraja - the Lord of Dance - who 

triggers the movement and, with it, creates space and time. There is also 

Purusha who creates all the information that will determine the properties  of 

the universe. And Prakriti who will put these informations in action and create 

the Manifested universe: the one we perceive. To do this she works with 

energies intermediate between the Unmanifested realm and the one she brings

in our reality. The Tattvas and the Gunas are subtle energies that interact and 

finally become Manifested.
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The Tattwas - the equivalents of the 5 primordial elements of the Greeks - are 

essences, characteristics, impulses whose mixtures in variable proportions will 

be responsible for the properties of the manifested world that our senses 

perceive. The Gunas are the modes of action of the properties, assembled in 

proportions specific to every created object.  For example, if a living organism 

has been created according to the Sattva mode Guna, its behavior will favour 

the species, the group. If, on the other hand, it is manifested with the help of 

more of the Raja type, it will be centred rather on the ego. The Guna of the 

Tamas type is inertial and promotes regeneration after degeneration.

The orange oval contains everything that is not part of our manifested reality, 

but is the fundamentals of it. Our reality begins to manifest itself in the center 

of the image, when Tattwas combine with each other with Gunas in different 

proportions that will be important in determining the behaviour of the created 

objects. These Gunas have no direct equivalents in ancient Greek culture but 

could represent the influence of the Olympian divinities on world history.

From what seems to be an implementation of informations in order to enable 

their expression, Prakriti gives rise to the Manifested world, the objects in the 

universe, their behaviours, thoughts, emotions... Even the mind - the result of 

the brain working with perceptions, analysis and reactions - is part of the 

Manifested world. But consciousness is much broader and participates also to 

the Unmanifested: the subtle realm. 

The universe that Science discovers is represented in the large red circle to the

right of the image. A perpetual movement uses, degrades, recycles, 

participates in the evolution of all that is perceived in the Manifested world.  

But it doesn't stop there! The fundamental energy we perceive for a fleeting 

instant with the form we know of the universe, becomes subtle again, goes 

through the circle "Nature" before returning in the Manifested world. It is the 

origin of the concept of "Maya": an illusion perceived by our senses that we 
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take for the one only reality. Yet matter that seems to us so stable, returns to 

a state that is Unmanifested.

Science explores of course the Manifested reality since the scientific 

methodology separated the material from the spiritual. Four centuries of 

breathtaking discoveries have gradually made us forget the reasons why 

Descartes made this distinction and this is reflected in the scientific cosmogony

today. It applies only to the two circles on the right: the red one that 

represents everything our senses perceive and the white one from which 

complex objects become simple again, Unbuilt in a sense, to be rebuilt in new 

complex objects we can perceive. Only Manifested solar energy is needed to 

recycle and drive the evolution of the objects.

THE SCIENTIFIC COSMOGONY:

Here everything started almost 14 billions years ago, a creation out of nothing 

(!) of a universe composed of energy, of space still in expansion today, and of 

time flowing in one direction only. Astrophysicists understand how the universe

materialised itself, became diverse, complex and able to withstand life and 
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intelligence... The Physicalist paradigm has been so successful that what 

remains misunderstood today: the emergence of an universe out of nothing, of

life, of consciousness... are thought to become understandable in the future!

The blue arrows in the diagram above show how matter is continuously 

recycled through the living world, then the inert one, with the help of the Sun's

energy. The flow of food, i.e. molecules that essentially transport energy in 

chemical form such as fats and carbohydrates, is represented by ochre arrows.

This chemical energy is used to do a job: life. This work is accompanied by a 

transformation of chemical energy into thermal energy that diffuses into space 

(red arrows). It is constantly renewed by the solar energy that powers the 

Biosphere's life-giving motor.

There is no recycling from a Manifested world to an Unmanifested one, as in 

Hindu cosmogony. Science only considers the transformation of matter into 

energy within the Sun, a transformation that takes place entirely in the 

Manifested world.

But modern Physics is currently discovering an Unmanifested realm. 

(#V) A reality only mathematics can describe... somewhat, because it is veiled!

It seems that an important convergence is being built between the two 

cosmogonies... A convergence that could lead to a new paradigm in which we 

could, at last, understand the realm of Quantum Physics.
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16: IS THE UNIVERSE A M ATHEM ATICAL
OBJECT?

«Mathematics is the language in which God has written the universe.» Galileo

Mathematising the world is the process that has allowed science to understand 

it to the point of gaining some power over it. Mathematics never ceases to 

amaze physicists with its predictive power! Several physical laws have been 

discovered by applying a mathematical tool created to satisfy only the logic of 

a mathematician. As if the intimate weave of the universe were truly 

mathematical!

Max Tegmark gathered his reflexions in his book: «The Mathematical Universe 

Hypothesis: My quest for the ultimate nature of reality.» (2014).

«If my life as a physicist has taught anything at all, it's that Plato was right: modern 

physics has made abundantly clear that the ultimate nature of reality isn't what it 

seems.»

And Tegmark: the son of a mathematician and physicist himself, continues:

«Our reality isn't just described by mathematics - it is mathematics, in a very specific 

sense.»

«At the bottom level, reality is a mathematical structure, so its parts have no intrinsic 

properties at all! In other words, the Mathematical Universe Hypothesis implies that we 

live in a relational reality, in the sense that the properties of the world around us stem 

not from properties of its ultimate building blocks, but from the relations between these 

building blocks.»

The universe would thus be a structure, a purely mathematical object, 

therefore a set of information, which is compatible with Simulism.
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17: PERSONAL EXPERIENCE ON
PRECOGNITIVE DREAMS

Perhaps some of them could be useful to others than me, even if it is unlikely 

that they would trigger in others the "Wow" impression I lived. The dream-

organiser doesn't seem interested in objective events, but on subjective 

emotions, and therefore a dream can't be shared with the emotions it 

triggered.

Here is an extract from a few paragraphs in my book in which one of the 

protagonists - Matt - describes a dream that I lived and that helped convince 

me of their premonitory potential.

- Dunne's protocol has the merit to give a clear frame to ideas, to create a 

rigorous structure necessary when one works with subjective psyche.

- So you were able to obtain interesting results? asks Axel with interest.

- Yes, many times. But please remember they are difficult to share because I 

can't transmit the emotion, the shock felt when one discovers this faculty. 

Feelings should be part of the experience.

- Try nevertheless!

- Ok then. I'll choose one: an experience full of emotions very rich in meaning.

I don't know how it will affect you but I assure you I was deeply stricken and 

convinced of the interest the phenomenon deserves.

"Here it is… My mother passed some months ago, after a long and disabling 

illness that was difficult for both of us to live with. Her strong personality, her 

independence, forbade her to live otherwise than at home. But she needed 

help, she was forced to rely on others.

"One afternoon her nurse called me here because she was in great pain. A 

doctor called urgently to replace her own, on vacation, clearly told me that she

was far from being in agony although very handicapped. The remark was 

relevant because my mother had had enough of this life and only her faith 
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prevented her from taking the necessary measures to end it. The nurse who 

knew her well confirmed the prognosis so I went home to take care of my 

family, relieved to know that a nurse was staying with her all night.

"In the middle of the night, around three in the morning, a physician phoned 

and told me she passed, when no one expected it.  I dressed in a hurry, in a 

second state, taking what I could get my hands on and went to watch her the 

rest of the night.

"Sitting in front of the body I was filled with many feelings including the guilt 

of having left her to die alone. After a few hours of vigil I see my notebook on 

my knees; I must have taken it unconsciously. I found it weird because I 

usually take it only when attending lectures or when I think I could have time 

to work…

"I opened the notebook and was shocked! In front of my eyes were some 

notes taken four months earlier while I was on holiday in Italy. It was a 

registering of a dream made according to Dunne's protocol. In that dream a 

stranger came into my room and woke me up to tell me that my mother had 

died.

- You'll admit there's nothing amazing about it since your mother was seriously

ill! Florian immediately finds his critical spirit, even though he promised to 

trust us!

- That's right! I already felt guilty about being on vacation away from her 

when she wasn't well. But that's not all: in my dream I quickly put on beige 

trousers and a mercerised cotton polo shirt of the same colour and, according 

to a dream logic and perfectly illogical in the real world, I was convinced that I 

had caused her death by the very fact of having chosen this beige polo shirt!

- The details you remember amaze me, but that's all I get! mutters Florian.

- Wait! Reading my notes I suddenly realised that the clothes I had taken in a 

hurry were exactly those of my dream... and I felt guilty, just like in the 

dream... ! 

Florian seems pensive. "I understand better why you said the experience 

should be personal. It could be understood like a series of coincidences, except

if you live it yourself."
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This happened in reality, followed by many synchronicities. While going back 

home, in my car, a singer with the name of my mother - actually a rather rare 

one - was on radio, followed by a concerto with choir, orchestra and 

harpsichord written in the 17th century and that caused scandal because it 

introduced music instruments in a church and was joyful instead of sad. This 

music had the objective of consoling by presenting death as the beginning of a 

new life! The concerto's name: "Lessons of Darkness"!… Other synchronicities 

as powerful as these were experienced at the funerals…

Here are some other dreams registered while experimenting Dunne's protocol.

Eastern 1996:

Dreamt of an artificial hen on which a man sticks real feathers. 

The following day I discover this hen in a baker's shop window.

Dreamt of a train accident. 

The following day I read about a train accident in the newspaper.

April 23th 1996:

Dream. The late French president François Mitterrand is wearing black clothes 

and a black hat. He walks along the cemetery in my village. It is night. A 

beautiful woman with some grey curls comes in and bring documents 

assembled to increase Mitterrand's power after his death. 

Next morning the radio and the newspapers announce the publication of the 

president's posthumous memoirs by a woman: Odile Jacob.

September 2000:

Dream: A helicopter fell on a tennis yard near a commercial centre: many 

injured.

The following day the newspaper show pictures of a helicopter that fell on a 

football yard.
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August 29 2001:

Dream: I am part of a group of unknown people who visit the Swiss Alps. 

Suddenly, on the other side of the valley, a large cloud of dust rises towards 

the sky following the collapse on the right side of a mountain. Some people are

afraid and wonder if they should flee. A few moments later the left side of the 

mountain collapses into a cloud of dust. This time everyone flees for shelter.

A few days later: September 11, 2001!

September 9th 2001:

Dream: Two terrorists rush into the lobby of a skyscraper. They're heavily 

armed.

Two days later the World Trade Center was attacked. I've never dreamed of 

terrorists before and not since.

February 3th 2006:

Dream: I put some clothes on to visit a geriatric hospital. I'm not at ease 

because I wear trousers with braces on a naked torso. Would have preferred a 

T-shirt!

In a geriatric hospital I meet a lady with blue hair who seems disabled. Her 

daughter is coming: she has red hair.

The next day I discover a video in which a woman with blue hair tells her 

episode of alcoholic. A newspaper publishes an article describing the error 

made by two doctors in a geriatric hospital, which caused the death of a 

patient. In the same newspaper, an article on the opera "Don Giovanni" with a 

picture of the main actor: he is bare-chested and wears trousers with braces!

These kinds of examples have convinced me that coincidence alone cannot 

explain these results. Or synchronicity, for that matter. But that's another 

story!
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18: EXPERIMENTING PRECOGNITION!

18.1: TEACHING THE MEMORY TO REMEMBER DREAMS

We must start by learning to remember at least a few dreams among the 4 or 

5 we have every night. A learning period will probably be necessary. There are 

a few easy conditions that need to be met. First you have to be genuinely 

interested in the memory of your dreams. In the evening, when you fall 

asleep, you must have the resolute intention. And for that, prepare a little 

material at the foot of the bed, within reach.

The dream evaporates as soon as you wake up, and all the faster if you move. 

The solution consists in remaining in exactly the same position that was yours 

when dreaming and telling yourself the dream you just had, remembering the 

dreamed images and ordering them successively as they appear: one leading 

the other... It seems that we can pass information from the place where they 

were dreamed, to an area of the brain that manages the memory of 

awakening. It is necessary to avoid interpreting the dream in order not to 

involve the imagination. If we are interested, it is much later that we can try to

find the meaning, when reading the report that we will have made in the 

morning.

With the notebook in hand, place the left index finger, for right-handed people,

at the top of the page, against the spring, and, with the right hand, place the 

tip of the pencil against the left index finger. You can then write a first line by 

guiding yourself with the right little finger to feel the edge of the page coming. 

Then simply lower the left index finger down a few centimetres along the 

spring to write a second line that will not encroach on the first, and so on, in 

the dark, moving as little as possible.

Of course, you shouldn't write a novel! Just a few words that will allow, the 

next day, to find the dreamed scenes with all the interesting details. (It is 
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important to note down all the possible details because they are especially 

those which conceal precognitive information). Once the dream is recorded, 

turn the page and prepare the notebook for a possible second report... 

The next day, based on the notes taken, you should try to remember the 

dream completely and write it down in as much detail as possible. This can be 

learned quite quickly if you really want to: you can't cheat with your 

unconscious! These dreams should not be interpreted or compared to lived 

events. The description must be completely separated from the content 

analysis to avoid unconsciously modifying the dream memories.

18.2: EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE.

Once you have mastered the technique enough to remember a few dreams 

each night, you should choose a period of about ten days which, preferably, 

will precede a break in habits, such as a trip, a vacation... This will make it 

easier to recognise unusual images.

Each evening, reread the notes taken since the beginning of the experience by 

analyzing them to find images or situations that would have been borrowed 

from your experience by the mysterious organiser of our dreams, whoever he 

may be. Dunne convinced himself that the organiser of his dreams could 

borrow situations lived in the past or in the future to convey his message. Ask 

yourself if the dream situations reread each evening are from the past or from 

the days closely following the dream concerned? Are they sufficiently rare and 

detailed to be meaningful?

For this research to be effective, there are a few difficulties that Dunne has 

described well and that can be overcome. 

We must not try to link real events with those described in dreams. It seems, 

in fact, that they only trace the mental states that accompany the event and 
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not the precise circumstances that followed one another in time. It took Dunne

fifteen years to realize that in his dream he had made the same mistake 

reading a newspaper as in reality! His premonitory dream made him read in a 

newspaper that "a storm of fire had probably killed more than 4'000 victims" 

whereas the newspaper he had read a few days after his dream mentioned 

40'000 victims whom he had retained as 4'000 victims! The premonitory 

information he perceived in his dream was that which his mind later 

experienced and not an image of reality. It seems that the dream organiser 

draws the images he needs from our mental states, without being stopped by 

their temporal sequence, but that he does not bother with real objective 

events: only the subjective seems to be useful to him.

When rereading the notes one must therefore look for the mental states lived 

and which could evoke dreamlike images, from the past... but also from the 

near future !

We must not lose sight of the fact that a dream can integrate details from 

different events into the same image. If you have followed a sporting event 

with an acquaintance, it is quite possible that you dream of your friend in the 

equipment characteristic of the sport you have observed, even if s/he has 

never practiced exercise! You should look for details separated from one 

another and not for integrated situations.

18.3: COINCIDENCE OR PRECOGNITION?

We must also take into account an eventual unconscious mental block for 

experiences that could be destabilising for common sense. To avoid this 

possibility, Dunne recommends to read your notes every night as if you were 

discovering the dreams that you will do from the experiences you lived already

the day before.

Finally, you should restrict the experiment on a few days only to diminish the 
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importance of chance on what could be a precognition. If, for example, you 

dream of a plane crash without more details, it will be unfortunately very likely

that one will occur anyway in the year following your note-taking, whereas a 

crash lived in your dreams the day before the event will have a much greater 

meaning for you.

When you have completed your period of practical work, you can propose the 

analysis to a third party to check if you have not failed to recognise certain 

interesting details, or, conversely, if you have been too lenient about the 

correlations you have made between your dreams and reality. Finally, try to 

estimate the probability that these associations are only due to chance, in 

order to form a personal opinion on the premonitory faculties of your dream 

organiser. But unfortunately it is often very difficult, if not impossible. In this 

case, count on your feeling when you discover the correlation! 
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19: QUANTUM BIOLOGY

19.1: TO IMAGINE THE INCONCEIVABLE!

Is it conceivable that our consciousness participates in both worlds: particle 

and waves? That our mind is the result of the activity of our material brain, 

anchored in space and time perceived by our biological senses, while a more 

fundamental facet of our consciousness (a Collective Consciousness for 

example) benefits from the much richer reality resulting from the wave-like 

aspect of matter? Mind would come from reason applied to the analysis of 

perceptions; intuition would come from the mysterious depths of 

Consciousness. The continuous discourse of the mind would rest on the 

analysis of the work of the corpuscular facet of matter but also on the 

contribution of ideas, of intuitions stemming from a much broader 

Consciousness because stemming from the wave facet of reality, outside the 

limits of space and time perceived by our senses and relying on our particle-

nature. 

A very large part of the work of our nervous system is done in a subconscious 

which presents to awareness only results already well organised, sufficiently 

simplified in order to benefit from rational analysis. Our memories for instance,

are retrieved without our conscious control on how and where to find them; it 

actually works best without any conscious intervention in the process. Mind 

benefits surely from a huge and very elaborate work taking place outside our 

awareness. This is true also for our perceptions that are comprehended 

automatically, instinctively, before being eventually presented to conscious 

awareness, only after a subconscious elaboration and sometime maybe linked 

to emotions. All this work is most probably based on the properties of the 

corpuscular nature of matter. 

But philosophers (Henri Bergson...) and researchers (Rupert Sheldrake...) are 
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convinced that memory isn't saved in brain matter but that our organ works as

a filter with an access to a Collective Memory outside Space and Time as we 

perceive them. Their model implies an access to the reality discovered by 

Quantum Physics: a dual reality with a wave aspect that could help understand

its broad properties. But there is an important difficulty to overcome!

No physicist would have bet on the possibility of an association between 

biological processes and quantum phenomena! If the strangeness of quantum 

mechanics has only recently been discovered, it is in particular because it 

requires very specific and hard to build experimental conditions: the objects 

studied must be protected from any interaction with energy or other objects. 

Physicists work on objects protected from uncontrolled interaction, in a very 

high vacuum and at extraordinarily low temperatures. So to imagine that a 

living cell, fin a waterlogged environment more than 200 times too hot to avoid

uncontrolled interactions can exploit quantum mechanisms, is impossible for a 

physicist!

But since a few years new discoveries appeal to a model that implies the 

possibility for life to take advantage of some quantum physics specificities. As 

if evolution had found a way around the strict requirements of physicists! This 

perspective opens a new chapter in science that could profoundly shake many 

current concepts and be particularly interesting for studying the nature of 

Consciousness.

19.2: FORERUNNER INDICATORS OF A REVOLUTION?

In 1996 a biophysicist finds himself in a situation comparable to that of Max 

Planck in 1900. The inventor of quantum gave an explanation impossible in the

conceptual framework of the time, but which made it possible to describe very 

elegantly the results of experiments. Luca Turin made the same bet in 1996 to 

explain his results: the bet of a quantum biology!
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Biochemistry is a great introduction to locksmithing! It is the shape of the 

molecules that gives them their properties, not their chemical nature... in the 

vast majority of studies done so far. An enzyme recognizes the shape of its 

substrate as a lock recognises a key that enters it. A receptor on the 

membrane of a cell will only react to molecules that fit perfectly into it, even if 

they are as different in their chemical formulation as morphine is different from

the endorphin it copies. Just like a gold key, exactly the same shape as an iron 

key, will open a dedicated lock.

In 1996 Luca Turin studies the scent of molecules and has a problem with their

shapes. Many derivatives of hydrogen sulphur have broadly different shapes 

but all smell like rotten egg! One way of explaining these results involves a 

quantum phenomenon: tunnelling. An electron from the receptor for smell 

would tunnel through the odorant molecule and travel to the other side of a 

barrier that is impassable under Classical Physics' laws but permeable under 

Quantum Mechanics. This type of olfactory detection doesn't involve the shape 

of molecules but their chemical nature. The tunnelling implies a perfect 

synchronisation between the electron's vibration energy and the vibration of 

the molecule that is crossed by it. A quantum of energy must be exchanged: 

it's really a quantum phenomenon. This tunnelling depends on the wave nature

of the electron; not on its corpuscular nature.

To confirm the relevance of his model, Luca Turin builds molecules with exactly

the same shape, but replaces the hydrogen with a deuterium; this modification

changes the vibration frequencies of the chemical bonds without modifying 

their shape. In accordance with his expectations he finds that humans perceive

another smell, even if the molecules share the same shape!

This quantum tunnelling has been involved also 

for the activity of enzymes. But today there are 

other quantum phenomena linked to biological 

processes. One of the strangest is perhaps the 
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Quantic Superposition that led Erwin Schrödinger to create his famous cat 

whose life depends on a superposition impossible to understand since it 

implies a cat that is alive and dead at the same time. The cat is supposed to 

keep this weird state as long as nobody opens the box in which it is locked 

with a deadly mechanism linked to Quantum Superposition!

Quantum Superposition comes from the wave nature of matter which allows 

weird interferences like a photon interfering with itself in Young's double slit 

experiment. The wave nature allows also many incompatible properties at 

once, as a particle located in a huge volume of space even if, as a corpuscle, it 

is infinitely small! As soon as an interaction takes place, the wave "collapses" 

and the object acquires its corpuscular nature and is found in an infinitely 

small space.

Quantum Superposition allows the quantum object to be at the same time on 

the left and on the right, or to be worth both 0 and 1...! It only assigns itself a 

single location or a single value defined after an interaction. 

When a particle is in a superposition state, it can explore,

at once, many different roads for its future path! It 

seems that photosynthesis is able to take advantage of 

this quantum weirdness when a photon has to find the 

most appropriate molecule between nine possible ones. The photon arrives on 

the leaf in its wave nature. We can imagine a wave that explores at once the 

state of the nine molecules able to absorb its energy; this is possible because 

a wave occupies a large space. The photon would vibrate in harmony with the 

molecule whose state is the most appropriate, then "collapse" as a particle 

and liberate its energy in the adaquate chemical receptor.

Furthermore, life seems to take advantage of one of the weirdest quantum 

property: Quantum Entanglement! Einstein never managed to accept it and 
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qualified it as "spooky action at a distance!" Despite his disagreement, 

Quantum Entanglement has been confirmed again and again since the middle 

of the 20th century!

Now this extremely strange quantum feature, able to link 

many objects separated in space and time, and let them react 

as if they were only one object, this weird property of the 

Microworld is hypothesised to explain how migrating birds 

navigate.

Demonstrated in robins, the detection of the very weak earth magnetic field 

requires a quantum mechanism. A photon is absorbed by a specific molecule in

the retina and makes a member of an entangled pair of electrons vibrate. They

then form a kind of tool very sensitive to the direction of the Earth's magnetic 

field which becomes visible to the bird. This system recalls the one that allows 

pilots to benefit from images projected onto the cockpit window in front of 

them; the bird sees the direction of the lines of force of the Earth's magnetic 

field and can build itself a navigation map.

Quantum biology is a new discipline that brings together biologists, 

biochemists, physicists and computer scientists. If they can understand how 

life manages to make particles last long enough in their wave form to take 

advantage of them, even at room temperature and in the middle of myriad of 

interacting particles, they could reap immense benefits such as the 

construction of quantum computers or cheap room temperature 

superconductors...

Perhaps philosophers, neurophysiologists and psychologists would then find 

promising new ways to try to define and understand Consciousness! 

Parapsychologists would also benefit from an interesting avenue to build a 

model compatible with their discoveries. Capacities that seem impossible 

today, such as precognition or transpersonal communication could be studied 
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experimentally much more effectively than today.

Finally, the image that we have of ourselves would be completely 

metamorphosed since we would know that our Consciousness is not limited to 

our material identity but goes far beyond the time and space that confines our 

material body. Paradoxically, research on the fundamental nature of matter has

opened exciting perspectives on that of Consciousness!

In theory, the work of the brain could be more like a filter than a machine for 

making consciousness. If this were the case, then we would be much more 

than what is enclosed within the limits of the physical body, our identity would 

have properties more attributed to the concept of the soul than to that of a 

material body, as understood by classical science.
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20: FUTURE TO PAST

CAN WE INFLUENCE THE PAST?

Unfortunately Wheeler’s suggestion can’t be experimented as he conceived it. 

In theory it would be enough to observe a single photon that passed at once at

the left and the right of the obstacle 3 billion years ago thanks to its wave 

nature. But there is a practical difficulty: the journey’s length isn’t the same for

the two sides of the obstacle, therefore it is difficult to observe the same ray of

light coming from the left and the right of the galaxy; there are 14 months 

difference between the two! But to show that a photon is a wave we have to 

make it interfere with itself in an interferometer, and therefore we must receive

the waves coming from the two sides of the obstacle at once and it's difficult to

imagine how to do this when there is a 14 months difference in the time of 

arrival!

But fortunately other experiments have been done and the results of all of 

them agree with Wheeler’s and Quantum Mechanic’s prediction. Below is some 

details about one of them.

This experiment is done with an interferometer: an optical tool with one or two

semi-transparent mirrors (MST1 and MST2 in the diagram below) and two 

reflecting normal mirrors. The semi-transparent mirrors allow on average 50% 

of the photons pass through them, the other 50% are reflected and there is no

way to predict beforehand if the photon will be reflected or transmitted.
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An interferometer
prepared to detect
particles (up) or
waves (down) 

A light source

(star at left)

sends isolated

photons to the

semi-

transparent

mirror drawn in

green MST1.

Each photon

can pass

through or be

reflected

towards the

true mirror up

left, drawn in

gray. If it goes

through MST1

its course is

drawn in blue;

ione sees that it

will be reflected on the real mirror on the lower right, drawn in grey, then will 

excite the detector D1, on top.

If the photon is reflected by MST1 its pass is in red. It’ll be reflected again by 

the mirror up left, drawn in grey, will excite D 2, on the right. When only one 

photon enters the device at a time, an effect is measured either on D1 or on 
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D2 with a probability of 50% for each detector. Everything happens as if the 

photon travels under its particle nature and travels the blue OR the red path.

If we add the second semi-transparent mirror: MST2, then the results change 

completely! We will measure 100% clicks on the D2 detector and no click on 

D1! The only way to understand this result is to imagine the photon under its 

wave nature, so that it can create interferences with itself.

Indeed, we can see below that 2 waves that are in phase (the up part of the 

wave happens at the same time for both) add constructively - the red wave 

added to the green one give the blue wave, twice as high. The opposite is true 

if the waves are out of phase by half a wavelength; they cancel each other out 

completely. We can see that one detector will click every time and the other 

will never do so.

Two waves, a red and a green one, can add to give the blue one. If the two are in phase, they add
constructively. If they have different phases with half a wave-length they destruct each other.

It is what we find in our interferometer when it has 2 semi-transparent 

mirrors. The waves add constructively when they are transmitted by MST1 and

destructively when reflected by MST1. Indeed, for the waves to add 

constructively both (the red and the blue) have to go through exactly the same

number of reflections and transmissions. It is what happens if the photon goes 

through MST1 (both paths have one transmission and two reflections). But if 

the photon is reflected by MST1, then its path will have 3 reflections to reach 

D1 (red) and 2 reflections and one transmission to reach D2 (blue); the waves 

will not be in phase and D1 will not click. And this is what is found.
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Wheeler's reasoning can be used to adapt this experience. It is necessary to 

mount the interferometer with only one semi-transparent mirror: MST1, let the

photons pass, one at a time, then place, or not the second semi-transparent 

mirror MST2 on their path while the photon is still travelling towards MST2. 

One of the first largely unexpected discoveries of quantum physics is the 

influence of experimental apparatus on the result of observations. Until the 

19th century it was obvious to all that the nature of an object studied is 

independent of the choice of the experimenter. There was a tight barrier 

between the object being studied and the experimenter. The latter could not 

modify the fundamental characteristics of a object only  by deciding to study it 

in one way or another: each object in the universe had its own reality that 

made it completely independent of the reality of the subject who studied it. 

However, in view of the experimental results, the creators of quantum 

mechanics were forced to postulate that nothing could be known about the 

nature of an object before measuring it, and that its nature depended entirely 

on the observation protocol. An experiment set up to detect particles will only 

find objects confined in infinitesimal space, whereas an experiment capable of 

detecting waves will find the same objects scattered in a vast volume! Until 

today this remains one of the greatest mysteries of Science!

Our interferometer allows us choose if we want to find particles (only one 

semi-transparent mirror) or waves (two semi-transparent mirrors). The 

experimenter therefore asks himself the question: « When the photon is 

reflected by MST1 or goes through it, does it know if it will encounter MST2 on 

its path or not? » If the answer is yes it will have to take its wave OR particle 

nature at the time of its encounter with MST1. If this were true, we should be 

able to demonstrate it by modifying MST2’s position AFTER the photon would 

have « taken its decision » on MST1. The experimental protocol is thus 

equivalent to Wheeler's proposal concerning the quasar and the galaxy which 
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blocks and deflects its image on 2 different courses.

If we imagine the photon « decides » to be a wave or a particle at the time it 

interacts with MST1, depending if MST2 is in place or not, we shouldn’t see 

anymore interferences on D1 and D2 if the photon went through MST1 in the 

absence of MST2, even if we install MST2 on its path after interaction with 

MST1 but before it reaches MST2. The experiment has been done and shows 

that only the FINAL architecture of the interferometer is taken into account by 

the photon, whatever the changes done while it is flying from MST1 to the 

detectors. We cannot say therefore that the photon flies as a particle OR a 

wave, depending on the apparatus built to detect it, but that the result 

depends only on what happens at the time of the detection, not before!

It is impossible therefore to imagine a photon flying since 3 billion years as a 

particle OR a wave; it is only when detected here on Earth, that it takes its 

nature, according to the protocol chosen by the experimenter, here and now. It

takes the nature it should have had, 3 billion year ago, when it went through 

the obstacle on its path! This result is clearly not compatible with a real 

independent nature of the photon, independent from our choices, space and 

time! Clearly the physicist participates in a mysterious way to the nature of 

what he observes: here, the photon!

Wheeler concluded we live in a « participatory » universe because our 

decisions, today, participate to what happened long ago! He summarised his 

idea with the formula « It from Bit », emphasising the informational deep 

nature of reality.

« It from bit. Otherwise put, every "it" — every particle, every field of force, even the 

space-time continuum itself — derives its function, its meaning, its very existence 

entirely — even if in some contexts indirectly — from the apparatus-elicited answers to 

yes-or-no questions, binary choices, bits. "It from bit" symbolises the idea that every 

item of the physical world has at bottom — a very deep bottom, in most instances — an 

immaterial source and explanation; that which we call reality arises in the last analysis 
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from the posing of yes-or-no questions and the registering of equipment-evoked 

responses; in short, that all things physical are information-theoretic in origin and that 

this is a participatory universe. » John Wheeler. From a transcript of a radio 

interview on « The anthropic universe »: Science Show; 18 February 2006.

« We are participators in bringing into being not only the near and here but the far away

and long ago. We are in this sense, participators in bringing about something of the 

universe in the distant past and if we have one explanation for what's happening in the 

distant past why should we need more? » John Wheeler.

Needless to add that Simulism explains nicely these results since space and 

time are just parameters, numbers in a computer’s memory and we’re not 

working with real fossil photons, but simulated ones! The properties of the 

fossil-photon will be calculated at the moment of detection, not before. And the

result of the calculation will depend on the experiment’s protocol only and not 

on the history of the fossil-photon.

UPDATE: Andrew Truscott and Roman Khakimov published: A. G. Manning, R. 

I. Khakimov, R. G. Dall, A. G. Truscott. "Wheeler's delayed-choice gedanken 

experiment with a single atom." Nature Physics, 2015; DOI:

A presentation of the article can be found here:

Wheeler’s experiment has been done with an atom which has a mass. It 

confirms what has been showed with photons. The result (Wave or Particle) 

depends only on the measure and not of the history of the wave-particle. 

Therefore we cannot say the particle belongs to our reality before it is 

measured! Bohr was right! Bohr continues to win his bet against Einstein all 

the way! 
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21: BENJAM IN LIBET QUESTIONS FREE-
W ILL: 2008

Benjamin Libet developed a series of experiments to try to find out to what 

extent we would be subject to the determinism of laws that physics describes. 

His results are clearly against our sense of free will!

These experiments are difficult to do and susceptible to many critics, of course.

But in 2008 his results clearly showed that our brain decides unconsciously, 

half a second before we make a conscious decision. Everything happens as if 

the unconscious decides what we take for a free choice! The results are so 

clear that the experimenter can know in advance what the guinea pig's choice 

will be, by reading the RMI obtained from his brain activity!

To comfort us, Libet suggests that we maybe remain free to oppose a veto over

the choices made by the unconscious; little consolation for our conscious 

identity. It thus seems that only the unconscious could possibly benefit from 

free will!
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22: PIOLENC

Provençal village near Orange. It is a little over 10 p.m. this summer evening 

when we return to the "Auberge de l'Orangerie" where we arrived the day 

before for a few days of vacation. The establishment is famous for its 

restaurant which is full. No free parking space in the very small attached car 

park. I am obliged to leave my car behind another, the time to go to seek the 

innkeeper to find a solution. I leave the keys with my wife in case we need to 

release the car blocked by ours.

Back with the owner of the hotel we find it impossible to park so that other 

guests of the hostel and restaurant are not immobilised by my car. The 

innkeeper offered to leave him the keys so that he could free the car stuck by 

mine in case it belonged to a guest of the restaurant who would not spend the 

night at the hotel. Relieved, I put the keys in his palm wide open; my wife is 

beside me and sees me give the keys while the boss says that he will hang 

them on the board, behind the reception counter of the inn. I'll just have to 

pick them up the next morning.

In my bed, a little later, I blame myself for having left the car open; I should 

have locked it before entrusting the keys to the innkeeper! I finally give up 

dressing myself back and accept the risk.

The next morning I notice that the blocked car must have belonged to a guest 

of the hotel because it is still there, in front of mine. But I can't get my car 

back; the innkeeper locked it. So I head to the front desk to fetch the keys the 

owner should have hang on the board, but they aren't there. A hotel employee 

tells me that his boss is away because he also runs another hotel. I have him 

call his boss and tell me what he did with my keys.

The innkeeper seems very surprised to hear me; he says that he doesn't have 
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the keys and that he was anxious last night to have to come and ask me for 

them in case I had to release the car blocked by mine. I remind him that I 

gave them to him personally but he denies having received the keys and asks 

me if I am sure I do not have them. I say, "If there's one thing I'm sure of, it's 

that I gave them to you last night, at your request!" By reflex, I put my hand 

in the pocket where I usually keep them and... amazed... discover that they 

are there!

Stunned, I inform the inn-owner and apologise. Back to my car, my wife 

confirms my version: she clearly saw me give the keys to the owner, with an 

ample gesture that illustrated my relief to resolve my problem. So this wasn't a

hallucination! There are two different stories form a past that should have been

experienced in the same way by the protagonists, of course.  It is even this 

very strong consensus on the results of our subjective perceptions that 

convinces us of the existence of a reality independent of our own perceptions. 

Nobody knows what happens in others' brains, but we perceive our 

environment in the same way and are in agreement on the properties of the 

world we perceive; we deduce that what happens in different brains is similar 

and is the result of a reality that is objectively described in the same way by 

everybody. Unconsciously we are very deeply convinced that a world exists 

outside our subjectivity since we all perceive it the same way! The innkeeper 

and I should have perceived the past in the same way, of course; how is it that

two such divergent stories can coexist?

About fifteen years after the events I am still looking for answers! My story is 

validated since it is confirmed by my wife and that there was indeed a board to

hang the keys behind the reception counter. The innkeeper's story is validated 

since the keys were in my pocket and the car was locked. There are two 

stories... two parallel worlds?

The huge weirdness of the Microcosm has led some physicists to postulate a 

Multiverse: each time there can be several possible evolutions of a given 
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situation, the world is divided into as many parallel stories. Instead of 

mentioning chance only to explain why the coin gave heads, one postulates 

another universe where it gave tails! These multiple realities make the head 

spin since they assume an infinity of universes. And in one of these, I would 

have had a behaviour that is completely at the opposite of my usual 

personality. I would have locked my car and imposed my choices to the inn-

keeper and the car's owner; this seems to me absolutely impossible! Moreover,

why these two stories would be intertwined when physicists postulate that 

parallel universes can't interact: no possible mix between two different ones! 

Yet, the inn-owner isn't in the same world he was in, the day before, when my 

wife and I met him; and my wife and I seem to be projected in a world that 

can't be logically related to the one we lived in, the night before, since my car 

is bolted and the keys are in my pocket!

Could it be that my wife and I changed from one universe to another during 

the night? Is it conceivable that we joined a parallel universe in which I would 

have locked the doors and kept the keys? Physicists would say that it's 

impossible to mix two different stories for the same event since parallel 

universes can't mix themselves. Even if we suppose they could mix together, 

how is it that our memories have not changed in order to stay coherent with 

the external world and with our bodies (my keys were in my pocket instead of 

being hanged on the board as my wife and I remembered)?!

The Mandela Effect (#VII.8) suggests an explanation: the past would not be 

intangible as we're convinced it is; for mysterious reasons it would happen 

that sometimes our memory isn't in accordance with the reality we discover in 

the present. Objects or events observed in the present seem to have changed 

their past since their present state is not what it should be if it were logically 

related to the past described by our memory. Could the Piolenc episode be a 

typical Mandela Effect? There would be two different pasts, each with its own 

material evidences, but experienced by people who find themselves in one 

same present. The inn-keeper is right since the keys were in my pocket and 
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the doors bolted; I am right since there is really a board behind the front desk

and my wife remembers the same past as me, a past that is not compatible 

with the one the inn-keeper remembers. Two contradictory pasts for the same 

present! Only the inn-keeper's past is compatible with the present, but what 

about our memories, my wife and I? What are they doing in a present that is 

incompatible with them?!
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23: IS MEMORY CONFINED IN SPACE-TIM E?

I am convinced that the Mandela Effect (#VII.8) isn't an illusion; the event I 

experienced (#22) with a witness showed that two contradictory realities can 

exist simultaneously in terms of the memory we have of them. The past lived 

by the innkeeper is incompatible with that which my witness and I lived. But 

the present in which we realised the incompatibility of our stories was that of 

the innkeeper and not ours! There is an inescapable interference between the 

present world and its recent past as different individual memories remember it.

How could we find an explanation to this incongruity?! It could follow some 

sort of switch error between two parallel worlds which would have occurred 

during the night, at the moment when the memories disconnect from the 

present material reality. The memory of my witness and mine remember a 

world that isn't the one in which our physical bodies are found in the morning, 

and which correspond to the inn-keeper's memory.

Another model involves the modification of the past state in a Cellular 

Automaton (CA)(#8). In this case, only the displayed state of the automaton 

constitutes the real world as we perceive it (the present); the future and the 

past are accessible only from calculations that obey the deterministic rules of 

the automaton and it is the results of these calculations that constitute our 

memories... or our premonitions (#17). In this model, the past isn't "more 

real" than the future since both can be accessed by calculations only. The 

calculated future and the calculated past will be different if the Collective 

Unconsciousness' free-will modify the cell from which the calculations for the 

next display will begin. This should be the case in order to preserve a 

coherence. If this were the case, then the inn-keeper's memory should be fixed

on the CA's state from which the past is calculated, but this state isn't the 

same as the one from which my witness and my memories calculate the past! 

This should mean that the inn-keeper in one hand, and my witness and I on 
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the other hand, don't live the same present (which is by definition, the actual 

display of the CA). And this is clearly not the case since the present is the 

same for all of us.

Both explanations are incredible! The first implies an infinity of parallel 

universes and interferences between them. The second relates to a virtual 

reality and doesn't explain how a given present can result from incompatible 

pasts!

But it seems that one conclusion can be drawn: it is that memory can be 

disconnected from material reality! This seems to be inescapable if the 

Mandela Effect is true. And in this case at least a part of this memory would 

transcend the physical body; it could belong to a reality that would be beyond 

the space-time of the material world. If this were the case then we could 

deduce that our memory (or part of it) could survive the loss of our physical 

body, even if we have no solid experience on the nature of this mysterious 

reality that seems much more complex than the one we perceive currently with

our senses.

This conclusion could change drastically the image we have about our own 

personality. Indeed, going in search of a definition of our individual identity 

inevitably leads to our memory; we are what we remember being and having 

lived.  Without memory, no identity! With a transcended memory our individual

history does not end with the disappearance of the material body.  And 

transpersonal communication beyond death becomes possible! There are many

experiments whose results aren't understandable without a transfer of 

information compatible with the postulate of mediumnity. Mediumnity thus 

finds its theoretical and experimental basis. 
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24: THE M ICROCOSM AND REALITY.

24.1:  IS THE MICROCOSM REAL?

«Everything we call real is made of things that cannot be regarded as real.» Niels Bohr.

As soon as Physics could explore the world of fundamental particles - the 

MICROCOSM - it was forced to modify its ideas about the nature of reality, 

about what we can know about it! Niels Bohr was one of the first to accept this

conceptual revolution: 

« Isolated material particles are abstractions, their properties being definable and 

observable only through their interaction with other systems. »  Niels Bohr.

His intuition dictated the mathematical formalism that would initiate the most 

precise and prolific scientific model to date. And yet it remains perfectly 

incomprehensible, so far away from our common sense and the realistic 

materialistic paradigm that this common sense has gradually imposed on our 

culture.

« Anyone who is not shocked by the quantum theory has not understood it! » Niels Bohr.

« Atomic Physics and Human Knowledge. » 1958

Physicists are trying to understand the many chocking anomalies (#3) that 

have accumulated since. They seek to match the results of experiments with 

our consensual way of understanding reality: a material universe, composed of

concrete particles and possessing their own properties. A universe composed of

particles whose properties cannot be modified without local interaction with 

them; particles with objective properties, which do not depend on whether 

they are observed or not and which cannot change their state without being 

touched, heated, illuminated... 
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Serious problems appeared mainly when experimental results didn't fit with 

one of the fundamental pillar of Cartesianism: the separation between observer

and observed.

For results to be reliable, they must be reproducible by anyone who has the 

material and intellectual means to do so. They should not depend on the 

experimenter, but only on the properties of the object being studied. It is 

essential to avoid any dependence of the results on the subjective faculties of 

the experimenter such as intuition, strength of character... Yet the 

mathematical formalism created by the founding fathers of Quantum Theory 

intimately includes the choices of the experimenter as can be seen in the 

experiment described below.

24.2:  THE EXPERIMENTALIST IS AN INTIMATE FEATURE OF THE 
EXPERIMENT!

The famous experiment made by Stern and Gerlach is described in my book 

(chapter B.4) and here. It clearly showed we had to change our understanding 

of the Microcosm and Fundamental Reality.

The main quantum postulate forces the 

fundamental reality's properties to take 

well defined values, to be quantified. In 

our world a gyroscope can rotate on itself 

so that its axis of rotation points in any 

direction; in the undefined, unobserved 

microcosm, an electron could do the same

and point its spin (which can be compared

to an axis of rotation) in all directions: 

none being prohibited. 

The magnet deviates magnetic particles. On the right: the expected result if the Microcosm behaved
like the Macrocosm. At the left the actual experimental results.
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direction; in the undefined, unobserved 

microcosm, an electron could do the same

and point its spin (which can be compared

to an axis of rotation) in all directions: 

none being prohibited. 
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But as soon as we observe it, that it interacts with a measuring device, the 

theory predicts that it will be able to take only one of 2 values among an 

infinity of possible values.

A special magnet is disposed on the path of electrons whose spins could point 

a priori in any direction. If this was true then we should see a figure full of 

impacts like the one at right in which the electrons are deviated in relation to 

the direction where their spin points to. But it is not what we find when we do 

the experiment. The electrons are deflected on two spots only, as on the figure

at left. We have to conclude that the electrons are only of two types: half have 

their spin directed UP and the other half have their spin directed DOWN. No 

electron are found with other spin directions!

Stranger still. If we turn the magnet 90° left or right we expect that no 

electron will be deviated because their spin were directed either UP or DOWN: 

no spin was seen as LEFT or RIGHT as we just discovered.

But that isn't what we find. The result is once more a figure composed of 2 

lines, but this time the electrons have their spin pointing either to the RIGHT 

for half of them or to the LEFT for the other half! How this could be possible 

since we found lately that all the spins were directed either UP or DOWN?!

Still worse! What happens if we place 3 magnets one after the other? 

The first magnet separates the electrons on UP or DOWN paths. We place the 

second magnet on the path of the UP electrons but with a 90° angle with the 

first magnet. As described above, we find half of the electrons qualified as UP 

after the first magnet now deviated to RIGHT, the other half being directed to 

LEFT. Everything happens as if the UP electrons at the first magnet's outlet 

change their property in order to acquire a RIGHT or LEFT spin instead of the 

UP one they expressed just before!
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What happens now if we place a third magnet after the RIGHT outlet of the 

second magnet, placing it at the same angle as the first magnet? It is expected

that it will not deflect the electrons DOWN since the UP electrons were selected

at the output of the first magnet to be directed to the 2nd magnet. But that's 

not what we find! You get 50% UP and 50% DOWN again. So it seems that we 

create the property at the time of measurement whereas they had been 

eliminated after their passage through the first magnet!  It is exactly what 

Niels Bohr predicted beforehand:

« Isolated material particles are abstractions, their properties being definable and 

observable only through their interaction with other systems. » « Atomic Physics and 

the Description of Nature. » 1934.

We can no longer say that there is an objective material reality out there, with 

defined properties in the microcosm from which our macrocosm is constructed!

This conclusion signals the end of Realism which postulates that fundamental 

particles have their own existence even if we do not interact with them. 

Only mathematical wave functions can give us some informations about what 

happens in the Microworld when it does not interact with our devices. In this 

mysterious world particles exist only under their wavelike identity, they 

superpose, add or cancel… It is only when observed, when measured or when 

they interact with each other that the "wave function" collapses and they 

acquire a quantified, well defined property, compatible with the choices of the 

experimenter! As an example, the intrinsic spin property of an electron will 

take a value which will depend on the angle chosen by the experimenter for his

magnets! Objectivity: this fundamental quality of the scientific method, is no 

longer what it used to be! The experimentalist and his/her apparatus can't be 

independent of the process and its results! The observer is an intimate feature 

of the experiment and its results!

It seems that we are in the presence of a new dualism. A world that hosts the 
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wave functions, another in which these waves are perceived as well-defined 

particles!

24.3: A SIMPLE EXPERIMENT: STAGGERING RESULT!

The most difficult thing to do seems to accept the overwhelming strangeness 

of the microcosm!

«Not only is the universe stranger than we imagine, it is stranger than we can imagine.»

J. S. Haldane. «Possible Worlds and other Papers.» 1927.

«Of all the theories proposed in this century, the silliest is quantum theory… the only 

thing quantum theory has going for it is that it is unquestionably correct.» Michio Kaku.

«Hyperspace.» 1998.

«We have to give up the idea of realism to a far greater extent that most physicists 

believe today»  Anton Zeilinger.

Some very simple experiments we could realise in any lab fitted to do optics, 

lead to a very strange world!

Let's gather a laser, some mirrors and two photon detectors.

 

The laser is set to deliver one 

photon at a time; M1 and M2 are classical mirrors while MS1 is semi-

transparent: it reflects one photon out of two and transmits the other, at 

random. We expect the detectors D1 and D2 to click alternatively depending on
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whether the photon will be transmitted (D2 will click) or will be reflected by 

MS1 (D1 will click). For each photon emitted one or the other detector will 

click, never the two at once. It is what we find. The photon behaves like a 

particle and takes one path OR the other.

Let's now modify our settings.

We added a second semi-transparent mirror MS2. In theory we could continue 

to expect half of the photons on D1 and the other half on D2. A photon that 

crossed MS1 could in theory, cross also MS2 and let D2 click, or it could be 

reflected on MS2 and let D1 click.

But it is not the results we find! This time only D1 clicks to 100% of the 

photons emitted by the laser and D2 doesn't click at all! The only way to 

understand this result is to accept that the photon crosses the apparatus with 

its wave nature and not as a particle! It is the only way to build a constructive 

interference on D1 and a destructive one on D2. The wave arriving on D1 

would have had the same number of reflexions/transmissions whether it has 

been transmitted or reflected by the mirrors (1 transmission and 2 reflexions: 

they will be in phase on D1 and will add)
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But the wave arriving on D2 will undergo 2 transmissions and one reflexion if it

takes the upper path, or 3 reflexions if it takes the lower one. This time the 

waves aren't anymore in phase and will cancel each other.

  

These experiments are clear illustrations of the wave/particle duality: the 

photon travels with its wave nature and expresses its particle nature only when

detected on the counter. But where is this wave? In which realm does it travel?

Not ours: the one where matter expresses the properties as we perceive them,

with its mass, its limited speed rate…

24.4: AN A-LOCAL, A-TEMPORAL, IMMATERIAL REALM UNDERLIES 
THE LOCAL, MATERIAL REALM.

Although this conclusion was implicit from the beginning of Quantum Theory, it

is only recently that it has raised questions followed by experimentation. 

Quantum Theory is so strange to our consensual paradigm that it has remained

ignored and is still ignored today.

Einstein endeavoured to demonstrate that the Theory was incomplete because 

it predicted impossible results: for example a "spooky influence" of a particle 

on another, even if their remoteness prohibited any communication between 

them! But Einstein was wrong. Alain Aspect's experiments  in particular have 

demonstrated this since 1982! (Chapter B.11 in my book).
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We just understood why only D1 clicks and never D2. This shows that they are 

correlated. And we would see exactly the same thing if D1 and D2 were 

separated by huge distances, even if they were each at one end of the galaxy! 

The following experiment accentuates the strangeness of the results.

We added the mirrors M3 to M6 such that the UP path could be extended in 

relation to the DOWN one. As we extend the UP path we'll see less and less 

clicks on D1 correlated with more clicks on D2! At some time only D2 will click 

and no photon will be detected on D1. While extending progressively the UP 

path we see COORDINATED reactions on D1 and D2: when one clicks less, the 

other clicks more until it reaches 100% then diminishes until 0% and so on.

This is a logical result if we accept that the photon travels at once on the 2 

paths according to its wave nature, then adds or subtracts the 2 waves' 

amplitudes when reaching the detectors, according to the phase differences. 

The results aren't anymore 100% or 0% as before, but vary gradually between

these two limits since we can change progressively the difference in the UP and

DOWN paths. We could for example find 30% on D1 and 70% on D2 (see 

below a measure taken with a phase difference illustrated by the vertical line 

"B"); there is a correlation between the 2 detectors.
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When we change 
the distance 
followed by the 
UP ray thanks to 
the mirrors M3 to 
M6, we change 
the phase of the 
UP wave related 
to the DOWN 
one; one goes, for
instance, from the
situation where 
the 2 waves are in
phase (line "A"), 
to the one showed
with the line "B" 

where D1 will react about 30% and D2 for 70% of the time. The 2 detectors always remain 
coordinated, whatever the distance between them!

Again, this result will be the same if the sensors are so far apart that no 

information can travel from one to the other. A mysterious link unites D1 and 

D2 beyond the world that we consider real because the objects found there 

have a mass, a location in space and react only to events related to energy 

transformations. But our photons seem to instantly cross the space between 

D1 and D2 to ensure a coordinated result in accordance with one of the most 

fundamental laws of physics: energy conservation. If a photon has been 

emitted, a photon must be recovered. Everything happens as if the properties 

of matter that seem to us to be at the origin of all objective reality are 

intimately linked to mysterious properties to which we have access only by 

mathematical formalism: wave functions in particular. The wave functions  

expand across an immaterial realm since objects behave as if they were not 

subject to the restrictions imposed by the physical parameters of material 

reality as we know it.

24.5: CONCLUSION: A NEW DUALISM!

The material world as we know it is made up of particles, most of which have a

mass, which are local (present in a specific place in space) and time-related 
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(they may change location as time passes). But this world seems linked in a 

mysterious way to another world in which these properties seem to follow the 

mathematical formalism of the wave functions from which they "collapse" into 

that of particles! In the world of waves the notions of space and time are no 

longer the same; instant relationships can be established beyond the 

restrictions of space and even time that we know in ours. There is indeed a 

dualism: a material world that we know, linked to another, immaterial since 

matter does not have a particle or mass energy nature.

Now we can analyse and compare these two Dualisms; Descartes’ one and the 

other, brought by Quantum Physics. It will be the subjects of chapter V. (#V)

A video from the physicist Antoine Suarez explains the experiments that 

underly this new Dualism. But he doesn’t name it like that! Another video from

Antoine Suarez describes the experiment that showed that the realm of waves 

is a-temporal.

Bibliography: Andrew Truscott et Roman Khakimov published: A. G. Manning, 

R. I. Khakimov, R. G. Dall, A. G. Truscott. "Wheeler's delayed-choice 

gedanken experiment with a single atom." Nature Physics, 2015; DOI:

An explanation of this experiment can be found here.
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25: THE FIRST QUESTION THAT NEEDS AN
ANSWER: HOW CAN I LIVE?

Naturalists have long been enthusiastic about the wonderful creativity of life 

whenever it faces challenges; even the most primitive organisms can show 

astounding adaptations. Relations between populations of different species, 

interactions with their natural habitats, research for food or shelter, 

reproduction strategies… and resourcefulness when conditions change, all 

these behaviours are so well adapted that naturalists have long been convinced

that they were consciously created for this purpose. 

Living seems so natural that it's difficult to imagine how arduous it is really. 

Myriads of interactions between innumerable different molecules have to 

integrate to form one well adapted organism that behaves in a characteristic 

way of living and as a unit in a specific environment. As soon as a seed 

germinates or an egg hatches, each living organism is able to thrive in spite of 

the tremendous complexity of the process, and mostly without any help. At 

each scale of analysis, from the intracellular molecules to the group or society, 

everything seems to work according to highly successful and smart plans. Only

when a mechanism is disrupted do we become aware of what we have lost. In 

a normal state, everything runs so smoothly that we're not aware of it.

25.1: SMART BACTERIA.

After naturalism and its interest for species, 20th century molecular biology 

discovers the subtle adaptation of the primordial mechanisms of life to the laws

of physics and chemistry. Life creates highly improbable molecules that 
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structure and animate organisms, yet obeys exactly the same laws as the 

inanimate material world.

Even the most primitive bacteria behave intelligently when they actively search

for food and adapt to those they discover by choosing the most profitable 

based on a range of parameters. These microbes can finely regulate up to their

evolution speed to accelerate it in the event of maladjustment revealed by 

stress; they reduce their monitoring of the fundamental mechanisms of 

reproduction and let errors - mutations - accumulate to increase the chances 

of finding one that allows them a better exploitation of their environment. They

may choose to live in isolation or, when conditions deteriorate, in populations 

that share different sets of genetic characteristics, thereby increasing their 

potential for adaptation. They can even completely change physiology, fix 

themselves on a substrate and participate in a whole new entity gathering 

several species in a new supra specific entity: the waste of one becoming food 

for another... a poison for one, detoxified by another... Biologists working in the

Microworld are as amazed by these adaptations as naturalists by the ones they

describe from the Macroworld.

These discoveries are discussed in our schools and Darwin has shown elegantly

and convincingly how life history can give us coherent and satisfying answers 

to the questions that arise from this extraordinary adaptation of species to 

their environment. We are even able to imagine how a clearly intelligent 

behaviour, which seems to actively adapt itself to variations in living conditions

such as that of a termite mound that repairs itself, acclimatises itself, or of a 

bacterium that chooses the most profitable food or its place in a new 

association, can be the result of mechanisms that do not require either an 

entrepreneur or even a brain depending on the case!

We begin to understand how each organism answers the first crucial question 

since birth. And the human species with its specific faculties becomes able to 

understand why and how the first crucial question is answered.
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entrepreneur or even a brain depending on the case!

We begin to understand how each organism answers the first crucial question 

since birth. And the human species with its specific faculties becomes able to 

understand why and how the first crucial question is answered.
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AUTHORS AND FORUMS ON SIM U LISM AND
A VIRTUAL UNIVERSE

This page proposes links towards sites or works which can be a help to seek a 

model which moves away from the world such as our senses perceive it, but 

which gives a logical base to the experimental results obtained in physics in 

particular, since more than a century.

Simulism postulates that we live in a SIMULATED, a VIRTUAL universe.

This model is clearly proposed or suggested by the following scientists:

Edward Fredkin;

Konrad Zuse;

Brian Whitworth;

Stephen Wolfram;

Gerard 't Hooft;

Seth Lloyd;

 

David Deutsch;

Paola Zizzi;

Max Tegmark. 

Jim Elvidge:
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http://blog.theuniversesolved.com/about/
http://space.mit.edu/home/tegmark/mathematical.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0304032
http://daviddeutsch.physics.ox.ac.uk/David.html
http://www.rle.mit.edu/people/directory/seth-lloyd/
http://www.staff.science.uu.nl/~hooft101/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_New_Kind_of_Science
http://brianwhitworth.com/BW-VRT1.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calculating_Space
http://64.78.31.152/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/intro-to-DP.pdf


Tom Campbell:

Ross Rhodes:

Tom Ostoma:

or discussed on Wiki pages:

Are you living in a computer simulation?;

REDDIT: on Simulism

and illustrated in a movie: "The Simulation Hypothesis" by Kent Forbes: 2015 
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  READING A BOOK IN HYPERTEXT.

This essay brings together some texts that were published on the Web 

between 2009 and 2016 in the form of "posts" or "notes". So, e-book or paper 

book?

Hypertext book and paper book! Paper is irreplaceable for reading comfort and 

sensual materiality. But hypertext multiplies the power of words prodigiously 

by giving it a third dimension, so to speak.

Here is a reading on several levels: first a presentation of the subject, with a 

focus on the essential themes. The reader accompanies the author's reflection;

s/he develops an intuition and analyses it quickly, leaving its deepening for a 

critical re-reading. Thus the thread of thought remains simpler by not 

sacrificing its rigour.

The reader may already be familiar with the questions related to the topic 

developed; in this case, s/he will be able to continue reading in full knowledge 

of the facts without having to undergo a development that isn't necessary. 

Otherwise, the possibility to return later on a new or unexpected feature, let 

the reader get a first and easy acquaintance with the theme, without 

undergoing a bifurcation of thought, knowing that s/he will be able to discover 

its foundations and analyse them rigorously at second reading if that is his 

choice.

The possibility to expand a theme for its own, in the attachments, without 

linking it constantly to the main question, can bring the reader to discover it 

from a more general angle that will allow him to take ownership of the 

relations with the main theme, as suggested by the author. The issue becomes 

self-sufficient in a way when it is expanded in an attachment. It can participate

in several parallel reading grids, intervene in several reflections initiated from 

questions at first sight different.  This large accessibility of hypertext could 
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create in the reader a feeling of freedom favourable to a personalisation of his 

reflection; s/he doesn't have to follow the author's choices: s/he can create his

own reading grid and co-create the flow of arguments and ideas, if not the 

choice of words...

This freedom is enhanced by the easiness of the quest for explanations, 

definitions, descriptions... since a click gives instant access to a tremendous 

amount of knowiledge and complementary points of views available on the Net.

This opens the text into a third dimension that is out of reach for a paper book 

of course.

The main text has thus remained short; the many attachments are easily 

accessed and can be reached in a second lecture or for their own, depending 

on the reader's personal desires.  The "Table of Contents" lists the themes that

are discussed and the "Description of the Attachments" helps to decide on 

reading choices for later exploration.

The reader is invited to build his own point of view from reflexions on the 

available informations and analysis. At the time of a paradigm shift, it is 

essential that everyone should have the widest and freest possible access to 

relevant knowledge and proposals in order to gradually establish a consensual 

image of the world appropriate to the time lived.

A free hypertext book lacks the critical and constructive eye of an editor of 

course. This issue finds a partial answer with returns from the readers, 

comments, suggestions... for a common research; which is a great advantage 

to find adequate and interesting suggestions for a paradigm that, by definition,

is related to a large community.

IN PRACTICE

The text has two types of hyperlinks.
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The links to external documents open in the Internet browser as a new page. 

They are offered to the reader for his comfort, but do not necessarily have to 

be read to support the concepts developed in the main text. These are usually 

references or broad definitions.

Most illustrations come from Wikipedia. Otherwise the source is indicated with 

an active link.

Links pointing to paragraphs or chapters (notably to the chapters assembled as

attachments) are in bold and an active link is just behind the text, under 

parenthesis. These texts are complements and deepening of some concepts... 

and are integral parts of the main text; but whose reading is left to the free 

choice of the reader, during a rereading in particular. Most of the attachments 

can be read as full-edged subjects at the expense of some repetitions of 

course.

IMPORTANT: It is recommended to open a new window before a click to an 

internal link (in bold) (MENU: WINDOW: NEW WINDOW ) then to ↵ click the 

link from the new window. After reading the attachment it will be easy to 

resume the main text available in the first window. The new window has the 

same name as the first but has a suffix "2". This simplifies the retrieval to the 

main text without having to remember the number of the page from which the 

link was clicked.
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A lain R ifat  
I love Science! Language and the Scientific Methodology are perhaps the most 

impressive creations made by our species! and are part of humankind's 

specificity. We have an innate need to understand the world in which we are 

born and the scientific approach is particularly powerful since it incites us to 

build an image, a model of the world we live in. And science invites us to 

continuously verify  the relevance of our world image by looking for evidence, 

usually through analysis, experiments and observations.

To be surprised, to ask questions, to imagine answers and to put them to test…

To build a reasoned conviction, the feeling of having understood something 

fundamental of the world of which we are a part. This procedure seems so 

natural today that we tend to forget that Science is young; a little less than 

four centuries only!

Science was created by philosophers in search of objective and verifiable 

knowledge. But unfortunately, sometimes the open-mindedness of its creators 

is lost; conservative and critical mind takes its place and Science can become 

as dogmatic as a Religion! Yet God knows that she doesn't deserve such a fate!

I followed a scientific career, guided by the desire to understand as well as 

possible, the foundations of reality and life. I studied Biology then graduated in

Molecular Biology and finished a phD in Molecular Genetics. I tried to follow the

discoveries in Cosmology and Quantum Physics and to appreciate the living 

phenomenon through space and time; that is, in the history of Life: Evolution, 

and its fabulous entanglement in an impressive Biosphere: Ecology.

The circumstances allowed me to discover the strangeness of the psychic 

world: intuitions, premonitions, transpersonal communication… that aren't a 

priori understandable in the context of the ambient paradigm which is 

Physicalism. This paradigm states that only Matter is real and builds the world 
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such that the laws of nature that Physics discovers are all what is needed to 

understand it.

This paradigm arose mainly in the 19th century. But it still hangs around today,

although modern physics has shown since the early 20th century that "what 

we call real, does not have the properties we commonly attribute to reality!" 

The new paradigm we have to build nowadays could very well unveil a reality 

much closer to what we generally attribute to the realm of spirituality rather 

than just material!

 Where possible, I tried to use the power of the scientific method to forge a 

reasoned conviction. This leads me to be convinced today that our 

Consciousness is capable of evolving outside the restrictions of space and time 

which are those in which our physical body lives. Physicalism is powerless to 

account for what our Consciousness can do! 

We're on the cusp of a new Renaissance that should enlarge our perspectives 

and bridge Science and Spirituality: both should help to think about a new 

world picture, best adapted to modern science's and psychophysics' 

discoveries.

PUBLICATIONS

"Un scientifique à la recherche de l'âme." published by Temps Présent: 

collections Sciences et Fonction Psy; May 2010.

Book argument:

It is surprising to note that the revolutions

initiated by physics and biology of the 20th

century did not have the impact they could have

had with the general public. Probably because
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they seem abstract and difficult to understand with enough depth to feed on. 

Like any revolution, they suggest a new conception of the world and of 

ourselves that could interest the public and encourage them to take an 

individual approach to evaluating it. Faced with these difficulties, some turn 

away from science, sometimes to adopt an obscurantist approach; others copy 

their positions on those of conservative scientists clinging to 19th century 

science. However a new way is possible as physicists such as W. Pauli, K. 

Huang, F. Capra, D. Deutsch... or biologists such as L. Margulis or J. Lovelock...

indicate...

It takes a little work and intuition to turn an inedible green olive into a tasty 

dish. Similarly, a little curiosity and motivation are needed to understand the 

complex results of modern physics and biology. But the reward is quickly 

there: a new universe gradually reveals itself, undoubtedly more confusing for 

us than Copernicus' universe was for his contemporaries! The nascent science 

then began, without suspecting it, a long process of divorce between the 

human and the world. For centuries his approach gradually stifled any search 

for meaning in man's participation in the universe, to the point of attributing 

him an insignificant place in a foreign, immense and cold space...  And here it 

seems to come at the end of a cycle when at the beginning of the 20th 

century, it begins the discovery of links as deep and significant as unexpected 

between the subject who studies - us - and the object observed - the 

universe!  These discoveries have deeply disturbed physicists who still do not 

agree today on their interpretation, although it has been proven since the 

1980s that our image of the world should be radically rethought! If in this 

context, we remember C.G. Jung who wrote :

 «Anyone who has experienced like me the happiness of experiencing the divinatory 

power of the Yi-Jing {...} cannot fail to see in the long run that we touch there a point of 

Archimedes from which our attitude of Western mind can be taken out of its hinges.»

 We are no longer as convinced as we were in the 19th century that science is 
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still incompatible with the image of the world that the Yi-Jing offers us - 

probably the oldest book man has ever written! Indeed, two of the most 

brilliant minds of the 20th century worked for nearly thirty years on the project

of bringing closer reason and intuition, until they published their ideas together

in "Synchronity as a principle of acausal relations" by C.G. Jung and "The 

Kepler case" by W. Pauli.

One could paraphrase C.G. Jung by writing: "the results of 20th century 

science in turn build a formidable lever capable of breaking out of its hinges 

the impressive wall built since Descartes between physics and the psychic".

This separation of genres has become so prevalent over the past three 

centuries that today rationalists are striving to close the deep and significant 

gaps that modern science has made in the Descartes Wall... at the risk of 

appearing irrational! Perhaps it is an excessive fear of a return to obscurantism

which thus sacrifices one of the most beautiful facets of what makes humanity:

freedom of mind based on reason and critical spirit rather than on habits? Have

we lost the gains of the Enlightenment? One may think so when rational minds 

refuse to see how the world described by the most ardent defenders of 

Cartesianism - the physicists - finally seems closer to the one in which some 

alchemists lived than to the empty universe to which they seem to cling 

stubbornly.

It is strange to observe that today, by relying on rationalism, one can refuse to

analyse scientifically a phenomenon such as clairvoyance, whereas relativistic 

physics shows that space and time are not absolute but relative; that : 

«The distinction between past, present and future retains only the value of an illusion, 

however tenacious it may be.» Einstein.

Or when quantum physics shows that objects can be in total syntony despite 

their separation in space and time!... 
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It is strange to observe that today, under the guise of rationalism, one can 

denigrate a whole oracular cultural heritage while physicists are incapable of 

understanding the foundations of our universe, except perhaps through such 

exotic models as the Multiverse or the Anthropic Principle ! The first postulates 

that at every moment infinities of  parallel universes open up in which every 

possible alternative will be verified... The second establishes in principle a 

mysterious creation of a universe pregnant with life and man, a universe 

whose fundamental characteristics seem to have been "chosen" with immense 

care so that it evolves long enough and in a sufficiently rich way so that life 

then intelligence can be born and prosper !

My main objective is to give the reader the means to begin a research that 

allows him to form a reasoned and experimental personal opinion on the 

models that science offers us as well as on subjects a priori less scientific such 

as premonitory dreams or the Yi-Jing. But is it really true that they cannot be 

apprehended by science? I am too attached to Science to abandon her and far 

too convinced of the reality of the Yi-Jing's performance to denigrate it in the 

name of scientific rationality. The interest of some modern physicists for the Yi-

Jing is naturally explained when one acquires a thorough knowledge of their 

discoveries and when one notes with them that the Descartes wall is no longer 

as justified as it was until the beginning of the 20th century.

My book provides keys that the reader is invited to make his to build his own 

image of the world using the results acquired by Western science as well as the

perspectives opened by Eastern philosophies. These keys allow us to 

understand the immense strangeness of the world depicted by physicists 

interested in the macrocosm (relativistic and astrophysical physics) and the 

microcosm (quantum physics); they give food for thought that would shed light

on the reasons why Western civilisation and the scientific method in particular 

have moved away from the original sources of intuition that other civilisations 

seem to have preserved; they finally expose the reasons why contemporary 
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physicists discover the interest of tools that seem to associate psyche with the 

material world.

I imagined presenting contemporary science with its method and discoveries so

that any reader could benefit from it with his interest in the subject as his only 

baggage. The tools chosen to achieve this objective are as follows:

- the presentation of observations and experiences that everyone can 

easily make to appropriate the subject in a concrete way;

 - the assimilation of the reader in physics and biology experiments 

described in clear language and with sufficient detail so that he has the 

impression of doing them himself in the company of his physicist or 

biologist guide;

- the presentation and analysis of controversies and interpretations 

discussed among physicists, as varied as they are surprising.

The first half of the book presents the nature of time and space that modern 

physics describes to show that they are no longer so far from those that the Yi-

Jing proposes us! In the second half, a comparison with biology gives 

important keys to explore the nature of life, genetics and its applications, the 

origin and evolution of species and their place in ecological communities. 

The reader is invited to experiment by himself with tools that are provided. The

approach adopted is that of the fundamental scientific method, i.e. the search 

for a personal and rational conviction through observation, experimentation 
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scientific chapters to offer the reader an environment that is as attractive as 

possible.

The last part of the book begins a reflection on the proposals of C.G. Jung and 

W. Pauli on synchronicity and its application to the Yi-Jing and presents its 

potential utility as a tool for personal development. Jung and Pauli tried to 

understand the common sources of matter and thought. They hoped to find a 

new path to knowledge acquisition, a new path that would benefit from both 

rational and intuitive qualities. They did not really succeed in their enterprise 

but their research compared in a very interesting way the models of the world 

and ourselves that Western scientific culture offers us on the one hand, and 

Chinese culture on the other hand. The latter is probably the one that for over 

6000 years is best rooted in one of the aspects of our nature that we have 

forgotten: the source of intuition. Their results deserve to be recalled at a time

when physics and biology are discovering strange facets of the world, 

completely unexpected within the conceptual framework of the last century 

and which seem to prove their research right.

This book describes the power of the scientific method in explaining the world, 

but also the value of associating it with intuition when seeking its meaning. 

The approach seeks to re-associate reason and intuition by taking seriously the

strange models proposed by science and history.

Alain Rifat; May 2008.
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"Game Over: A Detective Investigation on Spiritualism and Life after 

Death."; Marjolyn Peters and Alain Rifat; Ed. Smashwords; 2015.

Trying to understand why Conan

Doyle became a convinced

Spiritualist, detective James Body

witnesses a fierce war between

Science and Religion that ends with a

suspicious death and three suspects:

a young elegant woman, hoping to

solve her debilitating fear of death; a

handsome american medium with

war-trauma and a weird French

engineer trying to understand how

spirit could survive death. They

compel the inspector to express all his

investigative qualities to solve why

and how the organiser of a workshop

on Science and Spirituality died. This

suspicious death staggers everybody

but leads slowly to amazing and unexpected revelations that should trigger the

reader's interest in the investigation and in its implications on the most 

important question of all: what happens after death?! Could modern Science 

contribute to an understanding of the mediums' claims? Or is there really an 

unbridgeable gap between matter and spirit? These are some questions that 

are tackled beside the obvious one in a detective story: Who's done it?!

Through the investigation in a spooky Victorian mansion and a passionate love 

affair, the reader is introduced to the Spiritualist environment: its procedures 

and its convictions and discovers how mediums communicate with passed 

entities and what Science has to say about the nature of our reality that could 

help explain mediumship.
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Science and Spirituality are confronted through a fiery battle between an 

eccentric French engineer and an old British plumber who is a convinced 

Spiritualist and a wise humanist. An attractive young woman meets a 

handsome American, medium himself and traumatised by his war experience 

in Afghanistan and Irak. They complement themselves in a romantic but weird 

relation that triggers strange memories in both of them. Are they mere 

hallucinations? Or rememberings of past lives? Are we responsible in this life 

for events happened in past ones? 

Everybody, one day or another, thinks about one's life and its ending. And the 

most important question of all… What comes after?!

Many answers are available, of course… But which one is convenient for you? 

Maybe your life and thoughts convinced your mind and your feelings of an 

adequate answer. Maybe you don't yet have one. 

The authors of this book met during a workshop in a College dedicated to 

Spiritualism which is one of the available answers. It states that consciousness 

survives bodily death but, contrary to most Religions, it looks for experimental 

evidence to support its claim. Mediums are formed there and learn how to 

perceive messages and informations supposedly coming from passed spirits. 

They are trained to give clear and specific informations in order to identify a 

recognisable individual, then eventually transfer a message coming from this 

passed entity and emanating from a so-called other world.

We experienced amazing events and analysed them with critical eyes but open 

mind also. They triggered the idea of this book: an investigation conducted by 

a down-to-earth police officer fond of Sherlock Holmes and his creator: Sir 

Arthur Conan Doyle, who was a renown Spiritualist himself! The detective is 

intrigued and tries to understand how the father of Forensic Science and an 

analytical genius, could be convinced by the Spiritualist claim!
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Conan Doyle wasn't, by far, the only analytical mind open to Spiritualism; 

many respected scientists — even Nobel Prizes — conducted experiments and 

worked on these questions. Some of them even created experimental protocols

designed to give hard evidence of life after death. Frederick Myers: one of the 

founders of The Society for Psychical Research, was one of them and his work 

inspired part of this book.
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« Everything we call real is made of things that cannot be regarded as real. » Niels 
BOHR

This quote from Nobel Prize Niels Bohr is one century old and reflects the 

profound perplexity of physicists who were looking for the nature of Reality. For

more than a century they have known that the image of the world inherited 

from the 19th century is false. The frame of reference within which we perceive

the nature of our world is no longer valid. We must reconsider our vision of 

Reality, change our perspective, question the material nature we attribute to 

Reality...

This essay follows a book published in 2010: "Un scientifique à la recherche de 

l'âme". This docufiction presented the startling discoveries of modern science 

to help the reader question his own perception of Reality. A new frame is 

presented, a paradigm in which we could better understand the weirdness of 

Nature as it is discovered since a century. Interestingly, this new paradigm 

reminds of how Eastern philosophers perceived intuitively the nature of Reality 

since millennia.

Would Science join Spirituality? Is the foundation of Reality closer to 

Spirituality rather than to Materialism? Would Descartes be Cartesian and 

dualistic if he lived among us today? Here are some of the questions that are 

tackled in this essay with a new paradigm as a guide for reflexions.
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